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This dissertation is a digitally-based ethnographic study examining narratives by and about sexual and gender minorities (SGM) around saint veneration and discourse. Online forums and blogs are an easily accessible and safe space that both SGM and their detractors are increasingly utilizing. The current study, a 2016 to 2018 assessment of websites, blogs, forums, and an online Roman Catholic support group, demonstrates that within online platforms, various authors and communities are using Christian saints to interpret and construct components of SGM religious and sexual identities and their intersections with theological, cultural, and socio-political concerns. Couched within the context of the intersecting histories of sexual and gender minorities experience and religious venerative traditions in America, this work highlights English-speaking online communities and assesses common themes and uses of saints among these sites, unpacking the ways in which they contribute to specific narratives and subjective, relational experiences. Specifically, *Digital Devotions* finds that communities are using saint symbolism to express their spirituality, model ideas or behaviors, or experience components of both individual subjectivity and group identity. These demarcations range from queer subjectivity and/or gender identity to religious expression and other political or cultural affiliations. Historically, hagiographies have never been written with historical accuracy or empirical plausibility as their primary concern. Now, contested saint narratives are found among
communities who use them to promote heteronormative relationships and denounce queer lives but even more frequently in communities promoting queer and affirming interpretations of saints and legitimizing diverse sexual and gender identities. Examining these parallel efforts through lenses of queer studies, camp, and rhetorical and cultural analysis, the dissertation primarily contributes to the academic fields of queer studies and lived religion. Within these disciplines, new roles imagined for saints speak to the ongoing salience of subjectivity as a queer way of relating to experience and culture as well as the ongoing innovation occurring in and with Catholic traditions. These findings have speak to subversive saint narratives’ potential to reduce or perpetuate social and ecclesiastic stigma and contribute to larger social narratives in American society.
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PREFACE

This dissertation is the product of many years and writing over long nights, but it is also the result of the support I have received from a great many people. I am extremely grateful for the years of advice, feedback, and encouragement I received from Dr. Paula Kane and each of the members of my committee; Drs. Kranson, Reeser and Chilson each inspired and informed parts of this dissertation through their expertise, teaching, feedback and personal encouragement. Our department Chairs, the late Dr. Linda Penkower and Dr. Adam Shear, have championed our graduate education throughout my time in the department, and the encouragement and collaborative work with my cohort and past graduate students, especially Drs. Emily Bailey, Patrick Hughes, Margarita Delgado, Susie Meister, Kelsy Burke and the Rev. Dr. Bhante Pemaratana, have been invaluable intellectual and social fabric that has bound our time and research together.

I am also grateful for my department and committee’s patience and support as I completed this study while working fulltime facilitating HIV prevention and care planning for the University of Pittsburgh and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. In this regard, I also owe a debt of gratitude to my coworkers and colleagues in the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public Health and the Center for Mindfulness and Consciousness Studies, who have likewise facilitated and encouraged my research and writing. I would like to thank Dr. Sarah Krier, Dr. Mack Friedman, Dr. Carol Greco and Leah Northrop, as well as Michael Zolovich. I need to especially thank Dr. Anthony Silvestre, whose unwavering support, professional advice, and personal inspiration for this project are gifts for which I will always be grateful.
I have received feedback and financial support from a number of groups and individuals I’d to recognize here. I’m very grateful for Donald Boisvert’s remarks on an early version of this work at the Henry Hay Conference on Religion and Sexuality, for presentation feedback from colleagues at the American Academy of Religion Eastern International Region, and reviews and suggestions from the editors and anonymous reviewers from McGill University for my earlier project around the intersection of saints and HIV. I am also grateful for the support provided during parts of this work by Collecting Knowledge Pittsburgh through Pitt’s Department of History of Art and Architecture and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

I am so appreciative for the many ways my parents and family have supported and believed in me over the course of my academic career. Above all, I’d like to thank my wife, Joy, whose many sacrifices, encouragement, advice, and immeasurable extra support with our family and young children have made completion of this work possible.

Finally, I’d like to recognize the many individuals who either messaged and emailed with me about their experiences and beliefs or who have written and posted publicly in the online communities that comprise this study. Digital Devotions relies on extensive observation and site cataloguing, and I have endeavored throughout this work to accurately convey their thoughts and beliefs as they have been presented through our online medium. I hope that my efforts in this study convey my deep respect for all those striving to live authentically, especially in the face of stigma or the threat of violence, and for all those trying to help or inspire others to do the same.
None of these Saints have [*sic*] been tempted to suicide because they knew there was something irreparably wrong with them. None of these Saints faced rejection from BOTH sides—from the secular for pursuing chastity and from the religious for even being tempted the way they are... I am often tempted to think that maybe struggling with SSA [same-sex attraction] means that I am already condemned and irredeemable. Otherwise, wouldn't there be someone already sanctified—already in heaven—who DID struggle with SSA? Surely others DID struggle with SSA in the past, so either some made it to heaven... OR maybe it is impossible for someone with SSA... someone like me... to get there.  “Wayward,” self-identified as a young woman attracted to other women, on Catholic Answers Forums¹

In several Christian traditions today, the ways that people think about and relate to saints play important roles. Theologically, churches that recognize saints hold them up as models who “lead godly lives” and glorify attributes of God (God’s power, forgiveness, etc.). Rhetorically, the lives and virtues of saints are used to highlight certain behaviors and to warn against others. For individual supplicants, stories of and prayers to saints can inspire and help express hopeful resilience or despair and stigma. As “Wayward’s” lament above demonstrates, the roles that saints continue to play in contemporary society—reaching out from rich, complex histories and through (or sometimes despite) religious traditions—both reflect and shape crucial intersections of identity, ecclesiology, and society. Some historical and cultural narratives attempt to paint the relationships between sexual and gender minorities (SGM) and Christianity as solely antithetical

and antagonistic. However, the full spectrum of relationships among Christians, saints, and understandings of sexuality is much broader and more nuanced.

Queer religious encounters, discourses and communities do not arise from or exist within a cultural vacuum. As such, the analyses in *Digital Devotions* are grounded the history of both American Catholic devotionalism and American SGM history and lived religion, as well as how these historical threads intersect in contemporary dialogue and socio-religious understanding. This work opens with examinations and contextualization of the history of Roman Catholic, independent Catholic, and Eastern Orthodox devotionalism in the United States, the historical relationship between the gay rights movement and Christian groups in the United States. To appropriately historicize such momentous movements and events, the study has relied on the scholarship of Heather White, Anthony Petro, Robert Orsi, and queer historians like John Boswell and Jim Downs, among others. Theoretically, the many facets of online experience and the diversity of the communities and sites engaged—with their various narratives and agendas—have necessitated a wide-ranging exploration of the underlying influences and mechanisms at work within these groups. To that end, Melissa Wilcox’s work and sociological case studies in *Queer Women and Religious Individualism*, Mark D. Jordan’s rhetorical and cultural analysis in *Recruiting Young Love* and *The Silence of Sodom* (respectively), and Kelsy Burke’s sociological treatment of Christian websites about sex in *Christians Under Covers* are foundational texts cited throughout the current study. Queer studies and cultural theorists like David Halperin and Donald Boisvert have also been extremely useful in connecting theory to application in these communities, especially Halperin’s *Saint Foucault* and *How to be Gay* and Boisvert’s *Sanctity and Male Desire*.

---

Guided by the above scholarship, the current work demonstrates that some Christians are interacting with SGM narratives and communities in novel ways through a medium particularly suited to facilitating interaction: the Internet. Unfettered by distance and often offering greater protection against both social ostracism and religious stigma, websites and online forums have allowed new digital communities to form around discussions of saints and contemporary understandings of “real life” values and experiences that include sexuality and gender identity.\(^3\) Due the increasingly accessible and immersive nature of these environments and interactions, online groups can productively be thought of as “existing somewhere between ‘fantasy and action’” and “desire and interest.” However, online communities cannot fully escape or transcend social parameters; “regulations on the body and marginalization [of] minority groups” are also perpetuated in many of these spaces.\(^4\) The present study examines online communities engaged in narrative creation around saints and their significance. It demonstrates that the act of "queering"—which throughout this work means re-appropriating, re-imagining, or claiming—narratives and interpretations of saints (or reaffirming traditional roles or values) facilitate expressions of multiple components of subjective experience and identity. Chief among them are the religious and sexual or gender identities of their authors and audiences.

Queer interpretations and lived religious experiences are documented throughout American sexual and gender minority and religious histories.\(^5\) But less well understood are other interests and sociological forces that also contribute to queer saint narratives and experiences of religious expression. *Digital Devotions* builds on this chapter’s historical contextualization, employing digital ethnography in Chapter 2 to assess specific websites, comment sections, email

---

\(^4\) Ibid, 11.
\(^5\) As discussed in detail in section 1.3.
chains and message boards that discuss both saints and sexual and gender minorities. This dissertation plays a role in documenting the spiritual components of queer (as well as heteronormative) narratives about saints as previously undocumented components of lived religion for many sexual and gender minorities. Its descriptive findings include the creation of narratives and interpreting saints that: 1) affirm and celebrate SGM lives and experiences; 2) affirm both all individuals’ worth while maintaining conservative Christian sexual ethics; 3) rhetorically attack and morally condemn those whom the authors perceive to be morally inferior, particularly SGM.

However, *Digital Devotions* is more than simply descriptive. After the first two chapters, it moves from descriptive observation of critical narratives around saints—as useful as that is in understanding lived religion, especially queer religious expression—to analyzing some of the underlying sociological mechanisms and processes at play in these online environments. Employing the academic lenses of queer studies, social identity theory, camp, and rhetorical analysis, this work interrogates some of the underlying mechanisms at play in various types of saint narratives. Interpreting ways that actors in digital settings use saint images, personal connections and prayers, and interpretations of hagiographies reveals that actors and audiences create and maintain narrative spaces that develop, meld, and even reify aspects of their social, spiritual, and sexual selves.

Chapter 3 accomplishes this task, first and foremost, through rhetorical and sociological analysis of the massive amount of observational data these websites and communities generate. Through discussion of the spiritual components of some of community narratives, the study highlights the roles that grieving and remembrance play in members’ discussions. In sections 3.2 and 3.3, it examines the subtle roles that narratives about saints and their bodies play in
informing and reinforcing audience’s perceptions of allowable gender norms and sexuality. But because of the widely intersectional nature of components of identity interacting with other fields, section 3.4 also touches on other theories in order to acknowledge—for example—the roles that Bourdieu’s symbolic power, Weber’s theory of charismatic leaders, and Anderson’s constructions of imagined community apply to these complex narrative phenomena.

The current study finds that the ways in which authors and audiences construct and maintain narratives about saints and sexuality online both shape and reify personal and community views, interactions, and motivations. That such complex social mechanisms can be influenced through online appeals to saints is an important advancement of the academic understanding of contemporary, queer lived religion. Altogether, the work contributes to scholarly understanding of queer studies through its assessment of novel religious and cultural discourse, analyzing the underlying mechanisms surrounding narratives and images of saints that are contributing to facets of both queer and normative social identity. Additionally, this dissertation contributes to scholarly understandings of queer subjectivity, highlighting new and surprising ways that sexual and gender minorities relate to both queer and heteronormative religious traditions and systems of social power. Finally, it provides a critical expansion for American Catholic studies as well, offering a queer lens through which to view the ongoing evolution of religious subjectivity and Catholic experience. Digital Devotions concludes with additional academic avenues where this research could be usefully applied, including the possibility of using sexual and gender minority experiences and identification with saints to further analyze how the ways that people reproduce and “do” gender may be similar to, and correlated with, how religious affiliates might unintentionally “do” aspects of religion.
1.1 TERMINOLOGY

It has become an academic truism to point out that the language used to present and describe (or, unintentionally, proscribe) human subjects matters, yet it bears repeating that labels and arguments can exist solely in culturally defined settings, and that the use of moral reasoning—even unintentionally—more easily confers social power and argumentative persuasion.6 This is particularly important when dealing with marginalized populations past or present, and with contexts in which completing terminology can carry social connotations and sometimes painful histories far beyond the explicit meaning of any particular label.7 As such, a balancing act is on display throughout the dissertation; in blogs, in comments, and on websites, subjects use a wide range of terminology to talk about themselves or others who identify as sexual and gender minorities. Nearly all of the terms the communities in this study use are associated with additional cultural assumptions, specific disciplines, or socio-political ideologies. The current section explores the many terms that are present in the chapters ahead, and explains why specific ones have been selected for use in specific contexts. As queer British historian and scholar Dominic Janes notes, “no term for same-sex erotic attraction is unproblematic,” so great care must be employed to accurately and respectfully reflect both individuals’ and communities’ lives, desires, and experiences with as much diversity and sensitivity as possible.8

Some terms, like same-sex attraction (or “SSA,” as seen in “Wayward’s” comment at the beginning of this chapter) are historically situated expressions derived from American “culture

---

war” debates in the 1980s and 1990s over whether one’s sexuality is chosen or innate. Currently, use of the term “same-sex attraction” is a type of conservative cultural code or “dog whistle.” Dog whistle cultural politics have seen a dramatic increase in the last two decades, and is a tactic that uses terms that seems innocuous to the general public but convey deeper, non-obvious messages to specific groups or subcultures. It is most commonly employed by politically and culturally conservative religious and political leaders. In the case of SSA, it signifies that the individual using it believes (or intends to imply) that the delineation between having an “attraction” and acting on it is significant because the latter is a choice. According to this (widely panned) construction of sexuality, if people are actively making choices related to expressing their sexual identity, then they are essentially “choosing to be gay…” and thus can be blamed for that “choice” and any consequences they ostensibly “deserve” for said choice.

Other terms in more widespread use today are also not without pitfalls or limitations. The evolution of the term LGBTQIA+ is a fascinating example. Earlier—some might say dated—iterations of it exist throughout the internet and within many of the sources that will be analyzed here. While the terms “gay” and “lesbian” have existed in English parlance for decades and will be discussed in greater detail at the end of this section, the earliest acronym was GLB (Gay Lesbian, Bisexual). The GLB characterization reflected and perpetuated the privileged positions held by gay (often white, upper middle class) men within the 1970s civil rights movements, to the diminution or outright erasure of the contributions of trans, queer, and lesbian activists—including people of color—and their allies. As such, the term grew into LGBT (adding the word “transgender” to the acronym), then LGBTQ (queer or questioning),

LGBTQIA (intersex, asexual or ally), LGBTQIA+, and so on. One criticism with this configuration is that it takes an “alphabet soup” or Balkanizing approach to inclusion, becoming unwieldy at best and divisive at worst. Further, these terms are highly associated with American (or at best English-speaking or “Western”) identity and have no appropriate historical correlations to people’s relationships in the distant past—a point highly relevant in a study about the perceived sexuality of ancient saints.11

Other configurations include more sociologically focused or descriptive terms frequently used in public health and research settings, such as MSM (men who have sex with men) and GMT (gay men, MSM, and trans women). While these terms are too narrowly focused for use here, the term SGM—sexual and gender minorities—has recently emerged as a neutral, respectful and far-reaching descriptor that is understood to incorporate the full spectrum of sexual and gender possibilities.12 SGM has accordingly become the standard accepted term in many disciplines, but not all scholars agree with this development.13 Mark Jordan’s early work is addressing academic objections to universal terms for sexual and gender minorities, arguing that “we need to think of Catholic lesbianism and Catholic gayness separately. Categories that combine gay men with lesbians are categories created to persecute both. The false sameness implied… is useful for dehumanizing condemnation, but not careful analysis.”14

11 Petro, After the Wrath of God, 16.
12 The term SGM “encompasses lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender populations, as well as all those whose sexual orientation, gender identity and expressions, or reproductive development varies from traditional, societal, cultural, or physiological norms.” Eliseo J. Pérez-Stable “Director’s Message: Sexual and Gender Minorities Formally Designated as a Health Disparity Population for Research Purposes” National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (National Institutes of Health, October 6, 2016). https://www.nimhd.nih.gov/about/directors-corner/message.html
13 “Sexual and Gender Minorities” Office of Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (online: National Institutes of Health). https://www.edi.nih.gov/people/sep/lgbti/about Accessed January 12, 2018. Also note that, like LGBTQIA, SGM can be both a singular adjective (i.e., someone who identifies as SGM) and as a plural noun (e.g., SGM: sexual and gender minorities).
14 Jordan, Silence, 9.
However, there are several important caveats to the critique that universal terminology is unacceptable for studying aspects of SGM lived experience. First, Jordan was writing nearly twenty years before the present study. Scholars, including Jordan himself, correctly no longer view sexual preferences or gender identity as limited to gay or lesbian identity, diluting the premise of the objection. Second, this view relies in part on “theological categories.” Such a specific formulation is not the focus of the present work; it does not seek to validate or assess belief, but rather the rhetoric and symbolism used around saints. Finally, it is important to note that “similar difficulties afflict all categories” of sexual and gender minorities, addressing “the range of [subjects’] identities or behaviors.” I encourage readers to acknowledge this ambiguity and inconstancy, and “read on to see how I try to reflect the diversity of [peoples’] lives” respectfully. For these reasons, whenever possible, SGM is the standard acronym that will be employed in discussing contemporary communities and issues in this work.

Two important exceptions will be given regarding the standard phrasing above. At points during my research, individuals frequently and explicitly claim very specific labels and identities, and such acts or descriptors are key components of the dissertation. In order to respect and represent these individuals, any person-specific identities and associated terms will be referenced as the authors present themselves. In other words, when non-SGM language is used, it is an intentional reflection of a specific identity a respondent disclosed or presented online. This linguistic and representational choice has the additional effect of reflecting the complex and contested state of concepts such as sainthood, denominational affinity, and sexual identity. In that sense, the identity markers that subjects choose for themselves take on—to a small degree—the fluidity inherent in the medium in which they reside. In such cases, definitional fluidity or

15 Ibid.
ambiguity is apparent in such descriptions and definitions, especially around language discussing crossdressing or transgender and genderfluid saints, so accurately reflecting them in this analysis is necessary to properly explore the multiple possibilities for representation and interpretation inherent in the text. On the other hand, problematic terms like SSA are also crucial for contextualization of the data, and their inclusion and analysis here should not be conflated with legitimization.

Following poststructuralist critique, social categories that seem naturalized, even ones as seemingly concrete as individual identity, can be viewed as “persistent cultural fantasies or myths”; the socio-psychological components or cultural “signs” that conceptually bind people into unified or coherent categories are the results of representational codes used to describe the self to the self (and by extension others) continuously. 16 This ongoing process of performativity and style allow for multiple readings and contexts to exist in these categories or labels that, at first glance, may seem inherent or self-evident. Yet, Reeser notes that while the term “identity” is typically associated with relative permanence or stability, “subjectivity suggests complications and a closer relation to cultural and psychological influences.” 17 The present analysis will leverage rhetorical, gender, and queer theory to explore these possible—even simultaneous—meanings in online posts and interactions among users. In fact, in online settings, representation and self-presentation are often best described as “flickering signifiers,” meaning their

17 Reeser, Masculinities in Theory, 13.
impermanence and ambiguous intentionality are key factors in how they are perceived as both texts and actors in an ever-changing digital environment.\(^{18}\)

The second exception to the methodological and stylistic choice of using SGM is thus found in the use of the term “queer.” Use of the term here not only reflects a common usage in the online source material (as described above), but it is also a deliberate decision meant to engage in a historically conscious usage that can, to a degree, simultaneously include somewhat less problematically the lives and loves of historical, imagined, and contemporary individuals.\(^{19}\) Theorist Annamarie Jagose observes that “queer” is the latest in a litany of reclaimed words, evolving discourse, and slang that strategically pushes back against stigma and “binarised [sic] and hierarchized sexual categorization” that has been attached to labels over time.\(^{20}\) At first “a provocative and proactive term,” “queer” has since become a standard expression used to recognize and represent the “destabilizing [of] static identities” regardless of historical time or place.\(^{21}\) As demonstrated in Chapter 2, many participants in these online settings deliberately, explicitly, and sometimes creatively engage with historical or hagiographic individuals through distinctly contemporary lenses and their own lived experiences; the term “queer” is the best proxy language to attempt to bridge actual historical and cultural divides. Theologian and scholar of queer religion Jay Emerson Johnson concurs, quoting Lee Edelman to argue that “queerness carves out a “zone of possibilities” in an otherwise static or closed system [of identity]” in history. Jagose notes dryly that, as a critical term, “queer” has “proved to have a highly elastic sense of history.”\(^{22}\) In this larger sense, queer studies offers “ways of analyzing

---


\(^{19}\) Janes, *Visions of Queer Martyrdom*, 10.


\(^{22}\) Jagose, *Queer Theory*, 75.
both civic and religious discourse... while still resisting normalizing standards of sexual behavior and gender performance.”23 Indeed, queer lenses can disrupt heteronormative concepts and systems, including (for example) supposed dichotomies between male and female or human and divine.24 In that sense, this work uses queer studies to “prompt a critical retrieval of traditional religious discourse as a culturally destabilizing [and thus queer] force.”25 As such, the term “queer” is perfectly suited for use in a study where subjects themselves are often already conceiving of it elastically in various time periods (i.e., in the lives of saints).

It is also the case that the act of queering religious texts or figures can be both rhetorical and novel historical approaches to reclaim and celebrate LGBTQ people in historical or religious narratives where they have been erased or hidden. Both rigorously researched historiography that uncovers and queers previously hidden or erased lives and experiences and new, creative descriptions of saints’ imagined lives, attractions, or actions empower readers to discover or imagine new role models or historical trailblazers. Many of the saints mentioned in the pages that follow engaged—or are imagined to have engaged—in behaviors or attractions not condoned by their contemporaneous societies. Given these sometimes-unbridgeable gaps in time and circumstance, Mona West and others advocate using “queer” as an inclusive form of terminology because it carries the advantage of avoiding problematic and distinctly modern labels such as “gay” or “lesbian”. At the same time, such language recognizes the historically “antecedent” spaces such figures can occupy conceptually in current discourse.26 Indeed, historians ranging from George Chauncey and John Boswell to D. Michael Quinn and Janet

23 Ibid, x.
Jakobsen have traced the contours or antecedents of contemporary SGM communities within historical contexts.27 One community commentator online described this process more directly as the act of identifying “our tr-ancestors.”28 Such queer discursive elements form new examples—what religious historian Mark Jordan describes as the ways in which people and institutions “deploy religious powers for making alternate characters.”29

Of course, there is no scholarly consensus on the use of distinctly contemporary terminology to describe historical lives and experiences vastly separated from our own. Opposing the view that there are instances or terms that can (however imperfectly) be used to signify the historical, lived experience of sexual difference in societies’ pasts, Jagose notes that caution is needed when dealing with the “vagaries” of historical terminologies, which “rarely match the altogether neater paradigms that purport to describe” contemporary terms like LGBTQ or queer.30 On the other hand, Mark Jordan point out that all terms are in a sense subjective and malleable. “The scientifically charged term ‘homosexuality,’ the individual elements of the ever-expanding [LGBTQIA+] acronym, the person afflicted by ‘same-sex attractions,’” he writes, “are all characters as much as the sodomite. They are not transparent registers of facts... they are characters with pasts and futures, ready for a host of rhetorical deployments.”31 In this light, given the inherent shortcomings and multiple potentialities for all terms, choosing and carefully defining one, as has been done in this current study, seems acceptable.

Finally, some sensitive terminology used by the many actors and informants referenced in this research cannot always simply be reflected without comment. Specifically, the terms “homosexual” and “gay” have been used varyingly and a variety of contexts over the past few decades, and authors and individuals may often have different intent or even different concepts or connotations in mind when making these linguistic distinctions. Foucault’s assertion that sexual identity terminology like “homosexual” is a modern (medical) invention used to designate a condition of being—a type of person rather than a specific act or behavior—and thus exert power over them is still relevant today.32 Indeed, several of the digital research sites examined here explicitly do not view SGM individuals or relationships positively. Accordingly, both affirming and hostile uses of signifying language are identified and deconstructed in this study, fully cognizant of alternate uses of terms that are used as slurs, couched in difficult discussions of uses of power, symbolism, and heteronormative supremacy.33

To summarize, there are three defining criteria guiding the terminology that is present in this work. The first is that the blanket term for contemporary sexual and gender minority communities is “SGM.” Individuals who have provided more specific language will have their preferred identities and genders represented as faithfully as possible, and the term “queer” will be used in situating some saints within historical context as well as in relation to subjects’ trans-historical discussions.

32 This will be discussed in more detail in section 1.3.2 in the context of Vatican officials’ use of the term “homosexual” in both written and oral statements. Being able to recognize intent—especially when pejorative or caustic—makes the understanding of labels and definitional choices described here all the more necessary. Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality: An Introduction, vol 1, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage, 1990), 42. See also Boswell, Christianity, Social Tolerance, and Homosexuality, 41-59.

33 Of course, normative and reifying speech can adapt or coopt seemingly any term into a pejorative, including those positively referenced in the larger discussion above. See, for examples, Jim Downs, Stand by Me: The Forgotten History of Gay Liberation (New York: Basic Books, 2016), 31.
1.2 SAINTS IN AMERICAN RELIGIOUS SETTINGS

Terminology surrounding personal labels and identities is not the only topic that requires careful consideration. Concepts of saints and sainthood have varied across time, through various subcultures, and among different denominations. Combined with the persistence and evolution of devotionalism, diverse narratives of saints online are producing multiple, novel power dynamics and underlying constructions of identity. Clarifying the working definition of “saints” within this work parallel to their diverse definitions across various Christian groups throughout American cultural history is a crucial starting point for situating how current uses and understandings of saints in the communities in this study both expand and diverge from historical norms. Historian Simon Yarrow describes Christian saints, at their most basic, as heroic archetypes, wherein “heroes [are] people who embody qualities we would wish for ourselves, and who might champion our causes.” Indeed, the human inclination to look for individuals to admire and imitate is largely universal among cultures and time periods—a phenomenon sociologist Max Weber broadly described as “an ethical systemization... [for] actor[s] possessing the charisma of ‘goodness.’” Taking the above definitions together, the current work operationalizes the term “saint” as the collective product of religiously affiliated images and hagiographies surrounding an individual that function within religious and cultural systems of presentation to incite or retrench novel or normative moral positions. While the present study focuses on moral positions related to sexual attraction and gender expression, it also incorporates the historical fact that even traditional hagiography has never been written “for historical

accuracy or empirical plausibility.”36 This definition allows for the study of the manners in which the frameworks of traditional saints continue to evolve in contemporary discussions and narratives for and by SGM saints and their devotees. Digital Devotions demonstrates how such practices are at once both novel and steeped in centuries of tradition and precedent.

Figure 1. As one of the sites in this study, Q Spirit’s splash page for its Queer Saints Series ably demonstrates one way in which saints are both ancient and contemporary symbols for exploring contemporary concerns and issues.

36 Yarrow, The Saints, 110.
This work highlights SGM Christians and their allies within venerative traditions who employ narratives and images of specific saints as tools that may help contextualize, define, or incorporate both religious and sexual identities. The historic and theological influences of American Christianity, which vary across denominations and locales, have contributed to some positive and many negative effects on SGM movements generally and SGM Christian movements specifically. It is this often-divisive history, however, that illuminates how the venerative phenomena under examination herein have come to be so significant for large numbers of people. Thus, the Christian traditions primarily (but not exclusively) associated with or referenced by these communities include Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox Catholic, and Independent Catholic traditions. As will become clear, the influential symbolism saints offer, along with the rhetorical and theological authority of saints, manifests in unique ways across specific communities. Finally, a specific historical example of SGM adoption of saint frameworks foregrounds the current work through the “cultural sainthood” of Judy Garland (1922-1969). As a clear example related to the narratives and queer subjectivity assessed in the present study, this pre-Stonewall historical parallel and transitional cultural symbol foreground the larger analysis and phenomena that are the central focus of this work.

1.2.1 The Modern History of Roman Catholic Devotionalism

The present research into specific, contemporary acts and adaptations of saint veneration is only a small part of a much larger and complex history. Within Roman Catholic ecclesiastic framework, saints emerge either through official canonization by church elites or through the emergence of sustained popular veneration over time. An excellent example of this system is the popular veneration of St. Jude. In American Roman Catholic culture during the early and mid-twentieth century, “clergy encouraged… popular piety for pastoral reasons, as a way for people
to cultivate and enjoy greater intimacy with the sacred,” and chief among saintly devotions was St. Jude, the patron saint of hopeless causes. In the twentieth century Jude became so popular in certain American Catholic communities by the 1960’s that priests had to assure laity that the Vatican’s impending removal of “historically unverifiable saints” would not impact devotionalism to Jude; the Roman Catholic Church, they assured devotees, “lacks the power to unmake any saint whom God has made.” Robert Orsi’s work explicating the complex devotionalism of patrons of St. Jude demonstrates that “devotions were not [usually] imposed from [Roman Catholic leadership] down, and they were not simply improvised independently by laity in times of need; rather, devotionalism was one way that… people shaped and shared a common Catholic culture together.”

Devotionalism within Roman Catholicism has a number of underlying influences and motivations beyond the Church’s articulated goal, which is to recognize and honor a deceased individual for having lived a life that was sufficiently holy (as defined by adherence with Roman Catholic doctrine) as to merit immediate and indisputable closeness to God in heaven. A number of priests in twentieth century dioceses in the United States complained that Church leadership was more interested in using devotionalism to support churches’ finances more than their ministries; some went so far as to describe themselves as “holy racketeers.” Likewise, while reforms in the canonization process occurred in the thirteenth, seventeenth, and twentieth centuries, it is no secret among historians and scholars that the recognition of sainthood is “just as much a political, sociological, and diplomatic matter as it is a religious concern.”
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38 Ibid, 38 and 18.
40 Yarrow, *The Saints*, 84-86; see also Jordan, *The Silence of Sodom*, 3-4 and especially 226.
There are a number of excellent examples of this truism in the recognition—and revocation thereof—saints suspected of being patrons for SGM. Saint Aelred (1110–1167), a twelfth-century English abbot who was widely revered for his teachings on the potentials of human love, lived for decades in his abbey in Rievaulx in exceptionally close friendship with a fellow monk. His case for sainthood arose as grassroots devotionalism from the community in Rievaulx and those familiar with his extensive historical and spiritual writings. He was maintained as a minor saint for hundreds of years by the Cistercians (and more specifically, English Trappist communities) of the Roman Catholic Church.41 During the Roman Catholic Church’s mid-twentieth-century reforms surrounding the recognition of saints, however, Aelred’s sainthood was “clarified” as having never been officially canonized in the 2001 update to the Roman Martyrology. The Church cited “a lack of evidence of sainthood” and “folklore origins” for Aelred’s beatifying miracles, but critics accused the church of “revoking” the title from certain early and mediaeval saints based on contemporary political concerns.42 In Aelred’s case, some historians and lay Catholics had referred to him as “the gay saint” because of his writing on human friendship and his intimate personal correspondence with another monk (with whom he was buried).43 Critics argued that the contemporary perception of Aelred as essentially “gay” spurred the Church’s actual motivation in expunging his status as a saint.44 The fact that after this criticism gained popularity Aelred reappeared in the Martyrology without comment in the 2004 edition does little to deflect detractors’ suspicions. This series of events mirrors a more

42 Boswell, Christianity, Social Tolerance, and Homosexuality, 233.
43 It is notable that Aelred remains the patron saint of several LGBTQ religious organizations, including the Episcopal ministry Integrity and the religious Order of Saint Aelred in the (largely culturally conservative) Philippines.
44 Jordan, Silence, 173-174. The fact that following this criticism Aelred reappeared without comment in the latest (2004) edition of the Roman Martyrology as an unofficial saint—i.e., a cult—does not help the Roman Catholic Church. This latest entry simply notes his “historical” role as a saint-like figure, “particularly among Western European Cistercians.” Roman Catholic Church and James Gibbons, The Roman Martyrology (Baltimore: J. Murphy Co, 1916).
explicit case during the same period: that of Sergius (also referred to as Serge or Sergios in Eastern Rites) and Bacchus.\textsuperscript{45} Some Roman Catholic texts explicitly stated that the pair, who were removed during the update of the calendar in 1969, were “patrons of… (unofficially) gay men”; some English-language versions of their hagiography do include translations that describe them as “lovers,” after all. The 2001 Roman Catholic \textit{Birthday Book of the Saints} (written by laity explicitly for a Roman Catholic audience) sums up the prevailing logic of the Roman Catholic Church’s 1969 deletion by stating, “The image of these two husky centurions sashaying around in drag started giving people the wrong idea, and accordingly their Feast Day has been removed from the Calendar of Saints.”\textsuperscript{46} While some observers demur at the possibility that saints like Aelred or Sergius and Bacchus were simply victims of a larger and unbiased purge of “popular” saints who were never officially canonized in the early Christian church, the coincidence that such saints were removed raised concern and anger among other SGM laypeople who prayed to them for intercession.\textsuperscript{47}

It should be noted that beatifications and canonizations can also take political and cultural considerations into account without being inherently contentious. For example, a contemporary example that is often cited as evincing political calculus around sainthood is the dual canonizations of John Paul II and John XXIII in 2014. Pope Francis’ simultaneous elevation of both the most well-known modernizing \textit{and} traditionalist popes (respectively) of the twentieth century was seen as a way to balance and placate the modernist and traditionalist camps within

\textsuperscript{46} Dennis O’Neill \textit{Passionate Holiness: Marginalized Christian Devotions for Distinctive People} (Victoria: Trafford Publishing, 2010), 49.  
\textsuperscript{47} Expressions of frustration over the removal of queer or potentially queer saints can be seen, for example, Terence Weldon, “Some Very Queer Saints and Martyrs,” \textit{Quest}, (July 29, 2013), \url{http://questlgbti.uk/some-very-queer-saints-and-martyrs/}
the Church itself. Similar cross-cultural currents also sweep through other churches that recognize saints. The Russian Orthodox Church has for years struggled to deal with “rightwing factions” within the Church that seek canonization for highly controversial historical Orthodox figures such as Rasputin and Ivan the Terrible.

While the politics and cultural associations around saints have shifted, the persistence—or perhaps more accurately, the visibility—of saint veneration in American Catholic religious life has also waxed and waned during the latter half of the twentieth century. It is well-documented that the decades leading into the 1950s were periods of substantial numerical and financial growth for many Catholic communities and organizations across America. In late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century America, “Catholics formed their own monolithic entity—standing apart [and] living apart,” as if in a cultural “fortress designed to protect Catholics from a hostile society and socialize them into… Catholic faith and morals.” Importantly, the many social and religious Catholic lay organizations during this time worked to support this closed-system community structure while also functioning to safeguard against Catholic assimilation into aspects of larger (Protestant) American culture. In the 1960s, during Vatican II the council reaffirmed the continued importance and relevance for Catholic life and devotion, highlighting “three areas in which the lives of remarkable persons could serve to enrich and empower the lives of ordinary individuals: example, fellowship, and aid.” Additionally,

beginning in the late 1970s, American Catholics (particularly their bishops) experienced “new confidence” to speak publicly and increasingly politically about social and moral issues in American life.\textsuperscript{52} This new method of engagement and outlook was termed “public Catholicism.”\textsuperscript{53}

Despite this increase in outreach and ecclesiastic support, in the decades immediate following the Second Vatican Council saint devotionalism did not appear robust to many within the church or to religious scholars.\textsuperscript{54} From the 1960s to the 1980s, significant and well-documented decreases in devotionalism at Roman Catholic shrines and within congregations occurred.\textsuperscript{55} During this time, Catholic “authorities, far from launching [more] devotional practices, [were] traditionally unfavorable, or at best indifferent, to them. New devotions had to prove themselves before they [could be] sanctioned.”\textsuperscript{56} Indeed, prior to the renewal of scholarly interest in devotionalism as an enduring, living practice in the 1990s, the perception of American devotionalism to saints was so poor that theologian John Coleman proposed in 1987 that “we have experienced a… loss in regard to saints,” and argued that most Americans are so far removed from the devotional aspect of Catholicism that they “lack the language tools necessary to speak of saints.”\textsuperscript{57} British religious historian Simon Yarrow describes the majority of the twentieth century as comprising “understandably… demoralizing circumstances” for saints in the

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{52} Petro, \textit{After the Wrath of God}, 98-100.
\item\textsuperscript{54} For example, Donald Weinstein and Richard Bell, \textit{Saints and Society} (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 161
\item\textsuperscript{56} Paula Kane, “Marian Devotion since 1940: Continuity or Casualty?” \textit{Habits of Devotion: Catholic Religious Practice in Twentieth Century America}, James O’Toole, ed. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004), 89–130, citing Ryan.
\item\textsuperscript{57} Coleman, “Conclusion: After Sainthood,” 206.
\end{itemize}
Roman Catholic Church.\textsuperscript{58} Scholars generally agreed during this time period that American Catholics steeped in “modernity” were left with “the absence of any vital ideal of sanctity in modern times.”\textsuperscript{59}

Such gloomy outlooks on the statuses of saints and Roman Catholic devotionalism have proven to be overblown. From the end of the twentieth century into the twenty-first, numerous scholars of American Catholicism have been identifying new and continuing traditions of devotionalism for both the Virgin Mary and a multitude of saints. The persistence of saint veneration in Catholic life roughly parallels (and has continued since) the activities of Pope John Paul II, who served as pope from 1978 to 2005 and who canonized more saints than all other Popes in the last five centuries combined.\textsuperscript{60} To see the continued salience of saints for the faithful, one hardly needs to look further than Pope John Paul II’s own canonization with Pope John XXIII in 2014, or that of Pope Paul VI’s alongside Archbishop Oscar Romero in 2018. Pope John Paul II’s canonization was attended by 800,000 pilgrims in Rome and was broadcast live to several million viewers worldwide.\textsuperscript{61} In the past two decades, Hopgood, Orsi, Savastano, Tweed, Nabhan-Warren, Yarrow, and other scholars have documented numerous forms of devotionalism within a variety of Catholic communities, demonstrating that such practices are still relevant variables in the study of Catholic life in America. In 1996, Robert Orsi published \textit{Thank You, St. Jude}, a thorough examination of how the veneration of a virtually unknown saint

\textsuperscript{58}Yarrow, \textit{The Saints}, 145.
\textsuperscript{59}Coleman, “Conclusion: After Sainthood?” 206-207.
\textsuperscript{60}John Paul II celebrated 147 beatification ceremonies; he proclaimed 1,338 people to be Blessed and canonized 51 Blessed for a total of 482 saints. Such record-setting numbers could be interpreted as an effort to revive devotionalism among the faithful. Holy See, \textit{His Holiness John Paul II: Short Biography} (Vatican City: Vatican Press, no copyright date).
\textsuperscript{61}Yarrow, \textit{The Saints}, 3. It is also worth noting that John Paul II’s 2011 beatification drew even \textit{larger} crowds; 1.5 million people in St. Peter’s Square.
became to one of the most important and widespread devotions in America in the early twentieth century. Less than a year later, the publication of Thomas Tweed’s influential work on Cuban Catholics’ devotionalism to the virgin Mary, *Our Lady of the Exile*, demonstrated (along with contemporaneous and subsequent work by scholars such as Socorro Castaneda-Liles, Sally Cunneen, Paula Kane, and Kristy Nabhan-Warren) that Marian devotionalism was alive and well in the United States (and particularly so in many immigrant churches). In 2005, Robert Orsi followed the success of *Thank you, Saint Jude* with *Between Heaven and Earth*, a wider survey of saint veneration in the United States in the twentieth century, while Tweed published *America’s Church: the National Shrine and Catholic presence in the nation’s capital* in 2011 to assess the continued importance of Catholicism in America. New directions and developments in Catholic studies continue to emerge, particularly around minority community experience, as Kristy Nabhan-Warren’s work on the Catholic Cursillo movement in the United States demonstrates. Finally, scholars such as James Hopgood, Claudia Schippert, and Peter Savastano continue to add to this dialogue with new arguments about who can be considered a saint in contemporary society and how contemporary Catholics relate to specific Catholic saints, respectively. This expanding topic of research demonstrates both the history and the continuance of saints and devotionalism as salient and persistent practices in Catholic lives straddling “the break between the working class and rural immigrant church and the modern

middle class culture.” These authors and others demonstrate that Catholic saint veneration (and thus the fruitful study thereof) is neither as extinct nor as static as was previously thought.

Scholars and theologians have also detailed numerous ways in which Catholic devotionalism and sexual and gender minority spirituality have experienced both continuity and evolution during roughly the last century. For example, it is now understood that devotional practices can impact, rather than simply reflect, larger perceptions and worldviews. Robert Orsi argues that parishioners both shape and react to their Catholic faith traditions, noting that “these women created and sustained [their] world in relation to Jude… [they] imagined reality and its alternatives, and how they lived in this imagined and reimagined world through their devotions.” In other words, Orsi demonstrated that his subjects have agency around their interactions with saints, taking in Catholic perspectives, practices, and teachings and then “re-imagining” them in ways that fit their lives and experiences. Thank You, Saint Jude also demonstrates the significance that gendered cultural expectations and social systems play in shaping devotionalism among women. One example Orsi cites is the ways that both narratives of petition and redemption allowed women to talk about otherwise taboo domestic and family concerns and issues like domestic unrest or recent financial trouble. Gendered expectations of religious narratives—and the ways that communities exercise agency through their engagement with saint narratives and veneration, using devotionalism to both limit and subvert gender and sexual norms—are critical assumptions and components explored in Digital Devotions as well.

Contemporary theologians have also identified this phenomenon, and some argue that it can be conceptually situated within the Catholic framework of “emergence.” Discussing how

---

65 Orsi, Thank you, St. Jude, 186.
SGM communities have cultivated and advocated for change through Roman Catholic traditions, influential queer theologian John Falcone describes both *parrhesia* (the early Christian ethic of empowered public speech) and the theological concept of emergence as essential spiritual and ecumenical tools. Emergence occurs in moments or “gaps” of uncertainty, Falcone writes, in which “the Holy Spirit nudges forth insight and wisdom; She brings unity while maintaining diversity…; She makes power blossom from weakness, at the margins and up through the cracks. She works at points of dynamic emergence” to inspire positive change regarding inclusion for SGM both in and outside the Roman Catholic Church, in keeping with the larger will and vision of God.\(^67\) Through “gaps” in ritual and in the uncertainty of prayer, in other words, SGM can (through the Spirit) be particularly empowered or inspired to reimagine or reexamine traditional Catholic teachings and assumptions that are harmful to marginalized members.

Devotionalism among sexual and gender minorities is also important because of the unidirectional power dynamics inherently implied (though ultimately disproved) within the construct of Roman Catholic sainthood. Saint veneration is still a part of the religious lives and worldviews of many American Roman Catholics (as has been demonstrated above), and effectively queering or re-imagining the very category of sainthood speaks directly to—and some would say, against—issues of authority and influence of the Roman Catholic Church in the United States. As noted previously, the Catholic Church remains among the most powerful Christian groups in many areas of the world, and has frequently used its cultural and political power in multiple countries to impact perceptions of and government policies concerning SGM communities. Moreover, it has often (though, importantly, not always) espoused normative and

\(^{67}\) John P. Falcone, “Do not Quench the Spirit: Rainbow Ministry and Queer Ritual Practice in Catholic Education and Life” *More than a Monologue: Sexual Diversity and the Catholic Church*, vol. 1 Christine Firer Hinze and J. Patrick Hornbeck II, eds. (New York: Fordham University Press, 2014), 114-123. The appeal to the Spirit rather than Mary, Jesus or God is a rhetorical strategy Falcone discusses elsewhere in the text as a way to appeal to a version of Catholic spiritual authority that is less bounded and defined by Roman Catholic teaching and tradition.
patriarchal social and policy positions that have resulted in deep and frequent pain or ultimately death for members of these communities. Historian Richard Giannone’s experience that “the [internal] battle for a gay man is against taking on the pathologized interpretation of homosexuality that is intertwined with religious bigotry” and living “within the closet of the [Roman Catholic] Church” is not uncommon among SGM communities—particularly among those who grew up pre-Stonewall. With such longstanding and one-sided power dynamics, the act of queering or reclaiming something so closely (though not exclusively) associated with Roman Catholics as saint veneration and iconography is inherently subversive and potentially powerful and transformative.

As a final example (one that will be discussed in more detail in section 1.3.3), Peter Savastano’s ethnographic work in a Catholic parish in Newark, New Jersey also highlights SGM use saints for integrating religious and sexual identities. Savastano describes how some gay Catholic men in his study had become devotees to saints such as Sebastian and Gerard. By and large, the men began their devotionalism because they were drawn to the way that these particular saints were portrayed in devotional imagery. However, their practice ultimately led them to feel validated and supported in their own experiences, sexuality, and spirituality. As their devotions continued—independently from one another, it should be noted—many of them “prayerfully” concluded that their sexual identity was welcomed and supported by Gerard or

---

68 For examples of positive Catholic intervention for SGM communities, see White, Reforming Sodom, 141. For more frequent instances in which it has caused harm, see Jordan, Silence of Sodom, 7; Petro, After the Wrath of God, 149 & 152.
Sebastian and thus God. In other words, Catholic iconography and devotionalism were adopted and transformed into an affirming validation of both faith and sexuality among some gay men within an urban New Jersey parish. This dissertation supports and expands Savastano’s findings by indicating that sexual and gender minority devotional practices are not limited to small, closeted communities of gay Catholics in New Jersey. Rather, the present work demonstrates that they are integral components of queer iconography and devotionalism that shape larger social aspects of queer communities online.

1.2.2 The Salience of Independent Catholic and Orthodox Catholic Denominations

The Roman Catholic Church in the United States has comprised the first part of this narrative due to its significant influence in US culture and its many influences on saint narratives and their ability to shape and influence and reify cultural norms and identities. It is the single largest denomination in the country—comprising between one-fourth and one-fifth of the US population—wields major political influence and is usually able to present a unified institutional voice via its tightly regulated and systematized structure and leadership.

However, a number of independent Catholic churches are also relevant to the present investigation of subversive devotionalism and online communities due to their political and cultural affiliations with larger progressive and conservative movements. In fact, independent Catholic denominations have larger percentages of LGBTQ member participation than does the Roman Catholic Church in America and that LGBTQ advocacy is by far the most numerous type of social cause among members. Several of the independent Catholic movements popular in America date back to Catholic reform movements in eighteenth century Europe; others are
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73 Julie Byrne, The Other Catholics: Remaking America’s Largest Religion (New York: Columbia University Press, 2016), 270-274.
twentieth century creations and reactions to the reforms of Vatican II and modernity. Scholar Julie Byrne classifies these groups in terms of “liberal” and “conservative” branches typified in the American ideological dichotomies that have been increasingly dominating this socio-political landscape.\textsuperscript{74} This observation is in line with other recent scholarship that notes that religious traditions in the United States in general—and among Christian denominations especially—are more aligned with specific liberal or conservative political affiliations now than at any other point in American history.\textsuperscript{75} Byrne categorizes older independent Catholic Churches, like the Church of Antioch, the Ecumenical Catholic Communion, and the White-Robed Monks of St. Benedict as socio-politically and ecumenically liberal in outlook, but notes that most twentieth century Independent Catholic groups like the Society of Pope Pius X are more conservative than the Church in Rome.\textsuperscript{76} For all their diversity, Byrne estimates there are roughly one million independent Catholics in the United States, which is a minute percentage of all people who claim to be affiliated with a religious tradition in the United States.\textsuperscript{77}

Independent Catholics are of particular interest for the present investigation, given their more activist-oriented viewpoints and activities. Most liberal Independent Catholic groups not only ordain women (including the Matriarch of the Church of Antioch) but also perform same-sex marriages, have open communion, and allow members to have multiple religious affiliations simultaneously.\textsuperscript{78} Similar scholarship by historian Heather White reveals that some independent Catholic churches have been at the forefront of the gay liberation movement since the early 1970s. In fact, the independent Catholic Church of the Beloved Disciple participated in the very

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{74} Ibid, 34.
\item \textsuperscript{75} Robert Putnam and David Campbell, \textit{Amazing Grace: How Religion Divides and Unites Us} (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2010), 3.
\item \textsuperscript{76} Byrne, \textit{The Other Catholics}, 4.
\item \textsuperscript{77} For comparison, Byrne notes that in 2016 there were about 87,000 Quakers, 2.8 million Episcopalians, 5.9 million Jews, and 64 million Roman Catholics in the United States.
\item \textsuperscript{78} Ibid, 4-5; 225-227.
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first Gay Freedom Day in New York City in 1970, while its Sunday Masses regularly attracted hundreds of congregants.\(^79\) Byrne describes non-Roman Catholic churches as sites and communities that “harbor and test that which is elsewhere disallowed,” much like the online spaces of the present study. Byrne refers to these communities and traditions as a “research lab… arts incubator… [and] black sheep… that shows how modern Catholicism works.”\(^80\) These types of creative liturgical, ecclesiastic, and theological experimentation are important not only for the impact that they have had, and continue to have, on members and communities of independent Catholic churches, but also for their potential to impact Orthodox and Roman Catholic churches and practices over time. Highlighting the subversive nature and narratives of independent Catholics allows one to better assess “the thoughts and unthinkables [sic], centers and peripheries, flows and fault lines of Catholicism.”\(^81\) This dissertation applies that same assessment to the roles that SGM saint veneration plays in people’s lives and in larger religious frameworks as a means to better understand the intersection of SGM spirituality and Catholic tradition.

The ability to occupy novel spaces by liberal Independent Catholic Churches is to some degree juxtaposed by the staunch traditionalism of many Orthodox Catholic communities. Denominations of Orthodox Catholicism do have often vibrant, if usually small, communities throughout the United States; the total number of all orthodox denominations together in the US is estimated to be just over half that of Independent Catholics.\(^82\) Denominations such as Greek Orthodox, Russian Orthodox, or Serbian Orthodox each recognize a different papal head and
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\(^79\) White, *Reforming Sodom*, 149.
\(^80\) Byrne, *The Other Catholics*, 5.
\(^81\) Ibid.
\(^82\) The largest denominations in the US are: Greek Orthodox (476,900), Orthodox Church in America (84,900), Serbian Orthodox (68,800) and Russian Orthodox (27,700). Justin Cannon, *Homosexuality in the Orthodox Church* (Berkeley: Fotolia, 2011), 76.
observe different traditions and beliefs (such as those around Christology), but also recognize the
common historical threads of their beliefs leading back to the early Christian church. More
importantly for the concerns of the current study, saint veneration has prominent roles in
Orthodox religious life regardless of denomination, and as such requires some explication here to
inform the analyses in Chapter 3.

Very little has been published on the history and experiences of SGM in Orthodox
Christian communities either in the US or internationally. What research does exist reflects
narratives common in the larger history of SGM and Christian communities. Frequently,
individuals who identify as sexual or gender minorities face being ostracized or having to endure
“don’t ask, don’t tell” mentalities from Orthodox Christian communities and leaders. Many face
exclusions from parish life, and some face physical violence. For example, Justin Cannon
recounts the stories of four Orthodox families (including Greek and Russian Orthodox) who
experienced family trauma, separation, and rejection from both their home congregations and
some family members. This history has also played out within the Axios organization, an
affirming Orthodox Church of America (OCA) organization in communion with Eastern-Rite
Orthodox members. In the early 1980s, the private mailing lists of the chapters were leaked to
the OCA bishop, who excommunicated every member on the list and contacted all of their
individual churches to ban them from confession. After nearly thirty years, Axios now claims
three chapters in the United States, but has never fully recovered from this devastating
organizational blow. Finally, Orthodox Catholic sexual and gender minorities (particularly
Greek and Russian Orthodox) report that a common rationale for rejection or discrimination is

83 Angie Heo, “Racialized Crossings: Coptic Orthodox and Global Christianities,” Sainthood and Race: Marked
84 Cannon, Homosexuality in the Orthodox Church, 76-88.
that “it is simply tradition.” Historian Stephen Morris observes that “many Orthodox, when faced with acceptance of gay and lesbian people by larger society, simply assert, ‘It is forbidden!’ without examining the previous practices of the Church. For many people, ‘Holy Tradition’ is simply what they have experienced or what has become typical practice in the last fifty years rather than… [an accurate] description of the Church over the millennia of its existence.”

As in other denominations, however, there are priests who deviate from the official positions of condemnation espoused by the larger church. Some Orthodox theologians stridently put forth alternative theological reasoning to support and welcome SGM laity, and others have found welcoming orthodox communities or church homes in Independent Catholic or other Christian (including Metropolitan Community Church) communities. A frequent question of Orthodox members when facing acceptance of SGM members or loved ones is reportedly, “Ti tha pi o kosmos? What will the world say?” Increasingly, progressive Orthodox members respond with, “What will God say if you reject those made in His image?”

One final observation key to some Orthodox communities is that systemic and complex issues of race often intersect with the perceptions of sexual and gender identity and religious concerns. In particular, SGM members of the African Orthodox Church in America (which at its
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86 Bryce Rich, “Tradition or Traditions? The case of sex and gender” *For I am Wonderfully Made: Texts on Eastern Orthodoxy and LGBT Inclusion* Misha Cherniak, Olga Gerassimenko, Michel Brinkshroder, eds. (European Forum of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Christian Groups, 2016), 88-107. All of the 27 articles in this volume are examples of the diversity and inclusion being promoted by some Orthodox clergy members, former clergy, and lay leaders.

height boasted just over 30,000 members) frequently have the added trauma of experiencing systemic racism added to the risks of rejection already present in many Orthodox settings.\footnote{Heo, “Racialized Crossings,” 158.}

Although thorough qualitative research is slim, evidence of rejection among African American Orthodox churches indicates such experiences are not uncommon; a “marginalization within an already marginalized group.”\footnote{Horace Griffin, \textit{Their Own Receive Them Not: African American Lesbians and Gays in Black Churches} (Eugene: Pilgrim Press, 2006), 187.} Additionally, black SGM Americans often find it particularly difficult to extricate themselves from potentially detrimental situations within their faith communities, as “the heavy emphasis on church and family in African American culture makes it extremely difficult to leave,” despite “the black church [having] been a leader in the oppression of black gays.”\footnote{Ibid, 10.} This is paralleled by experiences among SGM members of Syrian and Coptic Orthodox Churches. Their often-precarious situations as “minorities within a minority” who value (and are often dependent on) family ties have only been compounded in recent years as more and more become immigrants or refugees in the US or Europe, fleeing violence in Egypt, Syria, or elsewhere in the Middle East.\footnote{Heo, “Racialized Crossings,” 152, 154.}

\subsection*{1.2.3 Contemporary Saints in American Culture}

Some scholarly attention has focused on the ways in which a (usually decreased) popular social icon or star can be understood or come to function similarly to a traditional holy person or saint in a given society. However, there is little research suggesting if or how these types of popular or cultural saints might develop in SGM communities. In what ways could people most likely to have been impacted by the often acrimonious history between sexual and gender
minorities and many of the most powerful denominations of American Christianity adopt aspects of Christian sainthood for their own icons?

Defining a popular figure in a society as a type of cultural saint—that is, defining saints broadly as venerated, iconic, or highly respected (i.e., “holy”) people—allows for a wider and more comprehensive assessment of how this type of cultural and religious phenomenon develops across time and place.\(^{92}\) Most notable within this line of scholarship is James Hopgood and his 2005 edited volume, *The Making of Saints*, as well as Bassett and Lloyd’s edited work *Sainthood and Race*.\(^{93}\) Their broader definition of the concept has additional relevance here because it closely mirrors the interpretations and common understanding of many mainline protestant denominations. Accordingly, popular or cultural constructions of sainthood provide a common theological context in which contemporary actors may engage with “saints” in contexts that vary significantly from most of the Catholic teachings described above. An imprint of one popular Lutheran periodical summarizes a common mainline Protestant view of saints, reminding readers that “any member of the body of Christ can be a saint… *You* are a saint, together with others in the church community” (emphasis added).\(^{94}\) Such language around the communion of the faithful-as-saints has been observed in some of the online communities discussed in greater detail in the following chapters.

While this work will offer one possible answer to this question through examining the late-twentieth century associations and iconography of Judy Garland in the following subsection, it


also speaks to the growing field of queer studies and its intersection with SGM spirituality in America. The present study joins a growing range of contemporary scholarship disputing pioneering sociologist Max Weber’s famous observation “that secularizing societies no longer need saintly intervention.” Rather, it builds on Hopgood’s more recent observation that contemporary saints continue to represent an understudied aspect of religious life in America.

Given both the historical and continued influence of Catholicism in shaping the discourse surrounding the morality and very nature of homosexuality, examining ways in which popular cultural generally, and SGM communities specifically, are interacting with aspects of Catholic tradition and saint veneration provides needed context for studying queer narratives of saints. In The Making of Saints, a number of scholars argue that the perception and classification of saints in contemporary America has expanded greatly beyond the traditional purview of Catholic hierarchy and authority. As historian Simon Yarrow notes, even traditional hagiography was not written “for historical accuracy or empirical plausibility,” so it should come as no surprise that the bounds of this category are expanding within contemporary societies. Instead, they propose that near-saint status is commonly bestowed by a wide range of subgroups throughout the Americas and beyond onto individuals that acquire a kind of cultural veneration in their own right. These authors highlight figures such as Evita Peron, Che Guevara, James Dean, Elvis Presley, and a host of other stars/performers, folk saints, and popular icons as people who are
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95 Thumma and Gray’s Gay Religion, Richard Hardy’s Loving Men: Gay Partners, Spirituality, and AIDS, and Mark Jordan’s The Silence of Sodom: Homosexuality in Modern Catholicism are three excellent but very different methodological approaches to the study of religion, homosexuality, and American Christianity specifically. These authors approach the similar subject of gay religion from (roughly) the perspectives of queer theory, anthropology and theology, and historiography, respectively.


97 Hopgood, “Introduction,” xvi.

98 It is well documented that Catholic perceptions and rhetoric of “same-sex desires have been decisive in [shaping] European and American histories of what we now call ‘homosexuality.’” See Jordan, The Silence of Sodom, 7-8.

99 Yarrow, The Saints, 110.
venerated with authoritative “texts,” disciples, relics, and pilgrimages.\textsuperscript{100} Beyond such perfunctory identifiers delineating near-saint status, though, Hopgood and Macklin also delve into the underlying anthropological and religious mechanisms through which figures come to hold an essentially sainted status for groups of people. Hopgood claims that such figures must fit (or be made to fit) into a “holy” category within which saints and near-saints share common popular impetuses leading to their designation and recognition, expressions of admirers’ devotion, and the creation of narrative structure that explains and encapsulates their actions and lives.\textsuperscript{101} Similarly, Macklin notes in her work on saints and near-saints that admirers create holy biographies that convey sentimentality, meanings for the person’s acts and objects, and rituals through which the person may be approached and venerated.\textsuperscript{102}

Chapter 3 discusses in great detail different types of saints SGM communities identify or relate to, and the way that most of these figures or couples are (like all saints) largely unmoored from the constraints of historical veracity or provability. Because of the largely ahistorical nature of that analysis, an example that delves more deeply into the historical social construction of a non-religious SGM saint is both salient and instructive; its contextual historiography demonstrates likely cultural antecedents to the saint narratives in the communities included in this study. A prime example that foregrounds the cultural phenomenon of creating or reimagining saints among SGM communities is the example of Judy Garland. The creative activity around Garland’s life and mystique, particularly for white gay men from the 1950s through roughly 1970, is indicative of a specific “in-between” generation and possible historical antecedent not otherwise widely represented in this study. Historians such as Robert Orsi and

\textsuperscript{100} Macklin, “Saints and Near-Saints in Transition,” 16.
\textsuperscript{101} Hopgood, “Introduction,” xvi.
\textsuperscript{102} Macklin, “Saints and Near-Saints in Transition,” 2.
Paula Kane have shown the usefulness of conceptualizing “in-between” generations of Catholics. Their work demonstrates that Catholics innovate with socio-religious mechanisms like saints or Catholic mysticism in order to navigate rapidly or dramatically changing social and cultural landscapes. This phenomenon is precisely what occurred among a subsection of SGM from the 1950s until about 1970. While the available personal information, interests, and manners of speech (i.e., text shorthand and slang) suggest that online users and contributors observed in this study are predominantly middle aged or younger, the generation immediately preceding them was neither deeply excluded from American public life as was the case in the 1930s, nor yet engaged in the first wave of active liberation in the 1970s and early 80s. Women caught between changing social norms in Orsi’s landmark study turned to Saint Jude, the patron saint of lost causes; by many accounts, a subsection of gay (mostly white) men during this “in-between” period frequently turned to Judy Garland.

Whether through hagiographic art, the explicit declaration of her sainthood—complete with astrological sign and feast date—or through the enduring beliefs of “the older [gay] generation… [who] practiced Judyism,” Judy Garland was often spoken of as a patron saint. Such creative, informal devotionalism to Garland mirrors what Kevin Mumford describes as the “first wave” of queer historiography exemplified by John D’Emilio, George Chauncey, John
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103 Robert Orsi, Thank you, Saint Jude; Paula Kane, Sister Thorn and Catholic Mysticism in Modern America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2013), 12 (for example).
104 The late 1960s through early 1970s marked a critical acceleration of open and “out” SGM activism and cultural identity movement; at the national level, the inspiration for—or “symbolic moment” attributed to—these shifts is often said (perhaps inaccurately) to be the 1969 Stonewall Riots in New York. See White, Reforming Sodom, 13 and 141-2.
105 Chauncey, Gay New York, 335-345.
Boswell, and others—identifying and investigating a specific organization, locale, or identity construction. The history and socio-religious mechanisms that combine to create this remarkable synthesis of culture, subjectivity, and faith around Garland provides important context foregrounding contemporary examples of queer saints. As an exceptionally popular precursor to a plethora of queer icons during the queer liberation movement of the 1970s and beyond (who themselves serve similar functions to many of the saints in the current study), Garland-as-saint creates a salient cultural reference—in some ways, a starting point—that, with the rise of the internet, shares a similar queer subjectivity with the massive diversity of saints from both ancient and modern origin in contemporary discourses online.
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Figure 2. Works such as Sophie Iremonger’s consciously combine classical poses and iconography representative of saints (in this case, St. George and the dragon) with contemporary materials and subject matter. *Saint Judy Garland Damning the Monster to the Depths of Hell* (2007).
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The “holy biography” of Judy Garland—that is, the meanings and connections that fans and devotees see or read into her life—is fairly well documented. Macklin, Doss, and Hopgood all note that in order to rise above fame or stardom and become a larger reverential symbol, admirers must be able to read deeper and personal meaning into the biographical (or semi-biographical) stories that they tell about a popular saint’s life.109 So, while Judy Garland is already widely considered to be a “‘gay icon’ in a general sense, many specifics of the actress’s life are interpreted as being reflective of, or resonating with, many SGM, especially before the advent of the gay liberation movement in 1969. However, the present examination demonstrates that Garland’s status exceeds that of mere icon in a number of ways. While a growing number of iconic figures exist for SGM communities, many (particularly older, white gay men) earnestly insist that Garland “is not a gay icon, she is a gay saint.”110 Specifically, many cite her often well-known or public struggles for acceptance, self-determination, perseverance, and love and friendship as personal and interpersonal issues that many had experienced themselves.111 Entertainer Rufus Wainwright sums up this perspective:

Judy is not a gay icon at all. She is somewhere far beyond that. She is a gay beacon. A gay saint. She has led the way through the darkness for some 50 years. Whether it's the Wizard of Oz or the Judy at Carnegie Hall LP - these are brilliant touchstones for the gay experience. A kind of communion takes place between a gay listener and Judy. …There is no level on which Judy Garland doesn't connect with gay men.112

111 Richard Dyer, Heavenly Bodies: Film Stars and Society, (Oxford: British Film Institute, 1986), 156.
Mapping such similarities onto SGM experiences and desires propels this narrative into the realm of “holy biography” outlined above. *The Advocate*, a national gay rights magazine, once deemed Garland to be so popular in the 1960s that it declared her to be “the Elvis of homosexuals [sic].”¹¹³ Research about the popular veneration of Elvis suggests that Elvis is a quintessential example of a popular icon-turned-saint figure by and for his fans.¹¹⁴ The comparison between Elvis and Garland has been made explicitly by a number of commentators; in *Growing Up Gay*, for example, Bob Smith references “King Elvis” and “Queen Judy” as quintessential drag typologies that can easily identified.¹¹⁵

Beyond mere identification with an individual, Hopgood writes that one of the essential elements in a reverential biography is attenuation to and identification with the aspects of suffering highlighted in the figure’s life.¹¹⁶ The tragic aspects of Garland’s life, and SGM identification therewith, were being discussed publicly as early as 1967. Richard Dyer, in his thorough study of the legacy of Judy Garland specifically among gay men, notes that suffering is chief among the many possible reasons that some men so identify with Judy Garland. This phenomenon seemed most heavily concentrated, he notes, among white, male, urban gay groups who would have had exposure to her work and life story after 1950 but prior to her death and the advent of gay liberation after 1969.¹¹⁷ As a case in point, Garland biographer David Shipman noted that for Garland’s 1960 performance in Amsterdam’s Tuskinski Theater, there wasn’t a member of “any of Amsterdam’s numerous gay clubs who wasn’t at that performance.”¹¹⁸

¹¹³ Jeff Weinstein “Judy and Stonewall, Together Wherever They Go” *Obit Magazine*. (June 22, 2009.)
¹¹⁴ Doss, “Popular Culture Canonization,” 152-3.
The suffering, tragic icon theory is not without its issues, however. For example, one of the earliest examples of this theory, expounded in a 1967 *Time Magazine* article about Garland, noted that “the attraction among gay men [to Garland] might be made considerably stronger by the fact that she has survived so many problems; homosexuals identify with that…” and that “Judy was also beaten up by life [and] embattled...” After all, Garland’s problems with alcohol, pill addictions, and dominating spouses were widely known during her lifetime. A contemporaneous commentator, William Goldman, concluded that the tragic figure Garland cut explained gay men’s affinity for her. He wrote that “homosexuals tend to identify with suffering. They are a persecuted group and they understand suffering. And so does Garland. She's been through the fire and lived—all the drinking and divorcing, all the pills and all the men, all the poundage come and gone—brothers and sisters, she knows.” Clearly, such readings are subtly but largely negative, and reflect pre-liberationist readings of these relationships. They are necessarily entangled with homophobic and heteronormative perceptions of gay men in the 1960s. While highlighting this theoretical baggage, Dyer does not totally discount it as a possible component of some SGM attraction to Garland. Rather, historians’ nuanced reading of this time period recognizes that internalized homophobia and oppressive cultural norms and pressures could still hold significant power among gay subcultures, particularly in public spaces. Contreras elaborates on this complex historical relationship specifically. “The icon of Judy Garland as a representation,” he writes, “has become somewhat of an embarrassment to gay men, a hysterical reminder of the dark days before Stonewall, when loving Judy functioned not only as a code for other gays… but also when the kind of pathos that
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121 Dyer, *Heavenly Bodies*, 146.
Judy represented through her life and music seemed the most apt description of life in the
closet.”123 Thus, perhaps the most accurate conclusion mitigating these positions is that it
“would be wrong to assume that only the more ‘positive’ readings or possibilities [of gay
identification with Garland] accurately express” what are in fact a range of ways some gay men
might have related to Garland’s image.124

By examining other correspondence and recollections of Garland and gay (male)
community interaction in the pre-Stonewall era, it is clear that there are multiple aspects or
interpretations of Garland’s life that could have spoken to SGM. Specifically, Dyer argues that
the narratives of suffering, an outgoing nature or passion for life, and themes of ordinariness,
“passing,” and normality were read into the events and actions of Garland’s life and art in ways
that spoke directly to some gay men during this time period.125 Perhaps most importantly, this
confluence of symbolism (and especially symbolic suffering) converged during a time period
when few other possibilities or options for such models existed. This led to a concentration of
interest on and about Garland by otherwise “isolated” or closeted men. “Gays in isolated places
had worshipped Judy Garland at the movies or on LP and tape,” one blogger wrote, likening her
to the “only lamp in a dark forest” during that time period.126 Historian George Chauncey noted
that events like Judy Garland concerts without fail allowed the creation and visibility of “gay
subcultural codes to place themselves and see themselves in the dominant culture, to read the
culture against the grain in a way that made them more visible than they were supposed to be,
and to turn ‘straight’ spaces into gay spaces.” In this way, Judy Garland was one way that these

124 Dyer, Heavenly Bodies, 147.
125 Ibid, 143-47, 155.
126 Hernestus, “The Death of Judy Garland and the Stonewall Riots,” Temple of Antinous Blog, (June 27, 2016),
men “appropriated [her] for the gay world and thus extended the boundaries of the gay world far beyond those officially tolerated.”

Overall, a number of facets of Garland’s life are important reasons behind the intense identification documented between Judy and SGM fans. Some recall that the emotionality evident in her singing was the kind of experiential “essence” in life that they identified with—a need to savor every moment and share it with others. Indeed, much correspondence from this period suggests that such identification is a common sentiment and that this “intense, authentic feeling” distinguished Garland from other stars. Additionally, Dyer notes that Garland’s image of exterior normalcy hiding “difference” underneath can be immensely appealing. Garland’s life was able to be read as having both a normal, ordinary, “public” face and a different, secret personal life after her split with MGM in 1950. Such duality mirrored the experience of a large majority of gay men during the first half of the twentieth century, and Dyer argues that this element of “theatrically” “passing” set Garland apart from other stars.

A second important aspect that distinguishes fan adoration from the deeper kind of reverence that Hopgood assigns to popular saint icons is that sacrality is perceived around the performance and meaning of the acts, objects, and life of the figure. Queer depictions and uses of Judy Garland’s camp acting, memorabilia, name, and her life and death all attest to this pattern of reverential deference. In discussing Judy Garland’s camp appeal, Dyer has defined the kind of camp that Judy Garland embodied as “a characteristically ‘gay’ way of handling the values, images and products of the dominant culture through irony, exaggeration, trivialization [sic], theatricalization [sic] and an ambivalent making fun of and out of the serious and
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respectable.” Garland embodies camp, he asserts, because she is “imitable, her appearance and gestures copiable [sic] in drag acts.” He argues that SGM audiences read (and now imitate) her “ordinariness” and “failed seriousness” in her early MGM films in light of her later “wonderfully over-the-top” style. Even those who argue that Garland no longer represents an ideal model for SGM admit that Garland’s distinctive camp “remains an important representation in gay male self-styling, especially, but not exclusively, through drag performance.” Garland herself acknowledged her camp appeal during her lifetime; she once famously quipped that “when I die I have visions of [gay men] singing ‘Over the Rainbow’ and the flag at Fire Island being flown at half-mast.” Innumerable Judy Garland impersonators, artists, musicians, and fans continue to make reverential tributes to her life and songs, frequently performing everywhere from drag shows and nightclubs to concert halls and Carnegie Hall.

Additionally, objects once belonging to Judy Garland and Garland memorabilia are collected and produced in a decidedly devotional manner. Similar to memorabilia surrounding Elvis Presley, one can find all manner of kitsch, photographs, and albums disseminated widely both on the internet and in “holy places” that are given significance and meaning by fans and admirers. Of particular note is the status of her family home in Grand Rapids, Michigan, which has been turned into a popular museum showcasing her life, belongings, and a wide range of keepsakes and memorabilia. A Judy Garland festival has been held on the grounds every year since 1979, and the motto of the museum is “Judy: We will glorify your name!”
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131 Contreras, Unrequited Love, 86.
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directly evokes Christian prayers, consciously inviting comparisons between these sacred figures and Judy Garland.

Historically, another way Garland devotees appropriated Garland for their own uses and identities was through the use of Garland’s name. Michael Bronski, author of *Culture Clash: The Making of Gay Sensibility*, describes Garland as “the quintessential pre-Stonewall gay icon.” She was so revered, in fact, as a gay icon that her best known film role, that of Dorothy in *The Wizard of Oz*, became used as code among SGM, particularly gay men, in the 1950s. The expression, “Is he a friend of Dorothy?” was a discreet way of asking if someone was gay during this era. On one level, this term developed in the context of the plot and symbolism of *The Wizard of Oz*; Garland’s character Dorothy recruited an unusual group of friends during her journey through Oz—the Tin Man, the Cowardly Lion and the Scarecrow. Thus, referring to an individual as a “friend of Dorothy” meant that they were “unusual or odd” and thus “queer.” Others have argued that this phrase “mirrored many gay men’s desires to escape the black-and-white limitations of small town life...for big, colorful cities filled with quirky, gender-bending characters who would welcome them.” Finally, such identification seemed to carry a meaning and a relationship much deeper than simply identifying with a particular film; to “use Garland’s image” is to identify with her life in more personal ways: through her personal struggles, her move out of “ordinary” society into difference and androgyny, and her need to “pass” as herself or perform herself as a character in her later life.
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Finally, Hopgood, Malkin, and Doss identify ritual as the last element that demarcates the transition from a popular icon to a cultural saint. Doss in particular highlights the multitude of shrines, communal events, and special “Elvis rooms” that make ritual reflection and connection with the popular saint possible. Ritual recitation also includes the continued performance of Elvis’s songs, movies, and so on through professional performances.139 There is similar evidence for enduring devotions to Judy Garland. As has been noted above, the reenactment of Judy Garland’s songs, acting, and campy style suggest a deep and abiding connection with the celebrity, with some performers even echoing Elvis’s (or Jesus’) followers’ insistence that Judy “has never left [us]… you have that ‘gotcha moment’ when Judy gets you, and then that’s just it for life.”140 These creative expressions and rituals arguably serve as popular forms of consecration. Just like yearly pilgrimages to Graceland, one can read the persistence of Judy Garland festivals as a kind of group performance or pilgrimage to a sacred site. Many still recount stories of how “Judy got me through some of the darkest moments of my life,” or that they “loved Jesus and Judy Garland.”141 Perhaps most visible is the feast day set for Venerable Saint Judy by the Hollywood Temple of Antonius. As will be discussed in more detail in section 2.2.3, the self-described “Religion of Antonius, the Gay God” claims to be a “modern incarnation of the ancient cult of Antonius” with temples in Hollywood and Hamburg, Germany. June 27, the day of Judy Garland’s funeral in New York, is described as her Feast Day in their literature.142 Similarly, the Gay Astrology guide also lists Judy Garland in its constellation as “our gay patron saint.”143

139 Doss, “Popular Culture Canonization,” 154-6.
140 Boyt, My Judy Garland Life, 204.
143 Yawney, Gay Astrology, 25.
Like many aspects of queer religion, the assignation of popular saint status to gay icon Judy Garland fits well with the many innovative forms of religious expression that both draw upon and depart from traditional modes of religious experience and veneration. While the status of Judy Garland as both a film and gay icon is well established, the extent of the relationship fostered by some is clearly deeper. The argument that Judy Garland could be viewed as a saint in the lives and religious expressions of older members of some SGM communities is clearly cogent within the larger context of online communities creating and reimagining both religious and popular figures. Celebrated queer studies scholar David Halperin sums this up well. He argues that, while it is important to avoid the aspersion that all gay men or SGM have certain interests or tastes in common, it may well be that pre-Stonewall gay “culture… and the feelings, emotions, and complex combination of affect [were] epitomized by some gay men’s love of Judy Garland.”

This impetus reflects the “vast spiritual appeal” of icons in society as well as the fluidity and creativity of SGM spirituality in contemporary America.

1.3 AMERICAN RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS AND SGM COMMUNITIES

Feast days of saints are common occurrences in many types of Catholic, Orthodox, and Episcopalian religious traditions, yet, for some, the days set aside for saints like Sebastian in January, Perpetua and Felicity (sometimes referred to as Felicitas) in March, and Sergius and
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Bacchus in October have special significance. In private prayers and personal devotions, in online Christian forums, and in some churches, these examples and a growing number of others mark days of veneration or recognition for saints and martyrs who have special significance for SGM Christians. Saints have long been a cited by adherents as a source of comfort and connection to the divine, by religious leaders as models for holy living and acting, and by scholars as a repository for symbolism and tradition.\textsuperscript{147}

The persistence and evolution of saint veneration in the United States is a key component in the argument that devotionalism in online settings is producing unique environments with multiple, novel power dynamics and underlying constructions of identity. Yet, understanding the history, continuity, and ongoing evolution of devotionalism in Catholic denominations is, on its own, insufficient. The other historical component necessary to foreground the current discussion is the history of, and interaction between, these established religious communities and leaders and SGM parishioners, activists, and theorists. As noted historian of Roman Catholicism Paula M. Kane observed in 2001, “the struggles of gay and lesbian Americans to reconcile their faith and sexual orientation have produced an outpouring of [creative artistic and religious expression] that may prove to be one of the enduring legacies of the recent fin de siècle.”\textsuperscript{148} The intersection of the histories of devotionalism \textit{and} queer communities in Western Christianity together gives rise and meaning in the present to online spaces, which now harbor unique discussions and uses of saints.

\textsuperscript{147} Yarrow, \textit{The Saints}, 3.
\textsuperscript{148} Paula Kane, “General Introduction,” \textit{Gender Identities in American Catholicism} Paula Kane, James Kenneally, Karen Kennelly, eds. (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2001), xix-xxxi. See also page 235.
1.3.1 SGM Lived Religion in (and outside of) Catholic Communities

While Catholic devotionalism in general is recognized as a continuing aspect of Catholic religious practice and worldview, research surrounding the roles that religion plays in the lives and experiences of sexual and gender minority communities is also slowly expanding. Together, this growing academic tapestry outlines the broad diversity of SGM religious experiences, theology, and spirituality, as well as traces the historical and experiential narratives that comprise dealings with religious institutions and various teachings. Yet, one aspect of this expanding field that has not been fully studied, as Mark Jordan notes in his 2011 work on the history of American religious rhetoric about homosexuality and adolescence, is the way in which both people and institutions “deploy religious powers for making alternate characters” or allowable constructions of personhood. Thus, this research is well positioned to contribute to this growing field as more scholars and laypeople seek to understand the ways in which SGM persons encounter religious institutions, experiences, and theologies.

Several scholars of American religious history have compellingly argued that the rise of so-called “anti-gay” sentiment and activism within American religious communities has obscured historical narratives that include early roles and activities of “pro-gay” or homophile religious organizations and activists. Jim Downs, for example, documents how early antigay activists like Anita Bryant harnessed and co-opted, rather than created, social mechanisms and mobilization efforts for Christian denominations like the Southern Baptists in order to use
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existing church structures and mechanisms to inflame and channel congregants fears about “the presence of homosexuals” in both American and church culture.\textsuperscript{151} Such trepidation (however misplaced) does not stem from some innate antagonism between traditional theological teachings and people who identify as SGM. Rather, Downs and numerous other scholars and historians demonstrate that the clash much of American culture is currently experiencing stems instead from larger social anxieties that emerged in the latter half of the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{152} Chief among the fears conservative Christians came to embrace were cultural anxieties based on the changing discourses around civil rights and discrimination that were expanding in the 1970s. More precisely, they noted that many of these conversations both in the public sphere, generally and in congregations across the nation, specifically either included or could be applicable for lesbian and gay rights.\textsuperscript{153} Indeed, some scholars have argued that while (or even because) the Roman Catholic Church has capitulated to modern values in many arenas, it resists female and SGM sexuality all the more strenuously as its \textit{prima facie} signifier of its “morality” as a whole.\textsuperscript{154} The gradual realignment by evangelical religious organizations has come to include socio-political positions on issues ranging from sexuality and health to public education and the legal definition of marriage, combined with an intentionally socially conservative reevaluation, re-translation, and emphasis on previously unremarkable biblical passages.\textsuperscript{155} This allowed a

\textsuperscript{151} Downs, \textit{Stand by Me}, 55-57.
\textsuperscript{153} Rights and respect for other sexual and especially gender minorities was not necessarily included in early formulations of these movements, and also obscured the tension and marginalization experienced by SGM people of color and trans-identified folk. Too often, many early formulations of “gay rights” still implied “for white, cisgender males only.” Griffin, \textit{Their Own Receive Them Not}, 10-11.
\textsuperscript{154} Karen Trimble Alliaume, “Disturbingly Catholic: Thinking the Inordinate Body” \textit{Bodily Citations: Religion and Judith Butler}, Ellen Armour and Susan St. Ville, eds. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006), 93-119. See especially pages 96 and 98. Alliaume cites free market capitalism, separation of church and state, and conscientious objectors outside of religious observances as cultural-political arenas in which the church has ceded ground in the modern era.
\textsuperscript{155} For examples of the pivot to social issues like marriage, see Petro, \textit{After the Wrath of God}, 108-113; for the reinterpretation of biblical passages, see White, \textit{Reforming Sodom}, 34-37, 78; or Jordan, \textit{Recruiting Young Love}, 52-
new conservative ethos that was stridently opposed to sexual and gender minorities not only to flourish, but also to wrap itself in a “Holy Tradition” that is more accurately a veneer legitimating and sustaining individual and institutional prejudice.¹⁵⁶

Conversely, the expansion and questioning of who could (or should) be fully included in the community lives of churches manifested in other kinds of discourses. The pre-twentieth-century history of SGM is a growing field and a hotly contested topic, and Christian (especially Roman Catholic) institutional views of “same-sex desires have been decisive in European and American histories of what we now call ‘homosexuality.’”¹⁵⁷ Yet, this study has already demonstrated that in many respects both hagiography and popular sainthood are not created “for historical accuracy or empirical plausibility”; it is their social effects that are of interest here.¹⁵⁸ Perhaps the most cogent observation relevant to the present discussion is that, until the early-to-mid-twentieth century, “the ecclesiastic closet” was indisputably an important space for SGM individuals. Queer historian Dominic Janes argues that this type of closet, though not without shortcomings, “constructed a place to contain same-sex desire and to display its signs in coded forms… This meant that churches were able to provide a degree of safety and community in times” and cultures that otherwise would often be hostile.¹⁵⁹

⁵⁶ For further context, examples of Christian denominations that do not interpret the Bible ascondemning SGM include some or all members of: the United Church of Christ, ELCA Lutheran Church of America, the Society of Friends/Mennonite (Quakers), Presbyterian (USA), Episcopalian, some Methodist denominations, the Dignity Roman Catholic organization, many Independent Catholic denominations (as noted above), American Baptists, the Evangelical Anglican Church in America, the Metropolitan Community Church, and the Unitarian Universalist Church. This is not an exhaustive list. Naturally, each denomination is slightly different in their exact application or interpretation, and may vary even by congregation. As an imperfect proxy for acceptance, see also David Masci and Michael Lipka, “Where Christian Churches, Other Religions Stand on Gay Marriage,” Pew Research Center http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/12/21/where-christian-churches-stand-on-gay-marriage/ Accessed January 2016.
¹⁵⁶ Morris, When Brothers Dwell in Unity, 2.
¹⁵⁷ Jordan Silence of Sodom, 7-8.
¹⁵⁸ Yarrow, The Saints, 110.
¹⁵⁹ Janes, Visions of Queer Martyrdom, 133.
In more recent history, this study is sometimes also referred to as the history of sexual citizenship. Heather White documents American denominations that, as early as the late 1940s and 1950s, formed informal “homophile movements” among American progressive American denominations. These groups attempted to assist individuals with “homosexual inclinations or tendencies” constructively address “their thoughts, desires, feelings, and places in society.” While this type of well-meaning therapeutic intervention led in later decades to the rise of the damaging reparative therapy and “ex-gay” movements, it did plant important ideas and alternative discourses in both Catholic and mainline Protestant thinking about the ways Christians could or should welcome or support SGM members and communities. Many of these organizations have been active from the earliest days of the liberation movement in the 1970s. For instance, the Metropolitan Community Church (MCC) first opened its doors in 1968, and in just a few years boasted churches across the country in both urban and rural settings as well as leaders publishing articles in major gay news publications. White goes back even further, describing in detail the homophile movements in several mainstream churches dating back to the 1930s. San Francisco, for instance, had a clergy-led movement to accept and support gay and lesbian Christians, called the Council on Religion and the Homosexual. This coalition of numerous ministers and from four Protestant denominations (Methodist, Lutheran, Episcopal, and United Church of Christ) advanced to such a degree that by the end of 1965, “its achievements facilitated a stable politics of reform [in San Francisco]” that in time “made San Francisco a mecca for gay culture” well before the more nationally significant 1969 Stonewall

---
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riots in New York City. In that sense, even as conservative Christians wrapped themselves in “tradition” and authority to justify their positions, progressive Christians also employed the “cloak of the cloth” to support and lend “social respectability and credibility” to their allies in the SGM community. In the decades since, a growing number of Christian denominations across the country have continued or begun theological and ecumenical discourses that have evolved over the later part of the century and beyond.

Even as queer exegesis and affirming action have both increased in a growing number of Christian communities, most of the dominant contemporary narratives about SGM history and liberation have either suppressed or erased the positive roles that faith and church groups have sometimes played. Jim Downs chronicles—in both SGM history and community organizing in the United States—“gay people’s aversion to organized religion, especially Christianity, which many gay men and women saw as the foundation of gay oppression.” Such a broad characterization, he contends, minimizes if not erases groups and alternative communities like the Metropolitan Community Church, Catholic groups like Dignity and Axios, welcoming synagogues, and other spiritual groups. One particularly jarring example of this retroactive narrative shift to downplay religious groups’ involvement in gay culture can be seen in the pages of the Los Angeles and New York-based LGBTQ newspaper The Advocate. Immediately after the arson attack of the UpStairs Lounge in June 1973 killed 32, The Advocate accurately described the victims “as members of the Metropolitan Community Church” and the fire as an attack on “a gay religious community and victims [who] were people of faith.” In fact, the paper
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chided other news outlets reporting at the time for failing to properly and respectfully identify the victims of the Lounge fire as church members.\textsuperscript{168} Yet, in the aftermath of the Pulse nightclub shooting in June 2016, this same paper referenced the UpStairs Lounge in its coverage of Pulse only as a “gay nightclub” a “gay gathering space” and a “gay club.” There is no reference or acknowledgement of the MCC and the spiritual community decimated by the arson attack immediately following their church service; indeed, the only reference to religion in The Advocate’s 2016 article is a quote asserting that religion, politics, mental illness, and hatred run together in the minds of killers.\textsuperscript{169}

It is clear that both historically and in contemporary American society, sexual and gender minorities and their religious organizations have been common targets of intimidation and violence. Indeed, violence and the threat of violence were (and are) common experiences woven into the history and lives of SGM along with their interactions with organized religion. While news reporting on homophobic violence did increase as the liberation movement gathered steam in the 1970s, historians argue that the increase in attacks on SGM “remains one of the most underreported themes” of this historical period. White notes that political concerns and narratives of free love and liberation supplanted images and narratives of adversity experienced during the time period by SGM. This became increasingly true as a stereotyped, idealized gay (white, urban, young, male) image expanded in both nascent gay culture and among the heteronormative perceptions and assumptions about who “gay people” (to use the nomenclature of the time period) were or what they looked like. Indeed, this impression was often facilitated

\textsuperscript{168} Ibid, 30.

\textsuperscript{169} The MCC national leadership asserted in the days after the fire that “a third of the entire congregation of New Orleans was either dead, missing,” or injured in the attack on the Up Stairs Lounge. See Downs, \textit{Stand by Me}, 30. See also Della Hasselle, “New Orleans LGBT community reacts to Orlando mass shooting, draws comparisons to 1973 Upstairs [sic] Lounge fire” \textit{The Advocate} (June 12th 2016). 

\url{http://www.theadvocate.com/new_orleans/news/article_647a5530-6abf-52f1-abbf-c5e2453d9e84.html}
by Black churches, who taught that “homosexuality was...sin, a negative ‘lifestyle,’ and a white aberration” (emphasis added).\textsuperscript{170} Yet, Downs describes a “seemingly endless” series of reports in The Advocate from 1970-79 of gay men, lesbians, and transgender people beaten or murdered.\textsuperscript{171} This included reporting on multiple targeted murders in the same month, the possibility of a killer or killers in Texas responsible for up to 40 LGBT deaths in 1974, and the “Trashbag Murderer” serial killings in the late 1970s.

As particularly visible and vulnerable targets, MCC churches were also common sites of violence and intimidation from the 1970s onward. In addition to harassment, arson was a common theme; from 1973 to 1974, five MCC churches and one synagogue were burned, many to the ground. The Beth Chayim Chadashim community in San Francisco had their Torah—which had survived the Holocaust and been brought from Czechoslovakia—damaged almost beyond repair during a suspected arson attack in 1973. During this time period the country witnessed what was then the largest mass murder of sexual and gender minorities and allies in United States history: the UpStairs Lounge fire in New Orleans.\textsuperscript{172} In addition to being a bar, the Lounge functioned as a community center and MCC worship space; on the night of June 24, 1973, 32 people (including MCC minister Rev. William Larson, whose crushed and burned body hung halfway out of a second floor window for almost two days) were killed in a fire set after the conclusion of the MCC service there.\textsuperscript{173} Churches throughout New Orleans refused to host funeral services for the dead, and the national leader of the MCC Church had to be flown in from San Francisco to preside over the mass service held in a Methodist church. Families refused to

\textsuperscript{170} Griffin, Their Own Receive Them Not, 3-4. See also Downs, Stand by Me, 32-4.
\textsuperscript{171} Ibid, 36.
\textsuperscript{172} This tragic distinction would stand from 1973 until 2016; the deadliest attack on SGM people and their allies is, at the time of this publication, the Pulse nightclub shooting on June 12\textsuperscript{th}, 2016. 49 people at the club in Orlando, FL were murdered by a single gunman.
\textsuperscript{173} Downs, Stand by Me, 20.
claim many of the bodies, and two have still never been identified. Some news commentators reported that the tragedy of the evening was that “so many people escaped from the building,” and one radio show joked that the city should bury the ashes of the deceased “in fruit jars.”\textsuperscript{174} These are just a sample of the kinds of callous disregard for the lives of SGM that the media, individuals, and many church organizations displayed during this period.

Not surprisingly, one of the major concerns among SGM in the 1970s was creating and maintaining “a community and culture in which to seek refuge.” Downs argues that there were “few institutions outside of the new [SGM] churches that could offer such refuge… With the start of the gay liberation, gay religious organizations grew exponentially not only because gay people feared being locked into the Three B’s [Bars, Beaches, and Bathhouses] but also because some gay men simply did not like those spaces.”\textsuperscript{175} In retrospect, cultural critics argue that the theme of gay liberation “being all about sex” is not only misrepresentative of widely diverse SGM people and communities across the country but that it is also a politically motivated assertion. That is, focusing solely on sex acts and ethics as the sole or quintessential component of SGM interests and culture simultaneously defines and polices “acceptable” spaces of queer folk, reifies and reinforces SGM stereotypes (reducing people to “merely sexual entities”), and contributes to a narrative about the AIDS crisis that blames gay men for the epidemic.\textsuperscript{176} It should go without saying that SGM people have diverse needs, fears, and interests—including spiritual ones—that have been flattened and erased in the larger narrative arcs of sexual liberation. Yet this same convergence of interests, needs, and spaces is happening again—now, in virtual settings. For many people, identifying as SGM means “being a part of a culture that

\textsuperscript{174} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{175} Ibid, 8.
\textsuperscript{176} Petro, \textit{After the Wrath of God}, 9-11. Downs, \textit{Stand by Me}, 5-6, 8. A particularly famous example of reducing portrayals of gay men to their sexual desires (and thus blaming them for later events) can be found in \textit{And the Band Played On}. 
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has its own history and religion,” and many of these new devotional spaces are indebted to that queer cultural sentiment as well as the history and tenets of Christian faith and tradition.177

1.3.2 Roman Catholic Authority and Censorship

Not all violence or intimidation is physical in nature, as minority communities know all too well. To that end, this section highlights Catholics’ experiences contextualizing or incorporating their religious and sexual experiences with or against the dominant message of Roman Catholic leadership. The theoretical formulation and expression of censorship and Foucauldian power-knowledge is a useful hermeneutical tool through which to analyze discussion and debate within religious organizations. More specifically, this analytical lens allows for outlining the rhetorical history of groups that have frequently held opposing views on the acceptability and roles of SGM in Catholic (or other Christian) congregations. Such examples of the changing nature of discourse surrounding the place of SGM Catholics within the Roman Catholic Church in America speak directly to the kinds of novel relationships many such members have with saints.

Naturally, subversive uses of traditional Catholic saints among SGM Catholics stand both alongside and in contrast to American bishops’ censorious efforts to repurpose and champion different saints that promote their own ideals of abstinence and sexual normativity. Foucault noted in *The Archaeology of Knowledge* that discourse involves more than just speaking; thought and speech are predicated upon the objects, rituals or norms, and privileges involved.178 In religious communities and settings, these components are often laid bare, and rarely more so than

177 Downs, Stand by Me, 14.
in the context of Roman Catholic hierarchical relationships with American SGM Catholics and communities.

It is not unusual for the views of religious elites or leaders to sometimes differ from those of their congregations (or even individual priests), and views on sexuality and sexual orientation are no exception. As the Catholic Church’s statements in these arenas resonate less strongly with parishioners, divergent discourses are spilling over into other facets of Catholic life.\textsuperscript{179} These historical and contemporary influences, together with the “post-secular” nature of the contemporary United States, all speak to the relevance of examining Catholic leaders’ and laypersons’ socio-political actions concerning the intersection of views on SGM issues and censorship over time.\textsuperscript{180}

In the past two decades alone, advances in global communications have both vastly complicated and enhanced models of information dissemination used by the Catholic Church to address the faithful. Of course, dialogue and dissent around the stances the Church has adopted—including that of the moral implications associated with homosexuality—have also been greatly affected. Though lay Catholics may personally evaluate and respond to the Vatican position regarding homosexuality, the dynamic relationships between leaders and laypeople are now changing via the ways in which discourse and censorship are enacted and resisted in communities capable of interacting with digital, mass-communication environments.

For the ecclesiastical leadership of Roman Catholic Church, controlling or dominating discourse is only successful if the desired reading and meaning (including moral force) is conveyed in a particular text, and so the ways in which Catholic policies and positions regarding


homosexuality are conceptualized, interpreted, and understood are of great importance for the religious leaders and elites involved. Similarly, opponents on both sides of debates concerning homosexuality have clearly realized that authors and texts can control debate by “drowning out [your opposition] by talking louder and longer” than they do, as well as by “corrupting any language [terminology] in which they might try to say things you don’t want them to say.” Yet, “prolonged partisan controversy produces usable rhetorical effects. …It creates tedium, then aversion. Repetitive controversy prevents texts [or other arguments] from being reexamined while keeping them in plain sight.” In this way, Catholic and other religiously conservative leaders do not actually need to rhetorically outperform or convince reformers; they just have to wear them down until the majority of the audience gives up or loses interest. After all, this cycle writ large is arguably how the Bible has become to be associated with condemnations of homosexuality.

This strategy gains both additional importance and becomes harder to achieve, however, in an online age. Numerous scholars have demonstrated that reading and communicating are, by nature, subversive, and the differences in religious readings and textual interpretations of Catholic policy highlight the tension and contention that surrounds the struggle for rhetorical superiority. For example, historian Ammon Raz-Krakotzkin famously notes that “censorship is not merely what is denied, but also what is sanctioned and supported,” and this remains true within American Catholicism today. Contemporary queer studies scholar Mark Jordan echoes this sentiment, arguing that Catholic texts can function to both “impose silence and generate
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kinds of speech.” 184 Jordan’s critical analysis goes further, however, postulating that presumed knowledge and authority are not merely stylistic choices or theological assumptions in Vatican documents, but calculated language chosen to quash dissenting opinions held or encountered by the intended audience(s). Jordan points to a number of socially and morally prescriptive documents issued by the Vatican in the previous few decades that, in his analysis, are further complicated with bureaucratic and legalistic language, incorporate theological assumptions directly into texts, and frequently repeat declared positions as part of a systematic rhetorical strategy that “can silence audiences much more effectively than by [simply] ordering them to keep quite.” 185 These aspects of Vatican texts impress upon their readers what Catholic philosopher Charles Taylor called the politics of “coercion… [and] the pressure of conformity” that “inevitably results from political and ideological tensions or disagreements within faith communities.” 186

Responses to official Roman Catholic censure and coercion basically follow what rhetoricians call models of “separation or integration” with an antagonistic organizational influence. 187 Such tension comprises a unique and often tragic component of the history between the Roman Catholic Church and SGM Christians. Hinze and Hornbeck assesses the ubiquity of this phenomenon for Catholic (or former Catholic) SGM community members in *More than a Monologue: Sexual Diversity and the Catholic Church*, noting that the often painful decision for individuals separation or inclusion regarding the Roman Catholic is an emotional

184 Jordan *Silence of Sodom*, 51-2.
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and essentially unavoidable choice for these Catholics.\(^{188}\) While the majority of SGM who are born or raised Catholic leave the church—either permanently or for communities like the MCC or more progressive independent Catholic Churches—some choose association within Roman Catholic organizations like Equally Blessed, Dignity USA, or others. Dignity, as well as the Church’s responses to it, bears specific mention as an organization straddling these two worlds; Dignity attempts to escape the seemingly dichotomous choice to stay within the Roman Catholic Church at the price of “denying part of [oneself]” or leave and lose a different part of one’s identity. Such is the fine line walked by Dignity, the “model of working [for change] from within.”\(^{189}\)

As the oldest Roman Catholic ministry that affirms sexual and gender minorities in the US, Dignity USA has existed “to support and welcome LGBTQ Catholics” nearly as long as the modern gay rights movement in America; it will celebrate its 50-Year Jubilee in 2019.\(^{190}\) Additionally, this organization endeavors to influence both public and theological debate concerning homosexuality through prodigious works, tracts, and online publications produced every year. Specifically, the organization’s website curates and disseminates SGM-affirming theological and news through three publications with multiple issues each year focusing on theology and liturgy, organizational affairs, and community news.\(^{191}\) Dignity promotes a perspective on Roman Catholic teaching and authority that allows for and encourages differences of or diversity in opinions and moral interpretation (in this case, specifically around sexuality

\(^{188}\) Christine Firer Hinze and J. Patrick Hornbeck II, “Introduction” More than a Monologue: Sexual Diversity and the Catholic Church, vol. 1 Christine Firer Hinze and J. Patrick Hornbeck II, eds. (New York: Fordham University Press, 2014): 1-14. See pages 3-4; in a general sense the pain of separation or misunderstanding is a theme in every article in the volume. See also Jordan, Silence of Sodom, 14 for additional explications of this type of experience.

\(^{189}\) Jordan, Recruiting Young Love, 125, 127.

\(^{190}\) “Homepage,” Dignity USA, (accessed March 1, 2013), https://www.dignityusa.org/. This distinction may be more perfunctory than noteworthy, as Equally Blessed, New Ways Ministries, and Axios, among others lay Catholic organizations, were also formed only a short time after Dignity began in the 1970s.
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and gender identity) vis-à-vis the official positions and pronouncements of the Vatican and American bishops. This type of moral and rhetorical stance exemplifies an “inclusivist” position towards Catholic theology and teaching. American comparative religious scholar and Presbyterian minister James Wellman identifies inclusivist persons or groups as cultural actors who employ a “complicated weave of moral and ideological symbolic and social strategies” in order to construct progressive, affirming positions related to SGM rights, lives, and morality, especially in relation to the Catholic Church.192 For example, Dignity attempts to navigate this positionality by articulating an affiliation “with the catholic faith” as both an abstract and as a collection of believers in disagreement with official teaching because of their own authoritative Catholic experiences and understanding.193 This rhetorical strategy of arguing from a viewpoint or theological position that invokes either a higher (more abstract) catholic faith or lived catholic experience (in dialogue with or opposition to the stated position of the leaders or current teachings of the Roman Catholic Church), has many parallels.194 For instance, John Lynch argues that “individuals wished to see the church actually follow through on the ‘love the sinner’ portion of the ‘love the sinner, hate the sin’ dictum on homosexuality,” despite primarily experiencing the latter. He quotes an anonymous Catholic parent saying that “I simply want my son to be able to love someone, and to be loved, without the church telling us it’s wrong…”195 Moral philosopher David Ozar, in an article in Sexual Diversity and Catholicism, exemplifies this impulse exactly when he describes his experience learning of a close friend’s transgendered status as an “wake up call” for him not to leave the Church, but to try to make other Catholics

194 Dignity intentionally uses a lower case “c” in “catholic” in this quote in order to invoke the “universal Christian Church” that in their view supersedes the Roman Catholic Church.
and Americans “change how we think and how we speak” about issues of gender and sexuality. These types of appeals to experience are common in Catholic publications that seek to rebut or argue against what their authors describe as erroneous or outdated Catholic teachings or norms.

Finally, Dignity’s model of engagement and ministry has developed alongside several contemporary or “peer” organizations that also bear mention. Call To Action, Dignity USA, and New Ways Ministry all consider themselves peer Catholic organizations that support SGM Catholics. While Dignity USA has been the focus of this section due to its longstanding focus on lay Catholic experience and community (and is thus the only one of these included in the study’s analysis), New Ways Ministries and Call to Action perform other key services and functions that run parallel or support SGM inclusivity in the Roman Catholic Church. This ostensibly allows each organization to focus and specialize (to a degree) in these separate tasks or “callings.” New Ways Ministries was founded in 1976 as a result of the US Catholic Bishops Call to Action conference and seeks to “foster dialogue” and “combat homophobia” in the Roman Catholic Church and society. With a four-person staff and eight-person board of directors, this small group has an outsized online presence, hosting programs and publishing “research, publications, education about sexual orientation and gender identity” and issues that affect SGM. Topics include criminalization, marriage equality, employment non-discrimination, family life, and a half-dozen others. Call to Action, conversely, is a Catholic social justice organization in the United States, focusing on “justice issues” for workers, LGBT communities, racial disparities, women, and girls, and for the development of socially progressive Catholic parishes. This group

also points to the 1976 United States Roman Catholic Bishops Call to Action conference (itself a reaction and offshoot of the Second Vatican Council held 1962-65), from whence its name is derived. With a staff of six and “vision board” of fourteen members from across the United States, this group works through its various church networks, newsletters, youth groups, and councils to address issues impacting SGM through a focus on events that promote “the dignity of all people and all families,” and to end discrimination.

One final component among these organizations is Equally Blessed. This coalition organization formed in 2010 as a related but distinct “coalition group” of the three organizations listed above. This “super-group” pools resources and expertise to address secular legislative and both inter- and intra-church ecclesiastic advocacy. Specifically, Equally Blessed acquaints state legislators and members of the U. S. Congress with the opinions of the Catholic majority; serves as a point of [Catholic] contact… for secular organizations working on behalf of LGBT people and their families; speaks frequently with reporters, issues statements and writes op-ed articles for secular and religious publications; develops and circulates sound… resources that make the case for LGBT equality; calls our bishops back to fidelity when they make hurtful statements or take stands contrary to the church’s teaching on the dignity of every human person.

This organizational collaboration allows the three other Roman Catholic groups to present a larger and unified voice when undertaking advocacy work in the United States.

---

The main response by the Roman Catholic Church in America to these lay Catholic innovations, groups, and inclusive discourses has been to create and promote “exclusivist” positions that discount such groups and their positions. These political and theological stances are the narratives created and promulgated by Roman Catholic leadership as sanctioned alternatives to the narratives offered by gay devotionalism and groups like Dignity USA. This rhetorical and moral strategy forecloses debate by defining in advance moral boundaries outside of which one is simply presumed to be wrong.202 Put another way, the Roman Catholic Church’s “bureaucratic speech strives to maintain the illusion of unchanging control. So Vatican pronouncements work to convince us that nothing important ever changes in church teaching—or could change.”203 Historian Richard Giannone simply describes this process as “preserving power to buttress the past.”204 In this light, the efficacy of groups like Equally Blessed stance of “working from within” to change the Roman Catholic Church is suspect. Though an analysis of progressive or affirming groups impact on the Roman Catholic Church (whether in America, the US Council of Bishops, or in Rome) is outside the bounds of the present study, it should be noted that these organizations have never been recognized by the Church, have been banned from using Catholic property, and have had little effect on official Catholic teachings or social positions.205 Many of these progressive Roman Catholic activist groups appeal to “the catholic [e.g., universal] Christian Church,” arguing that religious interpretation and authority “begins and ends with the people of God” rather than with the Roman Catholic leadership in Rome. This Protestant-like appeal to authority indicates that progressive groups like the ones included in this

202 Raz-Krakotzkin, “Censorship, Editing, and Re-shaping of Jewish Identity,” 126. For this same argument in a Catholic context, see also Hinze and Hornbeck, “Introduction,” 7.
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analysis seek to primarily impact the hearts and minds of lay Catholics (and potentially other Christians or wider audiences), rather than Roman Catholic religious elites.206

Not surprisingly, one objective of the American Catholic apostolate Courage is to reinforce both the current teachings and hierarchical power of the Roman Catholic leadership. It seeks to use Catholic saints, the authority of tradition, and Catholic devotionalism to call lay Catholics “struggling with their sexuality” back into communion with the Church, while also promoting the Church’s entrenched teachings around sexuality, generally, and abstinence and chastity for SGM Catholics, specifically. To that end, after 2000, Catholic leadership, including some within the United States, undertook a program to revived and promulgate the Angelic Warfare Confraternity, a centuries-old but nearly defunct confraternity based around the concept and emulation of steadfast chastity attributed to the life of St. Thomas Aquinas.207 Catholic teaching recognizes Aquinas as the patron saint of chastity, derived from the hagiographic account of his resistance to sexual temptation culminating in his reception of a divinely-presented cord of chastity.208 The Catholic organization Courage International, the recognized apostolate that ministers to lesbian and gay Catholic laypeople, adopted this language from the AWC to specifically promote Aquinas and other “chaste saints” as an appropriate connection for SGM.209 With their pamphlets, director, newsletter, and blog appointed or updated in the 2000s, the reinvigorated Angelic Warfare Confraternity has been quietly called into service for the

209 The wording “lesbian and gay” is used intentionally here, as no mention of bisexual, transgender, or any other sexual partnering or gender identity language is present anywhere on the site. See also, “Homepage” Courage International (online) www.couragerc.net. Accessed May 2013.
promotion of chastity among lesbian and gay Catholics. This realignment and emphasis of St. Aquinas as the protector and promoter of sexual purity and sexual morality among young people, lesbians, and gay individuals represents a significant act of maintaining Catholic tradition while creating a new, distinct imagining of the saint to fit the specific needs of the organization and its members.

There is a significant difference between this rhetoric and theological deployment of a saint, and that will be focus of this study in the pages ahead. Namely, the connection between Courage and its promotion of St. Aquinas is not a measure of how the saint is actually perceived or understood by the individuals to whom he is promoted. Wellman notes that religious elites in the Catholic Church often take stronger, clearly articulated, and ideologically defined positions on social, political, and religious issues than do their congregants, and that this phenomenon is particularly true in regards to homosexuality. Wellman’s finding implies that members’ perceptions of St. Aquinas as the patron saint for SGM chastity could be very different from Catholic elite expectations, and the scarcity of evidence in this regard is one of the reasons for the present study. The following chapters explore ways that gay, lesbian, or other Catholics are heeding the guidance of leaders or groups like Courage or the Angelic Warfare Confraternity in regards to praying to St. Aquinas for chastity is sparse. Perhaps the most notable example is Melinda Selmys, whose account as a self-described “former lesbian” highlights what she

212 There are no community forums, comment sections, or other public space on any of Courage’s pages that could be instructive in this regard.

In keeping with the nature of Vatican statements regarding the moral status of homosexual acts and tendencies described above, the views of these individuals and Dignity have been condemned by the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine (CCD) and past popes John Paul II and Benedict XVI. Instead, official Catholic policy follows that of the exclusivist rhetorical position, which Wellman describes as simultaneously endorsing sympathy and compassion alongside “opposition to gay rights, same-sex unions, and ordination of homosexuals.” Such stances, in his assessment, are portrayed as both theologically mandated and politically necessary.\footnote{Wellman, “The Debate over Homosexual Ordination,” 191.} Indeed, in 2011 (then) Pope Benedict XVI recognized Courage, not Dignity, as the official apostolate to lead the Church’s ministry to SGM through an embrace of official church teaching.

Courage, supported by many exclusivist authors, bases its teachings and arguments on a specific set of precepts articulated by the Vatican. Chief among these is the Augustinian argument of “natural law.”\footnote{Notably, natural law is also a significant focus of Thomas Aquinas’ \textit{Summa Theologica}.} Philippe Bordeyne, a French Roman Catholic priest, ethicist, and moral theologian, criticizes other theologians’ preoccupation with this concept before praising it himself. He argues that “logic dictates” that Augustinian arguments be expanded to include heterosexual marriage as the “obvious” culmination of this line of thought and the very “meaning
of sexual difference.” Aside from “the common sense argument” attempting to defend heterosexuality via natural law, others often point to “tradition” or “traditional teaching” as an argument that supports current Church statements. This is exemplified by American Jesuit Paul Crowley, who elicits the “counsel of the Cross” as the most historically and theologically sound approach for counseling homosexual individuals. Put simply, this Roman Catholic metaphor expounds that humans, as imperfect, sinful beings, all have “crosses to bear,” symbolically reminiscent of the cross Jesus was forced to carry before his crucifixion. Enduring one’s own “crosses” or trials thus demonstrates the supplicant’s piety, commitment to the faith, and ultimate triumph and salvation through the cross of Christ. The Council of the Cross metaphor’s logic thus encourages SGM to accept contemporary Church teachings of celibacy, chastity, and renunciation of desire as their specific “crosses” because of the rewards waiting for those who endure them. Notably, such rhetorical strategies are frequently employed by church leaders; in the highly influential 2003 Congregation for the Doctrine of Faith publication, “Considerations Regarding Proposals to Give Legal Recognition to Unions Between Homosexual Persons,” Cardinal Ratzinger (who later became Pope Benedict XVI) employed nearly all the arguments described above, citing the inherent nature of the sexes, “right reason,” and centuries of Catholic “truth” that “date back to the beginning of the Bible itself.”

Finally, it should be noted in this context that observers have inferred tacit Church recognition of these kinds of innovations, possibly for hundreds of years. After all, some have

218 Paul G. Crowley, “Homosexuality and the Council of the Cross,” Theological Studies vol 65 2004, p 500-529. See his argument throughout this article, including 502-4.
described the “closet of the church” as having long been “simultaneously homoerotic and homophobic.” Some read Roman Catholic leaders’ periodic initiatives (as early as the fourteenth and as recently as the twentieth century) to actively “defeminize” Catholic art that was inappropriately “arousing the body and the emotions” as evidence (if not proof) of their recognition of the possibility for homoerotic readings of Roman Catholic art. Indeed, Jordan posits that this movement was specifically to “clean up” Catholic art, motivated by a fear of saints’ appropriation and interpretation through subversive readings, and this fear seems borne out in part by the research and testimony of Savastano, Liepa, Easton, and others. By far the most prominent example of this phenomenon can be seen in the images of Saint Sebastian over the last five hundred years. Art historian Valentina Liepa chronicles, for instance, how the nude male body became so popular that it was perceived as a significant threat during the Counter-Reformation; the Council of Trent (1545-1563) even passed a ban on depicting nude bodies in art. This ban targeted representations of saints generally and “the image of Saint Sebastian… particularly.”

1.3.3 Examples of Lived Religion for SGM Catholics

The experiences of SGM Catholics can also be constructively understood through examining ways that theologians, lay Catholics, and other spiritual SGM communities have created narratives, experiences, and communities separate from the institutional Catholic narratives outlined above. While assessing theological arguments or diversity is well beyond the scope of this work, it should be noted that there has been an exponential increase in the last

---

decade in the amount and diversity of queer theology. One excellent example of this proliferation of thought, religious conviction, and interpretation can be summarized by the exegesis found in *The Queer Bible Commentary*. Other examples include *Queer Christianities: Lived Religion in Transgressive Forms, Queer Women and Religious Individualism, Queer Religion volumes I and II*, and *More than a Monologue: Sexual Diversity and the Catholic Church*. Each of these works elucidates important ways of thinking, praying, and existing in relation to one another, informed by both Christian thought and a “recognition of a much broader range of human diversity.” As evidenced here, this “vital embrace of faith life and vital embrace of sexuality” has been both “galvanizing for social activism and fruitful for religious scholarship.”

Yet, interviews, ethnographic research, and compilations from theologians and researchers like Raymond Holtz, Evans and Healey, and Melissa Wilcox clearly demonstrate that for many SGM, the Catholic Church’s positions, statements and teachings “concerning sexual diversity have evoked disagreement, consternation, anger, and pain.” For many, growing up in the Catholic tradition meant that they felt they had “no moral or religious teaching that could guide [them] to success or failure. In adolescence and early adulthood, [some felt that] the

---


teaching of the Church was merely silence..."227 Such sentiments are not unique; nearly every scholarly work on the overlap and interaction between SGM communities and religiously motivated groups documents pain, isolation, or rejection... or worse. While stigma and negative affect are common experiences against all manner of minority groups, this strikingly common experience for SGM is also intrinsically connected to deeper socio-political consequences. These range from the denial of human rights and service in public accommodations to hate crimes, murder, and institutionalized erasure through government policies (see the AIDS crisis, for example), just to name a few.228

Increasingly, SGM laypeople and whole communities are adopting and transforming images and lives of saints to help them retain a sense of connection to Catholicism.229 Examples of this transformative work can be seen in a recent analysis of the ways that various Catholic saints are described and adopted for people living with HIV. Such acts are similar to the description of queer religion outlined by Donald Boisvert, who argued that SGM spirituality “gives the sacred a queer face; [this process] defines the holy in terms of the common experience of [SGM].”230 This is certainly the conclusion reached by Peter Savastano, who recorded nearly a half dozen different saints known by his informants to have been appropriated by various gay enclaves within Catholic communities.231 Other SGM Catholics report similar relationships and perceptions of saints, such as author Anthony Easton’s interpretation of St. Thomas.232

227 Jordan Silence of Sodom, 51.
228 Petro, After the Wrath of God, 131-6.
229 For one related example (though not limited to SGM), see this author’s previous work on narrative creation around saints and people living with HIV. David Givens, “The Faithful Departed: Roman Catholic Saints and Perceptions of Persons with HIV/AIDS” Arc: The Journal of the Faculty of Religious Studies McGill University, vol. 40 (2012), 47-68.
230 Donald L. Boisvert, “Queering the Sacred: Discourses of Gay Male Spiritual Writing,” Theology and Sexuality vol 5 (10) (March 1999), 54-70.
231 Savastano suggests that these saints may or may not have relevant hagiographies in the imaginations of the men who become devoted to them; rather, it seems that particular, often effeminate images of the saints allow the viewers
The reimagining and repurposing of Catholic saints is a fascinating phenomenon, and recent ethnographic scholarship highlights ways in which sexual and gender minority Catholics demonstrate the contradictory impulse to draw nearer to and separate from the Roman Catholic Church. Ethnographer Peter Savastano suggests that gay Catholic men engage in a process of creative reimagining and projecting both desires and experiences onto the images of certain saints, particularly Saints Sebastian and Gerard. In particular, men who identified as gay used their own interpretations and perceptions to create connections with saints as a way of remaining connected—indeed, even drawing closer—to their faith. They accomplished this connection namely through use of images and narratives—some of which they had never articulated to anyone else—that allowed these respondents to think of Gerard or Sebastian as being gay. Conversely, theological and sociological reflections by Donald Boisvert highlight another common, yet very different approach to conceptualizing saints and sainthood in SGM contexts.

Reimagining particular saints as images for—and about—gay Catholic men repurposes them in ways that push against official Catholic teaching in order to fit and reflect gay Catholics’ own experiences. For example, Savastano’s interviewees report perceiving various images of Gerard in ways that mirror their own experiences or preferences: as being “in drag,” “a queen,” “effeminate,” and/or with attractive lips, torso or other physical attributes. Similarly, some male respondents reported experiencing identification with or attraction to Gerard based on his youth, virginal appearance, or his suffering. Savastano concludes, however, that such extrapolations of hagiography (sanctioned or otherwise) were at least initially secondary to the images of the saints to project their lives, desires, and experiences onto these saints (“Changing Gerard’s Clothes” 186, 188). Such saints include Saints Sebastian, Gerard, Anthony of Padua, Paulinus of Nola, and the Madonna del Carmine. A similar example is McGuire’s suggestion that past churchmen like Aelred of Rievaulx subsumed homosexual desires “into ‘agapeic love’ …to the body of Jesus.” McGuire, Brother & Lover, 142,148.

232 Anthony Easton, “Queer Thoughts on Catholic Bodies,” 225. This includes Easton’s description of how he perceives his spiritual and erotic connections with Thomas.

saints, as they are “ready visual source(s) for an imagination sensitive to the issues of sexual orientation.”\textsuperscript{234} Such an experience is, of course, a departure from the traditional influence expected for the layperson, since “typically and properly [it is] saints that instruct Catholic communities how to live.”\textsuperscript{235} By infusing a saint with an alternative sexuality or through perceiving a saint with gendered characteristics similar to their own, devotees may gain from traditional Catholic saints a sense of comfort, support, and legitimacy.

While the study above is limited to a single community in New Jersey, this chapter demonstrates the larger history and prevalence of uses and developments of saints within and without the dialogue and theology of the Roman Catholic Church. It highlights persistence and evolution of saint veneration in the United States, contextualizing American Catholic devotionalism. Laying this historical groundwork advances the larger argument to come that online settings are hosting unique environments for queer saint narratives to thrive among various communities, impacting audience members’ religious and sexual identities.

\textsuperscript{234} Ibid, 184-6.
\textsuperscript{235} Jordan, \textit{Silence of Sodom}, 3.
2.0 CONTEXTUALIZING SGM NARRATIVES FOR SAINTS

As the previous chapter illustrated, *Digital Devotions* connects two academic subfields of lived religion: saint veneration and sexual and gender minority communities. The central claim of this dissertation—that narratives and images of saints are contributing to both queer and traditional social discourse and group identity—is based in and dependent on the histories and experiences of the groups involved. The project argues that queer interpretations of and narratives around saints and biblical figures such as Perpetua and Felicity, Ruth and Naomi, and many others are serving to create and support important frameworks for a wide range of socio-political, spiritual, and interpersonal experiences. These interpretations bend, and in some cases redefine, the traditional definition of the term “saint,” and the digital ethnographic research in Chapter 3 highlights this conceptual fluidity. Before the prominence of Ruth and Naomi as “lesbian saints” or the use of saint Aelred of Rievaulx as the “patron saint of friendship” can be properly explored, however, the authors and websites creating these narratives and hosting these online communities must themselves be understood.236 Placing these authors and organizations within their own cultural, historical, and religious contexts is the final component of the formative research that provides needed perspective and framework for understanding the narratives themselves.

The current chapter highlights the methodological approach used in the dissertation, explains the terminology selected for framing and analyzing all online sites within the study, and provides a concise summary of the various online communities as they and others draw on both

traditional and more contemporary icons in mostly Catholic frameworks. Many of these communities and sites are even more notable for the ways they have developed and are evolving within theological frameworks that (as outlined above) were historically often paternalistic, homophobic, and hierarchical.

Ten prominent online communities and organizations were engaged throughout this research process; nearly a dozen others were also assessed but ultimately excluded from analysis. The ten groups that met the study criteria of prominently featuring saint veneration either by or for SGM Christians are: Q Spirit.net and its Jesus in Love blog; Dignity USA, New Ways Ministries, and Equally Blessed (collectively); Queering the Church (QueerChurch.com) and its Queer Saints and Martyrs blogs; Courage and the Angelic Warfare Confraternity (collectively); TransChristians.org; SpiritualFriendship.org; Quest; the Church Militant; Catholic.com; the Temple of Antinous and its blog. 237 These websites and organizations intentionally situate themselves at the intersection of SGM Christian ministries and discussions of saints. The criteria and methodology involved in selecting and studying these sites and online communities is discussed in greater detail in the next two subsections.

237 All sites’ homepages: qspirit.net; www.dignityusa.org; www.newwaysministry.org; https://www.equallyblessed.org/; queerchurch.com; couragerc.org; www.TransChristians.org; SpiritualFriendship.org; questlgbti.uk; www.churchmilitant.com; https://www.catholic.com/; www.antinopolis.org. This list demarcates organizations that also have physical ministries/outreach from purely online sites and communities through the use of a standalone organizational name (i.e., New Ways Ministries) versus the site name (i.e., TransChristians.org). The possible relevance of this distinction is noted in each group section below.
The present study, a digital ethnographic project, collected two-and-a-half years of observational data, multiple online interviews, and reviewed (using search parameters) hundreds of pieces of email correspondence. This methodology is an appropriate theoretical framework that facilitates the assessment of different ways that these sites and communities interact with concepts and narratives of saints in digital media. Identifying and assessing these types of online venues is a distinct necessity, as subcultural identity theory predicts—and this research supports—that, “for [subcultural] groups to thrive in a pluralist and open religious market they need to be in tension with, though not separate from, the common cultural milieu.”

Online blogs, forums, and groups provide that level of detachment.

There is no shortage of terminology for classifying theological and secular worldviews related to SGM communities in modern scholarship and cultural vernacular. One common western cultural vernacular phrase (also used in many mainline Protestant denominations) is the use of “affirming” (and its counterpoint, “abstaining” or “denying”) to denote welcoming LGBTQ cultural and theological stances. Some aspects in the sites below do resemble the familiar “body-affirming” and “body-denying” dichotomy, which is the most common demarcation in recent religious scholarship. Western socio-political terms like “conservative versus liberal” or “traditionalist versus revisionist” are also frameworks that are commonly used. However, it is ultimately Wellman’s inclusivist versus exclusivist religious subculture identity theory that proved the most applicable to the current analysis.

The limitations inherent in many types of cultural classification systems are significant within the scope of the present study. While broad labels such as “affirming” and “abstaining”...
(or, frequently, “rejecting” or “denying”) may be useful as conceptual starting points, more complex investigations of the nuances and less clear-cut descriptions and perceptions of the body among various online religious groups and virtual message boards and communities are required in this context. Both the body and religious systems mediate significant aspects of human existence, especially experiences of the erotic and regulations thereof. These online communities are, in an important sense, representations of various communities’ attempts to conceptualize, regulate, or normalize various conceptions of bodies and the proper or allowable roles, partners, and interactions are associated with them. At the same time, many of these sites move far beyond the bodily reductionism to which SGM communities have so often been subjected (as will be discussed in section 2.2), valuing and celebrating saints and people—living and dead—as unique individuals and role models instead of mere bodies to be mocked or desired. Accordingly, using referential terminology such as “body-affirming” and (especially) counterpoints like “abstaining” or “body-denying” to demarcate sites’ views on the body would needlessly perpetuate this historical and physiological reductionism. More importantly, such a lens would inappropriately proscribe the bounds and intents of many of these sites, many of which extend far beyond the roles of bodies, gender identities, and/or physical attraction.

Shortfalls in other potential frameworks render them equally unsuited for the current work. Labels such as “conservative versus liberal” can be powerful descriptors when used in well-defined contexts or among historical figures, for example. But the sites included in the

---

242 See Boisvert and Daniel-Hughes, “Introduction to the Volume,” or *The Queer Bible Commentary* for instances that highlight the limitations of this simplistic dichotomy.
244 Careful use of these terms can be seen elucidating the historical assessments of White’s *Reforming Sodom*, esp. pages 123-133, and Petro’s *After the Wrath of God*, pages 64-79.
current analysis cannot be so easily distilled. Such labels, while useful in a static past-tense or among communities who intentionally self-identify with them, are simply too subjective for wider use in the present work.\footnote{Burke, \textit{Christians Under Covers}, 21.} Several sites clearly have political objectives or concerns, while others can’t be mapped at all onto the current American political landscape—which is itself a (somewhat) subjective, constantly moving target. As relatively localized cultural reference points on the internet, such terms are not uniformly applicable; all the sites for which data was available had large numbers of international visitors. As mentioned earlier, queer scholar Claudia Schippert writes that websites, including those about saints, occupy a unique challenge for scholarly study because they are “flickering signifiers” that do not lend themselves to permanence or fixed meaning in the same manner that other texts do.\footnote{Schippert, “Saint Mychal,” 119.} Translating this observation to the cultural signifiers of “traditionalist versus revisionist” labels reveals that they face many of these same concerns regarding shifting meaning… with the added baggage of mildly pejorative connotations.\footnote{Carol A. Pemberton “Revisionist Historians: Writers Reflected in Their Writings” \textit{Journal of Research in Music Education} Vol. 35, No. 4 (Winter, 1987), 213-220.}

This leaves the last and most appropriate theoretical framework as Wellman’s inclusivist versus exclusivist subculture identity schema. From the onset, there are aspects of Wellman’s categorization structure which lend themselves to the present study. Through a historical analysis of the twentieth-century history of Christian denominations in America, Wellman defined inclusivist, semi-inclusivist, semi-exclusivist, and exclusivist religious individuals and groups as generally seeking to provide ministry, guidance and support to SGM in different ways. Both inclusivist and exclusivist classifications define themselves positively (“we are” or “we

stand for”) and counter to “outgroups,” or “the other.” As noted in section 1.3.2, Wellman defines inclusivists as taking a “more generous stance” that expands and celebrates supportive positions related to SGM lives, rights, and associated morality within religious contexts. Within the present study, authors and some theologians engage in narrative and theological descriptions of the lives or relationships of saints in ways designed to highlight similarities with the sexual and spiritual lives of contemporary readers. They speak of same-sex devotion by Saint Aelred of Rievaulx or St. Bernard, the romantic and erotic sisterhood of saints like Hildegard or Perpetua and Felicity, or of parallels for transgender Christians in the lives of Saint Joan of Arc or Saint Wilgefortis. The outgroups for inclusivist organizations are most frequently “traditional and/or conservative” religionists, however subjectively such terms may be defined. Inclusivists, in Wellman’s structure, “mark a path of tolerance” that they see as oppositional to coreligionists who would exclude LGBT people from any or all aspects of the church.

On the other end of Wellman’s construct are exclusivist organizations. Antithetical to the inclusivist moral and theological stance, exclusivists may endorse compassion for sexual and gender minorities but vigorously oppose “homosexual practices,” as well as “gay rights, same-sex unions, and the ordination of homosexuals.” Such stances are depicted by these religious organizations or individuals as theologically mandated, and thus beyond the realm of debate. This positioning is a foundational system of power and argumentation for the Roman Catholic Church, both among the US Council of Bishops and in much of the legal and communication structure of the Vatican. In a general sense, the political and theological narratives of the Church are designed to stifle debate by predetermining or defining moral boundaries; outside of these

248 Wellman, “The Debate over Homosexual Ordination,” 188.
249 Ibid, 199.
rhetorical confines, one is simply presumed to be wrong.\textsuperscript{251} Such a posture reflects Foucault’s work on types of moral suasion; he noted in both \textit{Security, Territory, Population} and \textit{The History of Sexuality} that one way of determining and enforcing morality is to set a standard in advance against which people are measured and deemed either normal or abnormal.\textsuperscript{252} Within the dissertation, several site authors and communities portray or espouse an \textit{a priori} moral standard (i.e., often a literal or hardline interpretation of that of the Roman Catholic Church) to identify examples or instruction from saints. Interestingly, this viewpoint varies significantly between the sites in the exclusivist category, ranging from admonitions/encouragement for chastity among SGM to condemnations of what they call the “sodomite agenda.”\textsuperscript{253} In these communities, Joseph and other saints, Thomas Aquinas and other early church fathers, and Aelred of Rievaulx have been cited as inspirational and instructional guides due to their perceived promotion of abstinence, chastity, and platonic friendship.

Wellman’s framework is not without some drawbacks; primarily, it should be noted that this model creates a somewhat artificial binary within the groups included here. While the general model is set up to accommodate a four-tiered scale from inclusivist to exclusivist, in practice semi-inclusivist groups cannot function openly online and only one semi-exclusivist group was identified. The result is a near-binaryism that, admittedly, flattens to some extent the subjective fluidity inherent in relations within and between groups.\textsuperscript{254} For example, both the Temple of Antinous and Quest are classified as inclusivist groups, but the specific cultural affect and supportive community dynamics are separated by several degrees; the same is true for the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[254] For more on theories of fluid subjectivity, see Reeser, \textit{Masculinities in Theory}, 48.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
separation that is diminished by classifying both Courage and Church Militant as exclusivist groups. The study accounts for the wide diversity within the ten online communities in this study (thus mitigating the effects of this framework) through the detailed explanation and description of each organization in the section below. Additionally, the framework is ideal for interrogating aspects of representation, oppression, and systems of power represented by these two oppositional stances.

As a case in point, this model’s explanatory power was instructive in section 1.3.2, specifically highlighting the rhetorical and theological differences between the Roman Catholic organizations of the Equally Blessed coalition and Courage in the context of SGM lived experiences in relation to the Catholic Church. Identifying these groups in relation to their “outgroup” interlocutor Courage and the Roman Catholic Church reveals that these groups are modeling Foucault’s argument for normative morality, in which the standards for moral behavior are informed organically from the population itself. Equally Blessed, Dignity USA, and New Ways Ministries’ online communities and blogs offer theological and rhetorical counterpoints to the exclusivist positions of the Roman Catholic Church and, as such, are included among the inclusivist online communities in the present work. As a network of lay leaders and priests throughout the United States, Equally Blessed personifies Wellman’s inclusivist position through its stated goal to minister to SGM by recognizing the “inherent worth of all individuals” with all constellations of gender identity and/or sexual orientation.256

Another benefit of Wellman’s theoretical construction reveals an important detail; as arbiters of what they perceive to be correct morality, exclusivist groups in this study are setting

255 Foucault History of Sexuality, 139. See also Petro, After the Wrath of God, 5.
themselves in opposition to not only inclusivists (if they are even acknowledged) but more often “the world” and an imagined “homosexual agenda” specifically.⁵⁷ As noted in the previous chapter, this type of outgrouping strategy is embodied by Courage (among others), the Church’s designated outreach to “lesbian and gay” Catholics since at least 2011. Like Dignity, Courage’s online community is one of the sites included in this analysis. Despite both organizations’ existing on the same organizational spectrum of ministerial interests and religious beliefs, observers note that each seems to have little if any effect on the other, or on larger Catholic teachings or social positions; the former rejects and reinterprets exclusivist views, while the latter largely reflects and affirms.⁵⁸ Both groups profess to focus on seeking to minister to SGM and their families. However, while both claim to seek a greater sense of welcome and communion for SGM in the Roman Catholic faith, Courage fulfills the additional organizational goal of meeting this “new need” for specific ministry for SGM while still reifying an existing patriarchal hegemonic structure that purposefully projects a sense of timelessness and unchanging inerrancy in its works and politics.⁵⁹ Such positionality reflects sociologist of religion Mark Chaves’s suggestion that religious groups must either “adapt their religion to a changing world… or resist such adaptation.”⁶⁰

Realities among religious groups and actors are rarely so clear-cut, and many groups, including some in the present study, can be both adaptive and resistant.⁶¹ Though not heavily featured due to the specific groups included here, Wellman’s theory also recognizes transitional or mitigating views in the form of semi-inclusivist and semi-exclusivist positions between the

---

⁵⁸ Jordan Recruiting Young Love, 125.
⁶¹ Burke Christians Under Covers, 4.
clearly articulated poles that these to typologies represent. Through that allowance this model explicitly rejects older, “bipolar cultural war theories.” All told, this terminology, which is tied directly to a group’s collective perception of SGM, is an appropriate theoretical fit for the current project. The following sections outline exactly how each of the groups and online communities in the present study are aligned with these classifications.

2.1.1 Inclusivist communities

Inclusivist sites have been identified for this analysis by noting ways in which they enact efforts and rhetoric that expand and celebrate supportive religious and social stances for SGM. In this sense, the manner in which Wellman describes inclusivist communities is, in application, not significantly different from the “affirming” language found in several protestant denominations and US vernacular. However, there is one significant difference between the theoretical categories Wellman describes and the practical, observable application of them in the communities in this study. Writing at the very end of the twentieth century, Wellman denotes a separate inclusivist category within this framework he terms “semi-inclusivist.” In his model, semi-inclusivist communities, denominations, or organizations are those who do not officially welcome or in some cases condone SGM members or same-sex relations, but in practice allow or support them. Even during the time of writing, Wellman noted that this typology was the least prevalent of the four. Within the current context, none of the sites in this study could be classified as semi-inclusivist; they are all purely inclusivist or varying degrees of exclusivist.

---

262 Wellman, “The Debate over Homosexual Ordination,” 185.
263 As a reminder, only sites that contained both images and/or narratives about SGM saints and provided public space(s) for discussion and reflection are included here.
264 As noted above, it is primarily the converse “denying” or “abstaining” half of this framework that is problematic.
265 Wellman, “The Debate over Homosexual Ordination,” 197.
This complete absence of observable semi-inclusivist sites is likely due to a combination of factors. The first is purely functional. Differences in rhetorical and practical stances toward SGM would be particularly evident and incongruous in online settings, and in that sense would be largely unsustainable. Such groups might well treat those physically visiting them differently, but there would likely be little direct or intentional evidence on their online platforms. Second, much of American society has become increasingly polarized since these categories were first proposed, and congregations in the United States have become increasingly aligned with political identities. Together, these factors have likely made the existence of religious communities attempting to “split the difference” between more divergent positions increasingly rare. For any groups that do exist, the immediate and universal visibility of any digital presence would logically create a heightened sense of caution surrounding materials posted online. Anecdotally, some local communities within the Church of Latter-Day Saints may fit the parameters of this category in practice, but for the reasons listed above, as well as their differences in terminology for saints, they are beyond this scope of this analysis.

Based on Wellman’s criteria, six of the sites analyzed here clearly fit the inclusivist description. These groups are Q Spirit, Queering the Church, Trans Saints, Equally Blessed and its partners Dignity USA and New Ways Ministries, The Temple of Antinous, and Quest. This section is comprised of basic outlines of the inclusivist sites included in this study, including their general types of rhetoric and theology, their website designs and presences, their authorial and organizational structures, and the ways they define and talk about outgroups (e.g., groups against whom they define themselves). These sites’ specific understandings and portrayals of

266 Putnam and Campbell, *Amazing Grace*, 3-6, 370-75.
267 In-person interviews: Dr. Caitlyn Ryan of the Family Acceptance Project, conducted throughout May 2015.
saints are the subject of section 2.2, and the varied rhetorical and sociological relevance of these
diverse strategies and portrayals are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

Turning to the sites and communities themselves, Q Spirit is an online website and
accompanying blog—“Jesus in Love”—run by author, theologian, and ordained Metropolitan
Community Church (MCC) minister Kittredge Cherry (b. 1957). In the extensive “About”
sections of the site, Cherry outlines her ordination in the MCC (where she formerly served as its
national ecumenical officer) and describes both the blog and the larger website as part of “her
calling.” The website questions aspects of common Bible interpretations and conventional
history, describing its purpose as bringing “a spirit of questioning authority and checking facts”
to spiritual discovery. Indeed, the resources she creates or highlights are part of the website’s
explicit “quest for spirituality beyond all boundaries,” and stands for the exploration of “queer
spirituality [and] also stands for questioning spiritual assumptions.” The Q Spirit site as a
whole was created in 2016, providing SGM-affirming spiritual resources ranging from the “Jesus
in Love” blog and SGM-affirming books to a calendar of feast days for “queer saints” and a
monthly “Jesus in Love Newsletter.” However, the majority of the content of the Q Spirit
website focuses on “LGBTQ Saints,” containing articles, resources, and devotional subpages for
more than 85 saints or Holy figures (as of June 2018). Q Spirit was awarded “Top 20 Jesus
Blog” status in 2018 (number 20) by the metrics site Feedspot. The site also contains a site
counter plug-in that has registered nearly 430,000 visitors since the new version of the site
launched in 2016. The site claims that the original blogsite garnered over 1.67 million views

268 Bethany Fenton, “Kittredge Cherry Interview,” Hidden Perspectives, (May 2013),
https://hiddenperspectivesfest.wordpress.com/2013/05/21/kittredge-cherry-interview-by-bethany-fenton/#more-731
270 The metrics used in reaching this determination, however, are proprietary to Feedspot, and are simply listed as
“social and data metrics” among “all blogs pertaining to Jesus as a topic or historical figure.” “Top 20 Jesus Blogs
Websites & Newsletters For Christians in 2018,” Feedspot, (accessed May 1, 2018),
https://blog.feedspot.com/jesus_blogs/
between 2007 and 2017, when it migrated to the new site.\textsuperscript{271} The community’s Facebook page has just over 500 followers and has over 1000 on Twitter; both sites mirror the main blog content.\textsuperscript{272}

Figure 3. The Q Spirit Homepage is divided into the four kinds of resources available to visitors: discussions of saints, queer spirituality, book recommendations and reviews, and a calendar of saints and SGM-friendly holiday resources. \url{http://QSpirit.net/}

The “Jesus in Love” blog, which began in 2005, is a curated selection of all this information, highlighting Kittredge’s articles on queer readings of saints, feast days, theology, biographies, or historical and contemporary events. Cherry has reflected extensively on why she

\textsuperscript{271} As of 2018, the information cited here is prominently displayed in the blog page’s sidebar and can be viewed on every blog page. See \url{http://qspirit.net/blog/}.
\textsuperscript{272} As of June 2017.
writes about saints, particularly given her theological education at the progressive multidenominational Pacific School of Religion and ordination in the Metropolitan Community Church. Cherry describes her interest in queer saints as a development from her earlier writing on the queer aspects and readings of Jesus, and feedback she received that other holy people would be more approachable and relatable to the average reader. She has combined this demand with her seminary training, which exposed her to what the church termed “images that challenge,” to populate what is now “the most popular content on [her] blog.”273 Her stated belief and motivation for highlighting images of saints is to demonstrate to her readers and the online community that Jesus and saints “share in LGBT suffering.”274 Some examples of posts during the course of observation include reflections on the UpStairs Lounge Fire of 1973 or “queer preacher Jemima Wilkinson” of 1776, a triptych and remembrance for the Orlando Pulse Nightclub victims of 2016, celebrations of feast days for “gender-bending saint” Wilgefortis or the sixteenth-century Madre Juana de la Cruz Vázquez Gutiérrez (who insisted “God changed her gender in the womb”), and theological articles such as “Why we need LGBTQ saints: a queer theology of sainthood.” There are also numerous examples of narratives on the site—and particularly within the more historical works on the blog—that feature reminders or examples of outgroups. References include those who confront the site with “bigotry,” or the many religious organizations who “did nothing” in the aftermath of the UpStairs Lounge Fire, LGBTQ murders in Bangladesh, or on the National Day of Silence (April 26) to raise awareness of bullying against SGM youth.275

274 Fenton, “Kittredge Cherry Interview,” 1.
275 All articles are by Kittredge Cherry can be found on http://qspirit.net/blog/ archived from 2017-2018.
Like Q Spirit, Queering the Church (QTC) contains both a website and blog for promoting positive perceptions and resources around SGM spirituality. The creator, curator, and author of QTC is Terence Weldon, who describes himself as “a gay, partnered Catholic” volunteering in the “Queer Masses in Soho,” but who began his work on the website claiming to have “no qualifications to write this stuff [the website] other than a passion for collecting and sharing ideas and information.” Since that beginning in 2008, however, Weldon worked with Quest (a group also included in this study) in various capacities during this period under analysis and is associated with other organizations such as the Global Network of Rainbow Catholics.

This dissertation is primarily focused on the interaction that narratives of saints mediate between sexual and religious identities primarily within the context of English-speaking American communities and histories. However, the internet works to blur cultural as well as geographic boundaries, and Weldon’s relationship with his audience and the online community they create is an excellent example. As part of the analysis for this study, the author has run data and keyword analysis on all the main websites included in this work. One point of interest in this report is that Queering the Church receives an estimated seventy percent of all its web traffic from viewers in the United States. Quest also receives a nearly equal number of viewers from the United Kingdom and United States. This demonstrates that while he is approaching this topic from a different regional and historical perspective on Catholicism than Americans, he is very much a part of this discourse. Indeed, when discussing his work with Queering the Church for this study, Weldon noted that he was aware that a majority of his web audience was, in fact,

American. He attributed this interest both to America’s population size and his perception that there is a greater measure of persecution of SGM in America than in Great Britain.278

The site itself is organized broadly into informational sections on Marriage and Family, Pastoral Ministry, the Bible, Queer Saints and Martyrs, Sexuality and Gender, Personal Reflections, and Reading Recommendations. All these topics are compilations of Weldon’s reporting and interpretations of various news, observations or historical events, and even advice around issues related to the parent topic. In his treatises on saints, Weldon divides each post into chronological periodization, moving from “pre-Christian” martyrs to “Modern Saints” and “All Saints.”279

Figure 4. The top section of the Queer Saints and Martyrs splash page is both organized by time period and designed to highlight popular articles. http://saints.queerchurch.info
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278 Email interviews with Terence Weldon, summer 2018.
As with all the sites in this analysis, QTC also discusses the outgroups it perceives. In several pages, Weldon writes about SGM being “double outsiders.” He describes the “ridicule, discrimination, violence or worse” SGM have experienced “in a world where heterosexuality is routinely taken for granted,” as well as the even greater “rejection in the churches… with widespread condemnation.”

TransChristians.org is a compilation of short descriptive documents and resources that speak to the intersecting issues of transgender identity and experience with Christian narratives and organizations. While the author describes the site on one page as “partly a playground, a place to see what's possible and what's helpful to transgender Christians,” the central messages of the site and all its content are aimed at answering the two basic propositions on the home page: “You [transgender readers] are not alone” and “Transgender Christians are Christians, too.”

In support of these two tenets, the site provides interpretations of biblical gender identity (i.e., Adam from before God created Eve, culturally androgynous aspects of Jesus), Christian denominations “that embrace us,” and an extensive section detailing “Trans Saints.” The latter is comprised of inclusivist historical and hagiographic descriptions and interpretations of non-conforming individuals associated with Christian faith or teaching, ranging from Hebrew Scriptural Midrash to medieval Christian saints and contemporary historical figures.

These narratives appear alongside thorough explanations of terms like trans, ex-trans, “ex-ex-trans,” and reparative therapy, all of which are listed together under the “Resources” section. Interestingly, the site presents resources and links both for supportive, affirming groups as well as those with whom the author clearly disagrees. While this will be examined in greater detail in Chapter 3, the site’s organizational inclusion of outgroups—ex-gay and ex-trans advocates, conservative Christians organizations, and (especially) Christian reparative therapists—portrays inclusivist and exclusivist perspectives in direct dialogue and opposition to one another.  

Unlike the rest of the inclusivist sites and communities on this list, the site is not a blog set up to receive public comments. However, the pseudonymous author of the site, screenname Ephilei, had posted a “highlights” reel of the comments that the site had received. The site

---

The websites for Equally Blessed (EB), New Ways Ministries (NWM), and Dignity USA are included together in this analysis. This decision is based on the organizational and ministerial overlap between these groups, similar or even shared community content, mutual status as a coalition through participation in Equally Blessed, and the similar terminology they use when referring to saints on their pages. Though also founding members, Call to Action and Fortunate Families are not included in this study due to their lack of interactive online community and absence of material related to saints. EB, NWM, and Dignity, on the other hand, contain all of these components. To summarize the organizational analysis presented in section 1.3.2, Dignity in particular has been a longtime inclusivist force for SGM Catholics, though EB and NWM are also well-established organizations; EB has physical offices in Massachusetts, while NWM has offices listed in Washington state and Maryland. NWM specializes the larger shared ministry of the coalition through publishing “research, publications, education about sexual orientation and gender identity”; EB functions as the centralized face of the coalition for advocacy and press releases. Of the three, only Dignity has localized physical chapters, which exist throughout the United States. EB and NWM create and promote a variety of resources to support SGM Catholics, allies, and communities, and NWM holds regular programming—

283 Ephilei, “Homepage,” 1.
conferences, seminars, and speaking events—around the country in pursuit of that goal. All these sites include similar resources and discussions about the role of saints for the organizations and SGM Catholics, and all also expand and mirror their outline presences through Facebook.

Most consequentially, all these sites address in different ways groups who oppose them. For Dignity, such references include direct and explicit condemnation through blog post headlines such as, “LGBT Catholic Groups Ignored by Vatican World Meeting of Families,” or, “Pope Francis demeans many types of families in recent statement; LGBTQI Catholics Respond…” In other words, writers for the Dignity website portray Catholic leadership itself as an outgroup. Such postures relative to the Vatican and the Pope are classic examples of the type of outgrouping rhetorical structure that Wellman posits; namely, that inclusivist groups can and do view themselves in opposition to other, more traditional or conservative forces or groups within their own tradition. Conversely, both EB and NWM are much more reserved in their language. EB predominantly highlights positive statements from Catholic leaders on their site, and only references “reconciliation” and asking God to “foster greater understanding” and “open hearts among those who disagree” with queer Catholics or oppose SGM in the Catholic Church. NWM, meanwhile, encourages Catholics to write to Pope Francis or schedule a meeting with their local bishop because “[The Pope’s] record on including LGBT Catholics and

---

285 Though not central to this study, public Facebook analytics from July 2018 report: EB: 2.3K followers; NWM: 5.7K followers; Dignity: 3.5K followers. This data is included here only to indicate popularity and audience reach of the organizations both objectively and relative to one another (among all followers worldwide). While posts and comments were monitored for this research, the vast majority of discussion about saints occurred on these groups’ websites rather than social media. This is attributed to the latter medium being heavily utilized for current announcements and contemporary commentary.  
their families is mixed.” News updates written for their Bondings 2.0 blog include such understated headlines such as “New Zealand Bishops Acknowledge Church’s ‘Shortcomings’ on LGBT Inclusion” or “The best Catholic LGBT News Events of 2017” and “The Worst Catholic News Events of 2017.”

Quest, founded in 1973, is in many respects a contemporary of Dignity or New Ways Ministries and shares some organizational and socio-political similarities to both these groups. Headquartered in London, England, Quest provides pastoral support to lesbian, gay and transgender Catholics primarily in the United Kingdom. With a staff of eight committee members, Quest produces information, hosts an annual conference, and fosters inclusive worship, spiritual retreats, and supportive fellowship for SGM and allies via six regional groups. Quest offers SGM affirming resources that include discussions about and ways to respond to “clobber texts” and other heteronormative polemics. These texts specifically address the “real sin of Sodom” and language (namely, the Hebrew word toevah) that is used to delineate “taboo” categories and is (mis)translated in English as “abomination.” Such documents are emblematic of the other resources on the site, which also include SGM-affirming cultural and theological books, supportive texts, news, and bulletins, and a range of theological resources, including some on saints. All of these articles accept comments, and many contain lively discussion boards.

---


Figure 6. The Quest homepage and its scrolling banner emphasize events, resources, and spiritual reflections. http://questlgbti.uk

Much like many other inclusivist sites and groups that seek to moderate or change Roman Catholic views on SGM communities and individuals, Quest’s portrayal of the larger Church, or those who disagree with stances of inclusivity, is largely muted. Acknowledgements of the realities of their status relative to the Roman Catholic Church do exist, of course; examples most frequently occur in passing phrases on the Quest blog. For instance, contributor author Terence Weldon (creator of Queering the Church) describes in one Quest blog post the relationship between queer Catholics and the Roman Catholic Church. “The only contradiction that exists
between being queer and Catholic” he writes, “is within the church itself, where…the church is so anti-gay because it is so gay.”

Finally, the Temple of Antinous (TA) is unique among the inclusivist sites included in this study. Unlike the organizations and communities listed above, the creators of this site do not espouse any affiliations with Christianity. Rather, TA declares that it is the modern incarnation of the ancient cult of Antinous, the young lover of Emperor Hadrian in the 120s CE. The site identifies itself as the online home and repository of “the Religion of Antinous the Gay God; the Beautiful God of Gay Spirituality.” These pages (somewhat chauvinistically) describe how this “new religion… for gay spirituality” was initiated by the site’s author, who was “renamed” Flamen Antinous Subia in 2002. No other identifying information is given about the leader of this group, and nothing else linking this persona to another identity is publicly available online. The site now has several additional “priests” who also co-edit some of the content and respond to comments on the site, including Hernestus Pheidos Akulas Kaemked Gill and Uendi Quinn Hostilia Marcella.

While scant historical details are given on the group’s site, and the site administrators are not forthcoming, external resources and historical documents shed additional perspective on this group. The Temple website does note that three original members founded or reconstituted the cult in 2002, but it neglects to mention that the Temple of Antinous is part of a larger, more generalized Ekklesia Antinoou or “Citizenry of Antinous.” This “queer, Graeco-Roman-Egyptian syncretist reconstructionist polytheist form of mystical religion” developed after some

---

292 All statements made on this site (and all sites in this analysis) are reproduced in this section at face value. The impact of narratives, site design, language, and community responses are investigated in Chapter 3.
of the founding members left the group in 2004 over “irreconcilable spiritual differences.”

This schism led to additional Antinoan spiritual groups, including the Ekklesia Antinoou, the Aedicula Antinoi, and SacredAntinous.com. However, while the Temple of Antinous is clearly a queer form of neo-mysticism rather than a Judeo-Christian tradition, it meets several prerequisites for inclusion in the present study. Though Roman Catholicism is by virtue of its volume the most prominent faith perspective in this work, the various organizations, blogs and faiths are included in this study not because they belong to a particular tradition, but because they relate narratives of saints to SGM. Like the other communities described here (and unlike any of the other Antinoan groups), the Temple of Antinous publishes extensive narratives and spiritual reflections on a number of “saints.” These historical and cultural figures (both ancient and contemporary) are defined—and, rhetorically, function—similarly to other queer interpretations of saints included here. Specifically, the Temple of Antinous “recognizes the lives, courage and work of all these blessed souls... and we honor and bless the memory of these great spirits.” Moreover, these saints serve an intercessory role, as faithful Antinoans “call upon them [the saints] to watch over us, and to strengthen our cause.” As these excerpts suggest, it is also worth noting that much of the language and symbolism the Temple of Antinous employs is syncretic with or reminiscent of similar elements within traditional Roman Catholicism, including their saints, liturgical calendar, shrines and priests.

295 Philipus Doctor “Ekklesia Antinoou” WitchVox.com (online, August 13, 2006) https://web.archive.org/web/20110101141126/http://www.witchvox.com/va/dt_va.html?a=uswa&c=trads&id=10844. This article was later deleted after the founders of the group separated over their “irreconcilable spiritual differences,” but is recoverable via the link above courtesy of Google’s Wayback Machine digital archive. Observant readers will note that the Temple of Antinous kept the Latin spelling to refer to their followers specifically, while Philipus and other groups have collectively adopted the Greek spelling.


Figure 7. The Temple of Antinous Homepage (http://www.antinopolis.org/) is designed to be vivid, outlining the various facets of the group’s spirituality.

The site, heavily featuring ancient Roman elements and images/busts of Antinous throughout, contains sections on the “holy biography” of Antinous, extensive documents outlining the religious beliefs of both ancient and modern groups, an image gallery of artistic interpretations of Antinous, shrines, a blog and a liturgical calendar. The blog and the calendar of are particular note for the purposes of this work; both detail the “feast days” for what they have termed the “gay saints” that populate the liturgical year for the Temple of Antinous. The blog, “Antinous the Gay God-Blog” is also mirrored on Facebook and followed by 19.1K people. This site also prominently features the visitor counter plug-in Clustrmaps, which tracked
5,782 visitors from June 2017-June 2018.\footnote{298} While the complete lists of saints included in the descriptions of the faith are static pages, many “saints and martyrs” (such as Judy Garland, Heath Ledger, Derek Jarman, and Jean Genet) appear with articles in the blog for community response.\footnote{299}

Of all the inclusivist sites included in this study, TA relies the least on outgroup identification and polemics. While such a stance would be logical for generalized spiritualist theology, there are nonetheless instances of both narratives and passing references that fit this inclusivist pattern. Passing comments can be found in blog posts and liturgical calendar entries such as the “Feast of Antinous in Antioch,” where “our enemies in the Christian Church [emphasis added] took inspiration from the beauty of Antinous and used his deification as a weapon for our destruction. It was in Antioch that homosexuality was crucified. We lament the misery brought against our kind, and we remember those countless souls who were brutalized and murdered...”\footnote{300} Most notably, this refrain that Christianity actively persecuted the ancient cultus appears in the site’s “History of Antinoopolis,” dramatically describing the eventual fall of the city to Christians in the fourth century because of their bias against the homoerotic cultus, including the persecution of “many nameless martyrs” of “our ancient faith” through the centuries.\footnote{301} Such a claim has only tenuous historical evidence at best.\footnote{302} However, it does serve as a strong indicator for the rhetorical and even theological positioning of this group

opposing heteronormative power structures and groups like “the Christians” that perpetuate them.

2.1.2 Exclusivist communities

Like inclusivist groups, exclusivist and semi-exclusivist sites have been identified within the parameters of this study. Groups are deemed to align with exclusivist organizing principles when they employ rhetorical strategies that reinforce existing political and theological sanctions and condemnations against some or all SGM communities’ rights, dignity, or very existence.303 Closely related to this stance is that of semi-exclusivists, who do not condemn lesbian, gay or bisexual people (or, less commonly, trans-identified people) per se, but strongly condemn “acting” on those attractions or identities. In other words, this form of exclusivist category promotes celibacy for SGM communities. The official position of the Roman Catholic Church is singled out in Wellman’s analysis as quintessentially exclusivist.304 The four groups in this study—those which also strongly feature narratives around saints—are all either directly associated or theologically aligned with the Roman Catholic Church. These include Spiritual Friendship, Courage International, Catholic Answers, and the Church Militant. As in the previous section, the following pages briefly outline these digital communities, including their general types of rhetoric and theology, their website design/presence, their author and/or organizational structure, and the way they define and talk about outgroups.

Spiritual Friendship is unique among the remaining communities in this analysis because it cultivates a clearly semi-exclusivist position. As the name implies, this blog site serves as an online resource guide and “town square” of sorts for discussions and thought pieces by and for

304 Ibid, 192.
SGM interested in or currently practicing celibacy and the development of platonic friendship. While the main thread of the site simply updates with new posts and older entries scroll down, the website also includes sections for its other online presences—Facebook and Twitter\textsuperscript{305}—its many contributors, a calendar advertising where said contributors have speaking engagements, and an “About” section. This final area includes a number of explanative texts outlining the general positions of the site, including explanations and defenses of promoting abstinence and friendship among/as SGM.\textsuperscript{306}

![Figure 8. The homepage for Spiritual Friendship, showcasing the reserved and thoughtful ambiance the page seeks to project.](https://www.spiritualfriendship.org)

\textsuperscript{305} Both sites have just over 3K followers as of July 2018.

\textsuperscript{306} Interestingly, these menu items are not separate webpages or stubs, but are simply older blog posts that have been hyperlinked to be permanently accessible in the dropdown bar. This is significant because it demonstrates a commitment to be fully dependent on the public content generated by the site’s contributors/editors.
The site is edited by Ron Belgau and Wesley Hill, and past and current contributors to the site (as of 2018), though difficult to track, number at least fifteen (with twelve currently active). All blog posts are tagged; although no entry can be posted anonymously, there is a general “Spiritual Friendship” handle that is essentially anonymous. That is, it is an account that more than one person within the editorial staff can access that has permission to post articles. These public editors and contributors come from a variety of theological and educational backgrounds, and utilize a variety of literary sources in their posts. For example, Hill speaks in several posts about his evangelical upbringing and education, and Belgau was the only openly gay Catholic invited to speak at the World Meeting of Families in 2015.307 The former teaches at Trinity School for Ministry and the latter at St. Louis University. An additional contributor who has published articles on this site about saints is Gregg Webb, who identifies as Eastern Orthodox Catholic and is studying at the Presbyterian Church of America’s Covenant Theological Seminary in Missouri. In fact, a large majority of the contributors (according to the site) hold or are pursuing advanced degrees from colleges or seminaries.308 Each blog post allows comments, and many sustain robust conversations among readers and contributors that often range from several to several dozen comments.

While all the contributors on the site bring unique elements and perspectives, the community as a whole revolves around discussing and supporting the theological, social, and practical components of practicing celibacy and developing platonic relationships. Contributors couch this endeavor within a variety of frameworks, including theological arguments (for

example, more robust/thoughtful versions of loving the sinner but hating the sin), appeals to other authors and works (C.S. Lewis and Aelred of Rievaulx are commonly cited), as well as reflections on personal experiences or recent events (i.e., a papal announcement or relevant new publication). Importantly for the present study, several contributors, including Hill, write about the roles that saints can play in mitigating the “trials” associated with celibacy.309

Finally, the discourse on this site around outgroups is also unique. Because the site is an amalgam of its various contributors, each brings slightly different experiences and perceptions of conflict groups to their work. For some writers, the clear or main antagonist is “the world,” the secular forces or “gay critics” who lead the faithful astray.310 In in other posts and among other contributors, there is also a clear sense of conflict with more conservative Christians. These competing tensions are epitomized, for example, by posts from contributor and site editor Wesley Hill. In “Where the World Attacks,” Hill writes that “the truth of the historic Christian sexual ethic… is being attacked in contemporary Western cultures, and that to fail to [defend it] is to fail to be orthodox, faithful, biblical.” Later in the post, however, Hill also argues that “‘the world’ that Luther mentions… is not always the world of progressive secularism/liberalism… If you are in a so-called conservative church and you are loudly proclaiming the truth about homosexuality at every point but at the point where that truth insists on the worth and lovability of LGBTQ people… then you are not proclaiming Christian truth.” (emphasis in original). Hill concludes by cautioning that both progressive and conservative Christians can “fail” in their interpretations of “the truth.”311 Overall, the underlying theme throughout the site and all its

contributors is unequivocally one of experienced or perceived difference and tension. As a
group neither inclusivist nor fully exclusivist, the community seems fully aware it is in at least
some degree of ideological conflict with both.

Courage, a Roman Catholic Apostolate, is the organization explicitly authorized by the
Vatican to minister to SGM Catholics and families. In fact, Courage holds canonical status in the
Roman Catholic Church as a diocesan clerical association of the faithful, which it claims makes
it the only canonically-approved apostolate of its kind. The first Courage chapter was founded in
New York City in 1980, and has since expanded to hundreds of chapters on every habitable
continent except Africa.312

This ministry takes the form of exclusivist teachings around SGM sexuality and identity,
for which the organization (and much of Roman Catholic rhetoric) consistently utilizes the terms
“experiencing same-sex attraction (SSA)” and “gender ideology” as blanket terms for framing
lesbian, gay, and bisexual adults, as well as individuals who identity as transgender,
respectively.313 While the tone of the apostolate has softened in recent years to more
prominently feature ministry “with love and compassion,” the main teachings of the group
revolve around encouraging SGM Catholics to prayer and chastity, repentance for “sexual sins
and temptations” in the “face of the problems of homosexuality,” and mutual support for others
“bearing this cross,” often through an adaptation of the Twelve-Step program utilized by
Alcoholics Anonymous.314 Though noting that “the Twelve Steps does not mean that [Courage]
views same-sex attractions as a disease or addiction,” the explanation behind this adaptation is
nevertheless that “some of our members deal with issues of sexual brokenness such as

313 See, for example, “FAQs,” Courage International, (accessed March 1, 2018), https://couragerc.org/faqs/
compulsive attachments to pornography or promiscuous behavior... and that [members] must recognize and admit one’s sinfulness.”  As will be deconstructed further in Chapter 3, significant theological and cultural implications accompany the designation of Saint Charles Lwanga and the 22 Ugandan Martyrs (as they are collectively known) as the patron saints of Courage. Problematically, the reason this group was selected was because their hagiography involves their execution by the king of Bagandan (modern day Uganda) for refusing what Courage terms the “homosexual demands” of the king on the grounds of their Catholic faith.

The Courage website is organized, in part, as an extension of its physical offerings and ministry. Specifically, most of the site is dedicated to recording and promoting in-person offerings such as local Courage chapters, conferences, pilgrimages, and archiving and disseminating informational resource handouts and fliers about the group, its tenets, and larger Catholic documents such as “Considerations Regarding Proposals to Give Legal Recognition to Unions between Homosexual Persons” from the Congregation For The Doctrine Of The Faith. Most notably, Courage supports a number of forum sites (hosted by Yahoo Groups) that allow members to “directly support each other.” These online communities are organized into separate, private groups for “youth,” men, “ladies,” family members, and clergy, plus a separate group for bible study and one for reparations.

---

317 “Online Support,” Courage International (accessed June 2, 2017), https://couragerc.org/groups/. Note that the Catholic use of the term “reparations” signifies the traditional act of engaging in prayer, fasting, etc. to expiate the sins of others, not the debunked practice of reparative therapy (a form of psychotherapy that purports to help change an individual’s sexual orientation).
Figure 9. The homepage for Courage International, highlighting its resources for spirituality, authority, and in-person and online support groups.

Similarly to Equally Blessed and its coalition sites, Courage associates with other apostolates and initiatives in its ministry. While not part of the present study, the Angelic Warfare Confraternity (AWC), EnCourage, and Truth and Love bear mention. The AWC, as outlined in the previous chapter, is prominently featured on Courage’s “Resources” page as the Roman Catholic (Dominican) confraternity that promotes chastity. This promotion is accomplished through the physical and spiritual emulation of St. Thomas Aquinas. While using one of the most renowned philosopher-saints in all Roman Catholic history as a model for SGM Catholics is certainly noteworthy, this organization does not fulfill the communications
requirements for inclusion in the current work. EnCourage and Truth and Love are both Courage spinoff organizations dedicated to providing resources for families of, and priests ministering to, SGM Catholics, respectively. But these sites, like AWC, do not include any interactive or community functions within their pages. As such, assessments of the ways Courage’s communities create, maintain, and utilize saints are limited to the main website’s materials and group forums. These include such advice columns and discussion posts as “The Namugongo Jubilee: Lessons from Our Patron Saints,” or “Healing Sexual Wounds with the Help of the Saints.” The ways that saints are publicly discussed amongst members and readers of these communities, of course, is the focus of Chapter 3.

Within these resources, there is significant discussion about groups and “agendas” seeking to undermine Courage and “the Church’s” ministries for SGM Catholics. As noted by both Wellman and Jordan, religious leaders often take strong ideological stances on issues impacting SGM, and nowhere is this more apparent than within Courage’s written materials and introductory (“About Us”) documents. Many of these documents come directly from the Vatican’s Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, and frequently utilize language that decries secular “gender ideology” and the “intrinsically disordered” nature of homosexuality, in which people mistakenly “believe that the living out of this orientation in homosexual activity is a morally acceptable option.” This stern condemnation is at once echoed by and (to a degree) contrasted with the language on much of Courage’s own works, such as its much more consolatory call to “understand the experiences of [SGM] loved ones, and to respond to them

with compassion. [Courage and EnCourage] know that it is possible to express love for someone even if we can’t support all of their choices or actions.”

While not affiliated directly with the Roman Catholic Church, the Catholic Answers website describes itself as a “media company” or “media ministry” that “answers questions about what the [Roman Catholic] Church really teaches.” The site describes its beginnings in 1979 as an indirect result of a leafleting “misinformation” campaign in a San Diego Catholic church parking lot. Catholic Answers now comprises 20 staff members and a five-person Board of Directors; it claims to be “the largest organization of [its] kind.” The site contains a searchable list of well over one hundred topics (including several on SGM-related topics), each of which is broken down into multiple media formats and document types, from audio and video clips on the particular subject to the organization’s magazine articles or basic Q&A formats. These materials can also be organized by file type instead of topic (Radio, Video, Magazine, etc.). Most notable for the purposes of this project, however, is the community-based Catholic Answers Forums section.

Figure 10. Catholic Answers Homepage and a Catholic Answers Forums thread discussing the possibility of SGM saints from www.catholic.com and https://forums.catholic.com/t/can-a-person-healed-by-our-lord-of-same-sex-attraction-ever-become-a-canonized-saint/119490/42
Catholic Answers Forums are free and publicly accessible pages facilitating community discussion. Like the main site, all threads are highly organized and categorized. Each discussion thread, which can be started (pending moderator approval) by any registered user, includes the title/question for the thread, top respondents, the number of comments/responses, the number of views, the topic under which the discussion is filed (social justice, traditional Catholicism, apologetics, etc.) and how recently someone last commented. The latter—recent activity on the thread—dictates how the threads appear on the site; every time the page refreshes, the most active conversations rise to the top. Not surprisingly, the site clearly states that the views expressed in its threads are not necessarily those of Catholic Answers.

Figure 11. An example of the highly organized design of Catholic Answers Forums.

This expansive site contains numerous conversations and arguments about the roles that saints can or should have for SGM Catholics and sexuality/identity. While posts’ popularity on the site ranges from a few comments to many thousand, all the conversations that this study tracked—those which centered around saints and SGM (or those with “same-sex attraction,” as it is almost always termed)—consistently drew thousands of views. The smallest audience for all the conversations that were documented in this study was just over 1,000 views (“Does God’s Merciful kenosis lead to gay saints?”), while the most popular one (“Patron Saint For Those With Same Sex Attraction”) had been viewed over 16,800 times.\(^{325}\)

Discussion and suspicion of outgroups are strong in many of the conversations that were tracked on this site. Unlike many of the other sites in this analysis, commenters for Catholic Answers only need a screenname tied to an active email address. Consequently, anonymity is the norm in this message board community.\(^{326}\) Accordingly, some threads contain frequent references to commenters’ own Catholic (and sometimes SGM) identity, as well as polemical or strawman caricatures of groups, ranging from Protestants to “homosexuals” to “the secular” or simply “the enemy.”\(^{327}\)

Finally, the organization known as the Church Militant (CM) is named from a derivation of a title of the Roman Catholic Church. On its website, staff writer Bradley Eli describes “saintly people on earth [as] militant, as they strive to love God and neighbor while battling sinful temptations from the world, the flesh and the devil.” Thus, this organization perceives the “one

---

326 It is not known whether this was an active choice by the creators of the site, though greater accountability and less anonymity would undoubtedly be difficult to enforce.
327 Ibid.
true church” and the “communion of saints… as composed of members found in three stages of perfection: The Church Triumphant in Heaven, the Church Militant on Earth and the Church Suffering in Purgatory.”

Put more bluntly, the group describes itself in its “Mission” page as “(Ecclesia Militans) … the Christian militia. The Church Militant does battle against sin, the devil and the demonic rulers” of the world.

As this language suggests, the Church Militant is an organization that thrives on a combination of exclusivist language, selective Roman Catholic theology, and ultra-conservative ideology to promote specific interpretations of Roman Catholic teaching and “orthodoxy.” Despite describing itself as “authentic Catholicism” and an “apostolate” of the Roman Catholic Church, it is neither endorsed nor (currently) associated with the Roman Catholic Church. In fact, though founder Michael Voris created the organization as “Real Catholic TV” in the Archdiocese of Detroit in 2009, the Archdiocese declared after only a few years that “this organization [is] not authorized to promote itself as ‘Catholic.’”

In fact, sources ranging from the Christian Science Monitor, the Simon Wiesenthal Center Taskforce on Hate and Terrorism, and the Media Bias Fact Check organization have described TCM as an “ultraorthodox… extreme right” “hate group,” as “Anti-Semitic radical traditionalists” who are “on the spectrum of hate groups,” and as a “right-biased” “hate-like” extremist organization, respectively.

However, it is also a registered 501(c)(3) organization that pulls in millions of

---

dollars every year through member subscriptions and advertising, and are by far by most visited of all the groups in this study based on website volume.333

Figure 12. An article featured on the Church Militant website beneath a banner offering their “news stories” and programming, the online shop, biographical info on “ex-gay” organizational leader Michael Voris, and other information on the “Crisis in the Church.” The many premium subscription and donation gateways are common fixtures on every page.

TCM hosts both short video descriptions and polemical articles for discussions and representations of Roman Catholic saints on its site. While there are 95 “saint of the day” videos—each a few minutes in length—based on the current Roman Catholic liturgical calendar, the pages are largely static, with few if any visits or comments. Further, the narratives in this


collection only briefly (if at all) mention sexuality. An excellent example is the video “Saint Aloysius Gonzaga”; while Roman Catholic narratives about this saint have long included promoting chastity for youth, this video only mentions in passing that Gonzaga overcame his lust through “severe mortification.” Accordingly, the larger polemical articles about saints and their comment sections are the primary texts analyzed in this study. For example, “Brother Seraphim asks the Saints about Homosexuality” has 86 comments, including “featured” comments the article author has highlighted.

Finally, discussions of outgroups and apostates are extremely common on this site and within the community comments. Articles frequently remind readers about the dangers posed to the faith by outside forces, many of which are said to have “infiltrated” the Roman Catholic Church. For example, in “Brother Seraphim asks the Saints about the Current Crisis in the Church,” the author portrays the apostasy of Catholic priests who would rather be “nice” than “truthful” as a punishment allowed by God on the faithful. Persecution is also a common theme and reinforces the message that this community alone has the correct interpretation or message for true Catholics. This creates the paradox of rhetorically establishing the mainstream leadership of the Roman Catholic Church as an outgroup apart from this (self-described) Roman Catholic community as well.

---


335 Lofton, “Brother Seraphim asks the Saints about Homosexuality,” 1.

2.2 ONLINE SITES AND COMMUNITIES

2.2.1. Digital ethnography

Scholars have identified several reasons why veneration may be difficult to observe in-person or in physical communities. While ecclesiastic judgment and even physical dangers are inherent in publicly expressing devotion to what some within the Roman Catholic Church might consider transgressive versions of saints, there are more subtle factors at play as well. In the absence of (or as alternatives to) public shrines and devotions, Catholic devotionalism to lesser-known saints can often be a very personal, sometimes private practice, involving private or semi-private prayers, shrines, images, and the perception of personal relationships.\textsuperscript{337} Research suggests that the solitary components of devotionalism are only enhanced for SGM Christians, given the stigma and marginalization often experienced in religious settings; indeed, it has been proposed that this may be one reason why SGM Catholics gravitate to this practice.\textsuperscript{338} Wilcox has ably demonstrated in \textit{Queer Women and Religious Individualism} that religious practices among some lesbian Christians often develop into very personal practices and expressions of spirituality, while authors like Richard Giannone and Anthony Easton have described in detail SGM individuals’ experiences of “growing away” from Catholic church services and activities that came increasingly into conflict with their understandings of themselves and their sexuality.\textsuperscript{339} Even more specifically, Savastano highlights the difficulties inherent in researching this phenomenon, describing in both “St. Gerard Teaches Him That Love Cancels That Out…” and “Changing of St. Gerard's Clothes…” the secrecy and in some cases the shame or

\begin{footnotes}
\item[337] Orsi, \textit{Thank You, Saint Jude}, xi and 43.
\item[338] Savastano, “St. Gerard Teaches…,” 182
\end{footnotes}
uncertainty many of his subjects expressed when speaking with him about their devotions and devotional practices, respectively.

For these reasons, digital ethnography is the primary research methodology for this project. Sometimes called “netnography,” digital ethnography is an emergent, adaptive form of the in-person ethnographic qualitative research approach. In recent years, some scholars have argued that “the increasing digital mediation in the field of ethnographic inquiry is undeniable”; some have gone so far as to say that “the Internet is one of the most powerful resources available to ethnographers.” While scholars continue to debate the nuances of and best applications for this new methodology, it is clearly an ideal fit for this investigation into a phenomenon impacting people’s faith, perceptions of self and others, and communities through digital media. Communications and literary theorist N. Katherine Hayles argues that the “process of intermediation takes place where digital media interacts with cultural practices”; this mediation, or interplay, between media and culture—and between narrative and self-perception—is precisely what is occurring on saint websites and blogs. Indeed, physical and digital materiality are not mutually exclusive experiences. While previous models conceptualized the digital in opposition to the physical—thus reinforcing a superficial and increasingly outdated virtual-physical dichotomy—empirical immersion in a website exposes the interactions between the medium and the users who are both contributing to and consuming it.

342 Katherine Hayles, My Mother was a Computer: Digital Subjects and Literary Texts, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 4.
Immersion in the various facets of interactive websites is particularly important for capturing data and unveiling deeper sociological mechanisms because online mediums are not a static record of stable content. In-depth digital ethnography allows for the capture of the “flickering signifiers” of online interaction. In the current study, the “compelled interactivity” of the internet provides a rich opportunity to document the evolving possibilities of saints as signifiers and signposts for allowable forms of affection and gender expression. Consequently, this methodology (like all ethnography) takes the totality of the environment as its starting point; in this case, the online content, the comments that other viewers leave, the members that subscribe to the sites, web traffic, the links and ads that the sites host, and pingbacks and affiliations that they list or denounce in relation to one another. Building on that foundation, this project incorporates both post-structuralist and sociological perspectives to examine the meanings and signifiers underneath and beyond the texts themselves, revealing “new patterns and relationships [that] emerge when contents and contexts collide.” Even the ability of users to anonymously or semi-anonymously (via pseudonyms) post comments or content has value, as it allows and encourages some level of participation both by closeted or fearful individuals in marginalized communities, as well as by those who might otherwise be hesitant to verbalize disparaging views about SGM. The number of anonymous versus account-linked authors and commenters is also useful data. Such deep reading forms a type of content analysis that is able to reflect and tease out deeper insight into the nature of these online communities and the narratives and environments they create and maintain for themselves, similar to the way that in-person ethnographic analysis functions in real-world settings. Indeed, new media theory demonstrates that “digital technologies are not just objects, but become whole

344 Schippert, “Saint Mychal,” 119
environments in which people conduct their lives.”\textsuperscript{346} This process makes possible engagement with a single cultural artifact—saints—across various types of websites and communities. Such juxtaposition enables relational exploration and identification of patterns of social linkage and cultural meanings that would otherwise be inaccessible.\textsuperscript{347}

This methodological approach has been used to great effect in a number of online research settings, including studies of sexuality among Mormon men and evangelicals, perceptions of saints for people with HIV/AIDS, underground punk music, and online cancer support groups.\textsuperscript{348} Digital ethnography can encompass several sophisticated techniques, including web-scraping, traffic monitoring, and content analysis.\textsuperscript{349} For the purposes of this research, digital ethnography will be defined as the capture and analysis of online content, relevant comments sections, members sections and rosters, online interviewing, and the nature of outbound links and resources provided by the websites listed above. Targeted recruitment of key individuals (blog authors, site administrators, etc.) willing to email or speak via video chat about their experiences and practices relating to SGM saint veneration adds further depth and context to these online components. Collectively, these online research components explicate larger social forces and religious constructs involved in this phenomenon. This discursive examination reveals moments and mechanisms through which creative and interpretive religious activities help practitioners define or reinforce their religious motivations and experiences in relation to their own spirituality, often against the backdrop of traditional teachings or religious institutions

\textsuperscript{346} Heidi A. Campbell and Stephen Garner \textit{Networked Theology: Negotiating Faith in Digital Spaces} (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2016), 36.
\textsuperscript{347} Hsu, “Digital Ethnography Toward Augmented Empiricism,” 1.
\textsuperscript{349} Hsu, “Digital Ethnography Toward Augmented Empiricism,” 1. See also Burke and Hudec, “Sexual Encounters and Manhood Acts,” 331.
that promote saint veneration. Thus, in conjunction with the limitations and expectations enumerated above, incorporating this methodology allows engagement of particularly marginalized and often intentionally hidden groups.

The sites described in the previous section have been identified for digital ethnography because they are prominent online devotional sites that devote a significant portion of their online resources (content pages, videos, forum discussions, etc.) to talking about saints and SGM communities. Organizations and websites that engage one, but not both, of these topics were excluded, as were sites that do not incorporate any community feedback mechanisms. That is, sites that only provide static content (like articles) with no way for readers or subscribers to engage or respond (through comment sections, forums, social media, etc.) were not included. While all sites self-identify as providing spiritual resources, and most have some theological relationship to Christianity (as expected), no theological or denominational criteria were defined within the study parameters. In other words, sites were not limited to any specific religious affiliation or intent, but were included solely based on SGM saint narratives and rhetorical content. This allows sites’ phenomenological uses of saints to inform their inclusion in the study, rather than more rigid and less precise metrics like religious affiliation. These criteria resulted in the selection of the ten sites outlined above, while an additional eight were investigated in-depth but ultimately not selected.

While digital ethnography remains a developing and expanding subfield of ethnographic study, there are a few limitations inherent in this approach. Early leaders in this field have acknowledged disjointed textualization, temporary participation, regional skew and racial bias as
specific factors that can limit analysis.\textsuperscript{350} Textual contributions can be potentially ambiguous or misinterpreted through components of sensory cues such as speed, loudness, pitch, and facial expressions that are present in face-to-face interactions but not online. However, the growing ubiquity and frequency of online interaction (vis-à-vis social media and internet-capable mobile devices) combined with the improvements in online shorthand and expression mitigate this concern to some degree.\textsuperscript{351} More importantly, these users and respondents are more than just “people in groups.” As digital ethnographer Kelsy Burke points out, dedicated online forums construct “shared meanings and expectations for how to live” and convey “feeling” as well as information.\textsuperscript{352} As already discussed in previous sections, the potentially temporary nature of online interactions is a serious consideration. Comments, articles, and even whole websites can be deleted, hacked, or hidden with relative ease. For instance, Queering the Church was apparently the victim of a serious hacking attack in 2012, causing authorial access to the site to be entirely lost, a new domain created, and content replaced.\textsuperscript{353} Regular monitoring of the sites being studied, in combination with tools such as site maps, data logs, and Google’s Internet Archive Wayback Machine, are valuable counterweights to this issue.

Finally, the internet has long been regionally skewed toward connections coming from the United States, as well as skewed towards white users generally and white men specifically.\textsuperscript{354} This limitation is inherent in this medium, and while several of the inclusivist sites included in

\textsuperscript{350} Crichton and Kinash, “Virtual Ethnography,” 1. In this list, textualization refers to the act of rendering meaning or intent as text, especially in digital spaces.
\textsuperscript{351} Kozinets, \textit{Netnography: Redefined}, 24-40. See also Barry Wellman and Milena Gulia “Virtual Communities as Communities” \textit{Communities in Cyberspace} Peter Kollock and Marc Smith, eds. (Abingdon-on-Thames: Routledge Press, 2002), 167-188.
\textsuperscript{352} Burke, \textit{Christians Under Covers}, 82.
\textsuperscript{353} Explanation listed on the homepage of Queering the Church, \texttt{http://queerchurch.com/}. Both the new and archived older site were included in the current analysis; though many of the articles were replicated on the new domain, many of the comments and dialogues from the old site can only be found there (\texttt{http://queering-the-church.blogspot.com/}).
\textsuperscript{354} Crichton and Kinash, “Virtual Ethnography,” 1.
this study consciously endeavor to represent their queer saint subject matter with racial, gender identity, and national origin diversity, there is almost no reliable means for measuring these demographic characteristics among audience members. The World Wide Web is slowly becoming a ubiquitous communications platform, with increasingly (though not completely) equitable access for individuals across the world. Most, but not all, of the organizations and platforms for these sites are based in the United States. A few, like Quest and Queering the Church, are based in the United Kingdom, and others, like Catholic Answers Forums, the Temple of Antinous, and Q Spirit have an indeterminately wide readership (as noted in their descriptions previously) that includes a significant amount of page views from Europe and Latin America, respectively. In fact, the entire Q Spirit page is even recreated in Spanish, ostensibly necessitated by the amount of traffic visiting the site from Spanish-speaking countries. This new paradigm for information sharing is discussed extensively by Kozinets. While traditional scholarship assumes that a community’s culture and norms and background assumptions can be isolated and assessed as part of the ethnographic study, the “audience networks” that make up much of contemporary information sharing—including the sites in this dissertation—do not share this basic assumption. Instead, these sites originate content but also serve as passive “conduits” for its consumption and interpretation. Thus, while assessing web authors’ backgrounds remains cogent work, assuming a shared cultural perspective or racial background for online audiences is a more futile or even counterproductive effort. Without powerful (and expensive) analytical data tracking tools, digital ethnographers are often limited to key informant and small group or convenience sampling in their assessments regarding how audiences locate websites, what demographic characteristics predominate among visitors to the site, and how they

interpret and respond to the site information they consume. The present study employed the methodological approaches of key informant and rigorous sampling methods combined with analysis of user profiles and textual signifiers, guided by the hermeneutics of queer studies and rhetorical analysis outlined above, to work to counteract as much as possible the biases and blind spots to race and economic privilege that accompany this medium.

All forms of ethnography—as with any social or scientific analysis—require assessments and conclusions from the author that have a subjective component. In ethnography in particular, the best practice for authors is to disclose the assumptions and positionality that they bring with them to the study. Reflexivity is important for conducting analysis. Articulating relevant life experiences and expectations helps to mitigate potential bias or implicit assumptions in one’s work. This practice also serves an ethical function by allowing the reader to include the author background when assessing the persuasiveness of the arguments and evidence at hand.

To that end, there are several aspects of my own identity and professional education that are relevant to my work here. I have been trained in historical, qualitative, and quantitative assessment through religious studies programs in two major public research universities, and have been engaged in this project for a number of years. At the same time, I have been employed in public health planning for almost a decade, working as a white, straight, cisgender male ally in HIV prevention and care in Pennsylvania. One of the primary reasons that I became involved in both these aspects of my work—studying American Christianity and facilitating public health planning and practice—is because of my faith. I was raised in and am a member of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America, an increasingly progressive mainline protestant denomination. My experiences and education growing up in the church taught me the value of

---

social justice and of treating all people as equals without exception, and that using one’s abilities to support and care for others was the highest form of service.

At the same time, I spent a significant portion of my childhood in a relatively small, semi-rural town in Florida, surrounded by both a strong evangelical subculture and the town’s smaller Roman Catholic community and Knights of Columbus chapter. Growing up immersed in these three (at times conflicting) theological worldviews created a very clear sense for me of the impact that religion has on so many facets of everyday American life. This perspective was thrown into sharper relief by the social issues that gained increasing prominence in the larger culture during the 1990s and 2000s. Of the myriad social issues that dominated the emergence of America’s “culture wars,” the issue I observed most clearly (or, put another way: the issue my own forms of privilege did not shield me from) was the Religious Right’s increasingly vocal opposition to LGBTQ people and gay rights. This was unavoidable for my friends and acquaintances (and later, family) who were mistreated, physically attacked, or remained closeted because of it; I learned that even the accusation or rumor that one was gay could result in bullying or violence.

While these are potentially relevant aspects of my personal background, I have endeavored to mitigate them throughout this work. I have intentionally worked to represent each site and the communities they foster through their own words and in the language they use to describe themselves. Ethnographic research, as well as religious studies in general, is purposefully not theological or religious. My writing here reflects that by taking no position as much as possible vis-à-vis the religious claims or perspectives various actors and sites make.

---

357 As the sole Protestant member of the Knights of Columbus’s local Boy Scout troop, I frequently encountered both major and minor differences in theological as well as cultural outlooks and expectations. This exposure to other’s beliefs and expectations in a safe learning environment led to unique experiences and lifelong friendships with people of many different faiths, all of which has shaped my own worldview and spirituality.
While my personal views may differ from some of the content conveyed by one or more of these sites, I take seriously my academic responsibility to portray all views and people with whom I have engaged evenhandedly. As famed theorist Susan Sontag observed in her seminal essay “Notes on ‘Camp,’” “no one who wholeheartedly shares in a given sensibility [like camp] can analyze it”; rather, “it takes the sympathetic but objective eye... to analyze such practices.”\(^{358}\) Striving for a sympathetic but objective gaze with which to approach this topic aptly summarizes my endeavors here.

Another component of professional responsibility to address is that digital ethnographers sometimes choose to change website names and user names for publication.\(^{359}\) However, all the sites in this study purposefully situate themselves as online resources, and thus do not have any expectation of or desire for the site’s anonymity. Further, among the site authors who spoke with me, all confirmed that their identities were publicly available on their websites and that they did not require pseudonyms or confidentiality for inclusion in this work. On the other hand, any specific usernames that could be traced to individual users have been changed for their privacy and protection. Finally, I have been careful to demarcate instances where overlaps in issues of sexuality, race, and gender occur in these sites or conversations, as scholars have long noted that these marginalized and often intersectional identities frequently go hand-in-hand when assessing issues of systemic oppression.\(^{360}\)

---


\(^{359}\) For examples of this practice, see Burke’s description in *Christians under Covers*, 181.

\(^{360}\) See Mumford *Not Straight, Not White*; Griffin *Their Own Receive Them Not*; Jordan *Recruiting Young Love*, p xi. In considering issues of gender and sexuality, see, for example, Wilcox’s *Queer Women and Religious Individualism* or John Sloop, *Disciplining Gender: Rhetorics of Sex Identity in Contemporary U.S. Culture* (Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 2004), esp. 5-8; for theory see Butler’s *Gender Trouble* and Reeser’s *Masculinities in Theory.*
2.2.2 Inclusivist communities online

Now that this study’s methodology for collecting and assessing online narratives and portrayals of saints has been established, the current subsection outlines specifically the ways inclusivist sites depict and discuss saints. This includes summaries of the numbers and types of pages, discussions, or stubs that sites publish or host, as well as summaries of any artistic representations, comments, or discussion threads associated with them. This straightforward presentation of the material content of these sites is necessary to foreground the analysis in the following chapter.

The inclusivist site Q Spirit contains by far the most pages dedicated to discussing and “celebrating” SGM Saints. This is accomplished primarily through the Jesus In Love Blog attached to the site (indeed, this blog was the original project that later expanded into Q Spirit). The current site has an archive of 83 articles tagged with the “Saints” label between December 2016 (when the current site went live) and July 2018, while the original Jesus in Love blog (currently still accessible on the Blogspot blogging platform) contains 1,076 articles from 2007-2016. Additionally, the larger Q Spirit website hosts a separate listing of “LGBTQ Saints, Queer Saints.” Most if not all the hyperlinked names in these lists, which are further subdivided into categories such as “traditional saints, blessed, martyrs,” point to the corresponding article on the blog. This list contains 91 articles, illustrating the expansive way in which Cherry defines “saints.” This “Saints” section “profiles of traditional and alternative saints: people in the Bible, LGBT and queer martyrs, theologians, authors, activists, spiritual and religious leaders, mystics, humanitarians, artists, deities and other figures of special interest to lesbian, gay, bisexual,

361 Kittredge Cherry, Jesus in Love Blog [http://jesusinlove.blogspot.com](http://jesusinlove.blogspot.com). Accessed June 28, 2018. Not all of these blog entries are about SGM saints, however; some also address queer news, art, or social issues of the time. Discounting the year the blog began, Cherry averaged 117 articles a year.
transgender and queer (LGBTQ) people of faith and allies.” It follows that this statement reflects the logic behind the saints that are highlighted in the blog as well.

The profiles of the saints themselves are intentionally expansive. Among the nearly one hundred profiles, the entries cover individuals and couples who are from multiple time periods; are of varied racial and ethnic backgrounds; range in age from adolescent to elderly; identified as (or are imagined to represent) gay, lesbian, or bisexual people; were (or are imagined to represent) transgender or gender-fluid people; or identified with or are also associated with other world religions, such as Hinduism or Buddhism. The most numerous articles are those that investigate or reinterpret “queer” elements in the lives of “traditional” saints. There are 35 articles that fit this description, with an additional six articles based directly on figures from the Bible (David and Jonathan or Ruth and Naomi, for example). While the majority of the subjects in these two sub-categories are European men (reflecting the overall historical trend of canonization by the Roman Catholic Church in the past two centuries) these saints also include individuals, couples, or groups from Africa, central and South America, and ancient Israel. The other sub-categories of saints, “martyrs,” “theologians, authors, activists and church leaders,” “Artists” and “Deities” incorporate much larger numbers of female, transgender, and gender-fluid saints, as well as many more individuals from the Americas (including First Nations) and those who identified as African or of African descent. These categories also include many contemporary individuals, from politicians like Harvey Milk to scholars like John Boswell. In a separate article, Cherry explicitly states that she “makes a conscious effort to present a diverse

---

363 There are also a few articles representing East Asian martyrs, one on the Buddha, and one about Krishna, presumably leaving Australia as the only world region with no explicit representation.
group of both familiar and unfamiliar saints from many times and places.” Finally, there are also several more general “resource” pages on the site about saints, including “Why we need LGBT saints (A queer theology of sainthood),” “LGBT-friendly memorial for All Saints, All Souls and Day of the Dead,” “Calendar of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Saints (Paul Halsall)” and “Santos Queer” (Spanish translations of Kittredge Cherry’s articles on LGBT saints). These articles, particularly the first two, include significant sociological evidence that is examined in the more detailed analysis in section 3.2. A few examples of significant or frequent saint narratives that will be explored in the next chapter (although all saints on the main site have been examined in the course of this study) include Perpetua and Felicity, Mychal Judge, “the Saints of Stonewall,” and “Martyrs” such as the victims of the Pulse Orlando massacre and the UpStairs Lounge fire.

The Queering the Church website contains two sections that describe and foster conversation around saints. Site author Terence Weldon has included five articles on his main blog (Queering the Church) about the lives and importance of specific saints: Saint Cyril on faith, St. Paul and the “proof-texts” used to attack SGM; the relationship between Saints Sergius and Bacchus; “gender-bending” views of Saint Francis of Assisi recovered in new scholarship; and the life and relationships of thirteenth-century Sufi mystic Rumi. However, the vast majority of saint-related content on Queering the Church is archived separately from the blog in the “Queer Saints and Martyrs” section of the website. The original blog structure used to create this new site reveals 109 separate articles created between 2009 and 2012 on queer individuals

364 Cherry, “Why we need LGBTQ Saints,” 1.
365 Terence Weldon, “Category Archives: Saints,” Queering the Church, (accessed October 6, 2013), http://queerchurch.com/?cat=499. Additional mentions of other saints do come up in other posts occasionally, but are not included here since they are not the focus of the articles they appear in. Of additional note for this list is that the earliest three posts are all credited to (via blog sharing and pinging—that is, they originated from) Cherry’s Jesus in Love Blog.
and couples throughout history, and the newer site has continued to add multiple new saint tabs every year since then (as recently as November 2017). This veritable maze of referential articles on saints is organized chronologically into six time periods, from “Saints Before Christianity” to “Modern Saints, Modern Heroes” (i.e., contemporary figures). The same materials, moreover, are also available arranged by date, including both a monthly list and a Religious Calendar listing the major or minor feast days for the “most important” saints. These feast dates are not necessarily dependent on any particular tradition, and are drawn from an eclectic range of sources. These include other blogs, such as Jesus in Love (also assessed in this study) and womenpriests.org, the Roman Catholicism liturgical calendar, the LGBT Catholic Handbook, academic works, and others. A few stubs that were of particular analytical interest include Saints Sergius and Bacchus, Joan of Arc, Sebastian, “Priests of the Pink Triangle” (referring to the Holocaust), and Mychal Judge.

TransChristians.org presents a specific interpretation of biblical figures, and a few early and medieval Christian church leaders, as distinctive individuals who can “inspire and comfort” transgender Christians. Specifically, the site’s author, Ephilei, catalogued new narratives within traditional stories to identify “tr-ancestors” (also spelled “trans-cestors” in a related page) in Christian history. This includes fifteen “gender variant” individuals from the Bible, including both Adam and Jesus, and six early Christian saints, ranging from Origen in the late second century CE to Joan of Arc in the early fifteenth century. Of the original fifteen “biblically gender-variant people” listed on the TransSaints Saints page, all but three are accompanied by only a few sentences explaining their relevance or inclusion on the list. The other three, Adam

---

366 See the chronology sidebar on http://queering-the-church.blogspot.com/.
367 The importance of recognizing some saints over others is determined by the site’s author, and assessed in the analysis in Chapter 3. See, for example, Terence Weldon, “Calendar for October,” Queering the Church, (accessed May 28, 2017), http://saints.queerchurch.info/?page_id=23323
(pre-Eve), Jesus, and the Water Carrier who led the disciples to the Upper Room have their own stubs created to further explore their significance. The six saints on the page (Origen, a compilation of twelve cross-dressing saints, Marina, Wilgefortis, Julian of Norwich, Joan of Arc) each have short descriptions describing their relevance, and four of them also have hyperlinks to other sources for more information and interpretation. The descriptions and rationale given for all these individuals, and the comments for the website, are considered in this analysis.

Dignity USA, Equally Blessed, and New Ways Ministries are partner organizations that serve unique functions within their collaborative relationships. As such, relevant content on Dignity’s pages consist of some news and opinion articles discussing the roles of SGM saints or saints and the organization, as well as many liturgical homilies posted on the site for specific saints’ feast days, including some who are explicitly claimed as queer saints. These news articles and homilies together total 36 webpages. Dignity’s Litany of the Saints is of particular note. The Equally Blessed website contains a number of descriptions of conferences that include language indicative of how they view saints, and the opinion piece “The Spiritual Side of Coming Out” is a crucial component of this analysis as well. However, the bulk of relevant material for this group comes from News Ways Ministries (NWM) and its Blog, Bondings 2.0. As of July 2018, the blog contains nearly 70 articles that reference saints. In examining all of these over the course of the study, recurring themes assessed in the coming chapter include queer themes around the Feast of All Saints, the saintliness of contemporary SGM experiences, and SGM experiences of violence as a form of martyrdom or sainthood. Chief among these is NWM’s serious efforts to facilitate the canonization of Father Mychal Judge, the gay Roman

Catholic chaplain to the New York City Fire Department who ministered to those dying of AIDS in the late 1980s and 1990s and was identified as Victim 001 during the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001.

Quest aims to provide a number of different types of resources for Catholic SGM in the UK, including affirming liturgy, responses to the religious “clobber texts” used to denigrate SGM, conferences, publications, testimonials, and so on. Conversely, however, there is a limited amount written about saints within the website, and none at all on its social media outlets. The analysis for this group, then, focuses around four primary discussion points posted to the site: three as reflective pieces and one news articles. The article, the reflection pieces, and their associated comments discuss a series of posts on the pro-LGBTQ comments about gay saints made publicly by American Jesuit priest (and consultant to the Vatican's Secretariat for Communications) James Martin; the need and possibilities for Quest to have a patron saint; a letter about love written by St. Bernard, and the roles of “Queer Saints and Martyrs” for SGM Catholics.370 It is worth noting here that a significant portion of this content was published on Quest by Terence Weldon, who also authors Queering the Church.371

Finally, the Temple of Antinous contains a wealth of symbolism and references to saints and venerative activity. Saints are defined differently in different texts published on the site, but the most comprehensive description is found on the actual saints and martyrs landing page for that section of the site:

370 As of June 2018, all of these pages can be found together at http://questlgbti.uk/?s=saints.
We recognize the lives, courage and work of all these blessed souls who knew Antinous in life, who died for the cause of Homosexuality, and who devoted their lives to the defense and promotion of our Love. For their work and for the sacrifice of their lives, we proclaim them Saints and Martyrs as an example to all who believe in the sanctity of Same-Sex Love. In the Name of Antinous, we honor and bless the memory of these great spirits, our forefathers and foremothers. We call upon them to watch over us, and to strengthen our cause, that the holiness of our sexuality will take its place in the world again. In memory of the martyrs who gave their lives, willingly and unwillingly for us, we dedicate ourselves to Antinous…

These saints are listed in both this dedicated section of the site as well as within a significant portion of the Temple’s Blog. The blog goes into great detail about queer hagiographies of 28 individuals ranging from ancient Greek and Roman historical figures like Socrates to present-day icons like the late Heath Ledger. However, the official list of saints—described therein as those who reside in Antinous’ “Aula Sancti,” or Sacred Hall—includes 197 names with short descriptors, not including those said to be deified rather than beatified. Another major section of the website lists the Liturgical Calendar for the faith, which includes both the remembrance of specific “sacred” events as well as feast days for a number of the aforementioned saints (usually several each month). Some feasts are also remembrances, such as the Feast Day for “Saint Harvey Milk,” which intentionally falls on the day of his assassination. Finally, the website also contains pages displaying the various altars and home shrines devotees have created to honor Antinous; this traditionally Catholic venerative practice is also included in the analysis for this site.

373 All entries can be found condensed at http://antinousgaygod.blogspot.com/search/label/saint%20of%20antinous
374 “Aula Sancti, Religio Antinoi,” 1.
2.2.3 Exclusivist communities online

Spiritual Friendship (SF) is a large online forum with a dedicated group of contributors and an active group of readers who regularly comment on their reflections and think-pieces. For the current study, out of an estimated 600 posts separated into 37 blog categories, seven conversations about saints by five different authors have been selected for analysis. Though a much larger number of articles mention in passing some aspect of saints or sainthood, or appeal to “the saints” generally, these seven deal directly with contemporary issues or observations that rely heavily on insight or arguments related to specific saints. These articles discuss the role of St. Joseph in understanding masculinity, two articles on St. Aelred and spiritual friendship, two different apologetics for (celibate) gay saints, a reflection on saints and martyrdom, and a sermon on Saint John the (beloved) apostle’s relationship with Jesus from John Henry Newman. Each post anchors robust conversation in the comments as well. These sections range from posts with only a few lengthy comments, to several with closer to a dozen, to one with 34 and another with 36 (not counting an additional eleven pingbacks from other sites that linked to it).

The Roman Catholic Apostolate is unique among all the sites studied here in that it completely separates its community content from its published materials. Unlike the online forums of CatholicAnswers.com or the interactive blog formats adopted by all the other sites and organizations identified here, Courage utilizes a formal, static webpage format. All community content, including both social media interactions Facebook and Yahoo Groups, are linked on the

376 This number was calculated based on sample sizes collected from the blog archives: adding the number of posts for the same month each year to calculating the average posts per month, and then multiplying by the number of months and number of years the blog has been active (7). This process was repeated twice with different benchmark months; this produced a similar total with a standard deviation of < 1 post per month. Conservatively, the lower of the two calculations is reported here. Also of note is that one of these seven articles is hosted on an external site run by one SF’s regular contributors, but is included because it is referenced and hyperlinked on the main website being studied, and is authored by an SF contributor, Melinda Selmys.
page but are otherwise separate from the main site. This means that the materials offered on the site aren’t directly available for comment by followers or visitors like all the other organizations and sites included here. To mitigate this difference for my analysis, a few key resources on the main Courage site were selected due to their heavy narrative and explanatory uses of saints, including a video discussion of the patron saint for Courage, Charles Lwanga and his companions, and a Friendship Novena—a prayer said on nine consecutive days, each with the intercession of a specific saint or saints—specifically created for SGM Catholics to pray. All other materials utilized here come from the community groups, including public descriptions on several of the Yahoo Groups boards and the messages Courage posts to its linked Facebook and Twitter accounts. These social media platforms have published roughly 50 posts from July 2017 to July 2018 that discuss or invoke saints in several specific ways.

The forums on CatholicAnswers.com host a number of in-depth conversations around SGM saints. These different threads center around recurring queries that can be summarized as either, “Are there already (or could there be in the future) canonized saints who were attracted to their own sex,” or, “Are there any patron saints for SGM Catholics?” Together, these two query typologies account for nine threads on the site, with five threads discussing some variation of the former and four for the latter. A total of 331 comments have been reviewed, with an average of 39 individual comments per thread. However, the lengths of the conversations range from 7 to 131 comments, posted by anywhere from 3 to nearly 100 active participants. Because the site is meticulous in its automated archival processes and contains a powerful search feature, all conversations returning search results that included the words “gay” “SSA” “LGBT” “LGBTQ” “queer” and “saint” were assessed for this analysis, and the results ranged from 2008 until late 2017. There are no conversations currently active around this topic, and beginning in 2017, all
threads automatically closed and became archived after no new comments were posted for two weeks. That being the case, all the conversations were actively receiving comments for one to two months. The only exceptions to this pattern are for the longest thread, which continued for more than a year, and a second thread that began receiving multiple new comments four years after the original post (it began in 2008 and picked up again in 2013). The reasons for these outliers will be assessed in greater detail in the next chapter.

The actual content of the forums’ public conversations around saints by over one hundred members vary greatly, making concise summation unwieldy. However, as necessary context for this study, patterns in similar conversations can traced for each conversation phenotype. One basic ontological argument runs through all these threads from at least one respondent, and that is the claim or belief that SGM can not only attain entry to heaven (though the prerequisites vary) but that they could also—at least hypothetically—become saints. Usually, other users disagree, but the sentiment exists in all threads, nonetheless.

Among the messages that ask about the possibility of saints (current or future) who experience sexual attraction to members of the same sex, commenters and the flow of discussions generally focus on a few refrains. Whether a handful or a hundred users participate, ideas that consistently come up include the emphasis on chastity as a prerequisite. Discussants frequently debate the severity of the “sin” of “acting on same sex attractions,” which range from considering these “acts” (assumed to be sex, though that is usually not stated) as equal to any other sin any person commits to a “grave, mortal sin.” Along these lines, comments are frequently made espousing the veracity and moral high ground of the conversation (i.e., “It’s
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377 Based on the way site activity changed over time, it is clear that this automatic closure was instituted site-wide in 2017. Before that time conversations remained open for comments indefinitely.
good you’re here talking with us”) or the poster directly (“I’ve looked around for information about this a few times”). Some will argue that the premise of the question is moot because of the vast historical differences that separate saints from our present time, to which someone always points to more modern possibilities, usually John Henry Newman or Mychal Judge (neither of whom is currently a saint). There is also an emphasis or arguments around language on “healing” or “recovery” from SSA (either in this life or heaven) and divine forgiveness. A number of other, more unique threads of conversation are present in each of the five queries around this topic (some of which will be examined in greater detail in Chapter 3), but these elements consistently appear.

The second conversational phenotype—posts asking whether there are patron saints for SGM—has a few of its own rhetorical patterns. These discussions include more negative comments than the first type, and often include some degree of direct argumentation among discussants. These threads are also more personal; involving individuals’ stories of seeking guidance and inspiration or solace through prayer to a saint. And while some respondents are encouraging, supportive, or sympathetic, these posts also feature more expressions of distrust, with commenters disparaging either “the fake saints” or “lies and stories” about “gay saints.” Others similarly decry these kinds of narratives, intimating that they are necessarily illegitimate because they interpret them as “pro-LGBT” or include ideas supporting “the gay agenda.”

Finally, the Church Militant has a few articles that directly combine language around saints and issues of sexual orientation. Two articles described as “ficterviews” depict the author...

---

being whisked into heaven to speak with the saints.\textsuperscript{379} These articles speak to the author’s fears of allowing openly SGM people in the Roman Catholic Church and the “folly” of priests and church leaders who are “perpetuating error and immorality,” respectively. A third article (with an accompanying video that takes place in a set emulating a newsroom) uses the writings of moral theologian and saint Alphonsus Liguori to promote a “muscular faith” that fights back against the error and “false mercy” that is “spreading” within the Roman Catholic Church. Each of these three articles has associated user conversations in the comments; while the latter two have only a few, the first article, “Brother Seraphim Asks the Saints about Homosexuality,” has 85 responses that accumulated over several months. Compared to an average of all other comments on articles that were initially posted during that week, 85 comments is an increase of nearly 60% over regular comment volume for the site.

\section*{2.3 THE PHYSICAL AND THE VIRTUAL}

Finally, there are a few key similarities among some of the organizations that have bearing on the ways such groups represent and discuss saints. Two aspects emerged as patterns across sites during this course of this study and bring specific context and interpretation to the websites with which they are associated, but they are not central to the larger analysis. As such, they are highlighted here as context for the main discussion in the next chapter. These two components are the presence of physical chapters of the organization (versus a purely online presence), and the portrayal of venerative spaces (such as home shrines or memorials).

\textsuperscript{379} These narratives are mildly reminiscent of the rhetorical and narrative devices used to much greater effect by Catholic authors like C.S. Lewis in \textit{The Great Divorce}. 
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The Equally Blessed coalition, Quest, the Temple of Antinous, and Courage all operate physical chapters.\(^3\) Thus, intentionally or not, one of the ways that these sites function is as support and digital repository for their existing physical communities. Examples of materials found exclusively on these sites include a significant number of publicly available prayers, including rosary and novena prayers on the Courage website, worship and liturgical materials on Quest, posted prayers and liturgical calendars for the “gay saints” of Antinous, and extensive LGBTQ-friendly prayers (such as All Saints Day or “prayers for all marriages”), parishes, and colleges on Equally Blessed and its partners (particularly Dignity). The focus on providing these and many other practical resources is important to note for these four groups; references to these organizations’ physical communities can act as a buttress for their authority and ecclesiastic capabilities that influences how other materials on the site are read (e.g., their discussions of saints or statements about SGM, for example). While such a reading is to some degree subjective and dependent on the individual visitor to the site, noting this potentiality and its consequences is still significant.

Second, digital spaces can be used to “magnify the physical materiality of culture,” and several of the sites highlight this premise as well.\(^4\) The most prominent example of this intersection between physical and digital spaces is the Temple of Antinous, whose site prominently features the various home shrines of their members. These shrines both closely emulate and also camp the design and serious religiosity of elaborate Roman and Eastern Orthodox Catholic shrines.

\(^3\) The Temple of Antinous is to some extent an outlier in this grouping. While the organization lists nine spaces as shrines or temples to Antinous in the US and Germany, it should be noted that such spaces are not necessarily analogous to the formally organized chapters of Courage within Roman Catholic parishes of the various regional offices of Quest in the UK. Additionally, given the page dating available in the site mapping, it is clear that these pages predated the creation of physical spaces, which also sets it apart from the other three groups.

\(^4\) Hsu, “Digital Ethnography Toward Augmented Empiricism,” 1.
Figure 13. Screenshot examples of the Temple Altar (far left) and examples of aediculae (“small shrines” in Latin) and other shrines and altars posted on the Temple of Antinous website, http://www.antinopolis.org/religion/altars.htm.

Representing the physical in digital space is not limited to the Temple of Antinous, however. Several sites also use physical embodiment in memorials to saints and martyrs on their own sites. This is true for Q Spirit, which highlights a triptych (“Triptych for the 49”) and several pictures of other physical (as well as digital) artwork created to honor and memorialize the 49 victims of the Pulse nightclub shooting in June 2016. 382

Figure 14. “Triptych for the 49” by Tony O’Connell, featured on the Saints page of the Q Spirit website. The artist specifically chose the patron saints on either door (Sebastian and Joan of Arc) to guard and protect the victims honored inside.

This type of physical representation on these sites matters because physical embodiment can both hide and reveal deeper meanings or symbols for identity and identity construction. The portrayal of traditional religious shrines juxtaposed with contemporary subjects has precedent in contemporary art. A quintessential example is renowned transgender artist Greer Lankton’s permanent installation recreating her Chicago apartment, It’s all about ME, not you (2009). The space is anchored around a series of three personal shrines to the most important role models in Lankton’s life: Candy Darling, Patti Smith, and Jesus. The latter was comprised of traditional
Catholic images of Jesus, Mary, and a few female saints, but the central image of Jesus had been altered to accentuate the fullness of his lips and suggest lipstick; other images of Jesus were superimposed with stylized representations of the artist herself. All the images were surrounded by cheaply extravagant frames suggestive of a campy faux seriousness. Likewise in the examples from the Temple of Antinous, the altar and shrines present striking combinations of religious and camp imagery. The stylized depictions of the patron god Antinous (sometimes fully nude, not pictured above), combined with recognizably Catholic background imagery, offer an interpretation of the relationship between the devotees and the divine that is at once a potentially subversive cultural expression and a clear representation of a larger ontological narrative. Art like Lankton’s and imagery from the Temple of Antinous play with gendered representations of what would be read as traditional, holy portraits and their contexts to create powerful statements on the roles of gender expression, sexual attraction, and identity. Religious works such as these all highlight the role of physical bodies and their characteristics (or others’ perceptions thereof) in maintaining and articulating one’s sense of self.

A different type of statement is conveyed by the images Q Spirit hosts for the “49 Orlando Martyrs.” Contrasting with the messaging suggested above, these real-world memorials and religious dedications (physical Holocaust memorials for gay men and, less prevalently, lesbians also fall into this type of representation) convey an added sense of gravity and importance to the topic. Memorials grounded in real world objects can convey additional connection and significance for the viewer that bolsters its importance. Thus, including physical memorials in discussing contemporary saints offers both a critical (that is, aspirational) political statement and a clear expression of a larger ontological narrative.
3.0 ANALYSIS: SAINTS AND SEXUAL IDENTITY IN DIGITAL SPACES

The stories, experiences, and connections of both writers and audiences around saints by and for SGM are expanding in contemporary digital forums, set against the backdrops of centuries of traditions and the interweaving histories of sexual and gender minorities. Chapter 1 outlined many of the ways that saints, institutions like the Roman Catholic Church (especially in America), and SGM communities have interacted in the past. It highlighted and contextualized the experiences and assumptions that both religious and SGM (and especially religious SGM) carry with them into the present discourse. These groups’ histories foreground and overshadow the current, novel confluence of religious scenes with gender and “sexual identity landscapes.”

Site authors’ and participants’ experiences, concerns, and desires inform the current proliferation of interactive online sites, and these ways of discussing or relating to saints (either historically distant or contemporary) were the focus of Chapter 2. That chapter described ways of contextualizing different kinds of sites that conceptualize and actualize saints, along with a detailed outline of each site’s author, contents and focus, and overall design. Issues of embodiment and actualization are “central to the study of lived Catholicism,” and the ways in which “sacred presences become real in particular times and places…” [and] how religious beliefs become material” are central questions both for the field and in the present study specifically.

Integrating both the history of these communities and the perspectives of the websites included in Digital Devotions, the current chapter looks to the larger patterns, meanings, and

383 Mumford Not Straight, Not White, 2. This is also an allusion to the theory of religion articulated by Thomas Tweed, who argued that all religion could be usefully conceived as crossing boundaries and creating dwelling places among and within religious landscapes. Such a metaphor seems particularly apt in this intersectional assessment of identity. See Thomas Tweed, Crossing and Dwelling: a theory of religion. (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2006).
384 Orsi, Between Heaven and Earth, 73.
social processes that occur concomitantly within the narratives and popular piety it is assessing. “Saints are one of the most accessible forms of religion,” and demonstrates myriad ways in which “hagiography is a constantly changing form of religious and cultural discourse.” While traditionalists may attempt to anchor a particular reading of a saint or saints as an immutable truth (as some groups included in this study have indeed tried to do), “each generation can choose to reinterpret…the adaptability of [saints]… in light of their own values and concerns.” In this light, it is not surprising that sexuality and gender identity have emerged as critical issues with which diverse communities engage. The current chapter is, accordingly, part-exploration of the lived religious experiences that SGM are developing online through novel forms of saint veneration. However, it also parses the larger rhetorical and sociological mechanisms that may be interacting with both SGM subjectivity—the ways that sexual and gender minorities experience and adapt to mainstream heterosexual culture in specific ways—and the more solid construction of components of personal identity. These arguments and narratives entail utilizing saints to: 1) prescriptively model attributes or ideas for/to SGM; 2) to argue that SGM and saints are already similar; 3), to mask larger political or socio-cultural agendas or goals.

In examining such diverse and novel narratives around sexual and gender identity, post-structuralist critique offers an ideal framework for the necessarily interdisciplinary interpretation of people’s stories, images, and online material. Foucault, Butler, and others have articulated ways in which post-structuralism allows one “to look behind the signs that one sees in order to find meaning that might not be immediately apparent or might not seem to correspond to the visible sign.” Applied to the present study, this allows an analysis of the idea of saints as
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386 Halperin, How to be Gay, 7.
387 Reeser, Masculinities in Theory, 10. For more examples, see Jagose, Queer Theory, 75.
more than merely traditional “role models” of heroic virtue propounded by most forms of Catholic doctrine, or that the use of saints can enhance or support one’s own spirituality. Of course, such aspects are important, and are addressed accordingly. However, looking beyond the immediate signs and patterns in these communities illuminates the construction of far richer and more subtle ontological frameworks in four areas: 1) members’ use of saints to connect to Catholic models of virtue and, profoundly, 2) to connect contemporary queer experience and sensibility to Christian saints; 3) to engage narratives (including camp) that place SGM experience within Catholic history and models of authority; 4) to enhance political goals and a sense of social identity.

These discursive assessments are facilitated by post-structuralism’s assumption that there is no innate or permanent essence to any particular ontological sign. None of these labels imply discrete categories, and the fluidity and ambiguity among them comprise an important part of the analysis in the dissertation. For the present study, that means that one can (and should) assume that there is no single meaning, history, or representation of a saint that can be shown to be wholly natural or true. A significant portion of the content in these narratives revolves around the interplay between not necessarily compatible concepts from the present and the distant past. Nevertheless, the voluminous site content outlined here demonstrates that large numbers of people continue evaluate many of these subjects to speak for or about specific contemporary issues important to SGM readers and writers. This project is not interested in the potential veracity—historical or spiritual—for the content these sites create and share. Such claims are outside its scope, and as most scholars (and some of these sites themselves) make clear, they are quite possibly unknowable, given the often vast distances of time, cultures, and language that
separate them from both the present cultural moment and contemporary terminology. Rather, the real focus is on the construction and intentionality of meaning that site authors and users create and reference together. The prominent cultural critic Susan Sontag observed that “one cannot think without metaphors,” and this chapter demonstrates many of the ways that Sontag’s statement applies to saints. Writ large, “representational practices both reflect and construct social and psychological ‘reality’”; as such, the meanings that sanctified lives, stories, and images from saints convey can powerfully and specifically represent sexual attractions, gender identities, and queer models of holy lives. Throughout history, Catholic devotionalism has undergone adaptations and “appropriations that demonstrate [devotionalism’s] adaptability to the needs of those” who are marginalized. The following discussion outlines specific narrative constructions evolving online in or about SGM communities, identifying and deconstructing narratives around the use of saints as: 1) role models and conduits for spirituality, belief, and mourning; 2) signposts for a deeper queer past and experiences and sensibilities like camp; 3) rhetorical vehicles to advance political and social goals.

---


3.1 QUEER SPIRITUALITY

Early scholarship regarding gay rights and the politics of visibility posited that sustained political and cultural visibility and activism for and by LGBTQ people would eventually lead to what Steven Seidman characterized as life “beyond the closet.” Living beyond the closet as a cultural goal is associated with the hope or perception of the viability of reaching a “post-gay” culture in America and beyond. The evidence on many of these sites suggests this type of cultural movement towards subjective incorporation of readings of saints and their lives with queer narratives. As evidence, Byrne reports that many independent LGBT or LGBT-friendly Catholic churches already capitalize on the potentiality for queering iconography, specifically incorporating homophilic works of iconography like “Sergius and Bacchus” by Robert Lentz, or similarly stylized icons of Perpetua and Felicity. These kinds of queer representations of saints have evolved, along with exclusivist interpretations that contrast and seek to repudiate such narratives. In mid-2008, one commenter of Catholic Answers Forums (CAF) expressed the common perception that “sometimes it is more helpful to pray to a Saint that perhaps was also so inclined [to members of the same sex] in life”; in such cases, then, both inclusivist and exclusivist groups seek to define interpretations of the meanings of saints’ lives to be internalized and promoted.

Exclusivist groups tend to promote spiritual narratives that center around experiences of suffering and sexual renunciation. Roman Catholic subcultures have long been home to (sometimes intense) rhetoric and worldview around suffering that were particularly prevalent in

393 Byrne, The Other Catholics, 277.
394 “Patron Saint For Those With Same Sex Attraction,” 1.
Roman Catholic teaching in the early-to-mid-twentieth century. Orsi notes that, for many Roman Catholics, suffering is one way that religion exemplifies the “corporealization of the sacred”—that is, that various aspects of religion imprint the intangible onto physical bodies, rendering the sacred more real and more present. Historical scholarship has captured vividly the rhetoric surrounding suffering used by priests and lay volunteers in the 1960s, who spoke of the sick or handicapped as “God’s special children” and “innocent sufferers” to whom “God listened most attentively.” Distress or ailment of the body was seen as an opportunity for spiritual growth; in many respects this mentality formed the basis of the RCC’s later (1980-onward) teachings about homosexuality and SGM issues as “crosses to bear” that (through prayer and “renunciation of the flesh”) could lead SGM people to “special relationships with God.”

Perhaps the quintessential example of this trend observed on the sites in this study is in relation to Saint Charles Lwanga. Several different sites in this study hold up Saint Charles Lwanga and his companions (also referenced in conjunction with or as “The Ugandan Martyrs”) as appropriate saints for SGM Catholics. For context, Charles Lwanga was a late-nineteenth-century convert with the White Fathers order of Catholic missionaries in what is now Uganda. After his death in 1886, the Roman Catholic hagiography that emerged claimed that Charles and 21 other male pages and members of the royal court were executed by King Mwanga II of
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396 The study of the theology of suffering is not unique to Orsi or Christianity. For example, an excellent queer analysis of religious suffering in Jewish contexts is Daniel Lehrman, “Released from Bondage: Sex, Suffering and Sanctity” *The Sacred Encounter: Jewish Perspectives on Sexuality* Lisa Grushcow, ed. (New York: CCAR Press, 2014)
397 Lehrman, Ibid.
399 “Patron Saint For Those With Same Sex Attraction,” I. Bochanski, “Namugongo Jubilee,” I.
Buganda because they refused his sexual advances. While this is the explanation canonized in Roman Catholic history, it is important to note here what Ugandans themselves have written about this event. Notably, many historians contest the Roman Catholic missionaries’ interpretation of the king’s motives; African historian Assa Okoth describes King Mwanga’s interests in eliminating the Christians in his court not as an act of lust but as a political decision based on the “foreign influence” he perceived Christianity represented. In this interpretation, the danger that Mwanga perceived was their refusal to obey his orders (regardless of whether or not they were related to sex). Okoth writes that Mwanga believed that all converts—Catholic, Protestant and Muslim—“threatened the integrity of [his] kingdom” and were “poisoning the very roots” of it. Indeed, Mwanga II’s reign ended only a few years later during a Christian and Muslim uprising backed by European powers in 1888; despite Mwanga’s continued efforts, his kingdom fell under British control by 1890.

For the current discussion, however, what is important is not the degree of historical accuracy accorded to the circumstances surrounding Charles’ life and death, but how and why this particular portrayal and explanation is used in discussions of SGM Christians and same-sex attraction today. The elevation of specific saints instead of others, and the way their hagiographies are told or the details that are emphasized can say a great deal about the interests and motivations of the people involved. This particular saint is cited extensively on the exclusivist Roman Catholic websites Catholic Answers and Courage; he and his companions are collectively the patron saints of the latter organization. In this context, Courage specifically emphasizes the martyrs’ “courage to resist” the “deeply involved... homosexual acts” and

400 “Charles Lwanga and Companions, Lesson V” Breviarium Romanum (Office of Ss. Matthias Mulumba, 2002)
“intoxication of power and pleasure” of the king. By choosing death over the (supposed) sexual commands of the king, their reward for avoiding “same-sex acts” is eternal life with Christ.\(^{403}\)

Lifting up this particular version of his hagiography facilitates the subtle assumptions made plain in the Catholic Answers forums and Courage website that sanctity is tied not merely to chastity but to a rejection of same-sex intimacy, specifically.\(^{404}\) Such a reading is not only encouraged by Courage, but repeated throughout likeminded online communities. The EnCourage support group includes Lwanga in their prayers for intercession every weekday, and Catholic Answers Forums (CAF) readers note that they “were martyred for refusing to give in to the homosexual demands of the Bagandan ruler, Mwanga.”\(^{405}\) Reading more deeply into this narrative reveals the assumption that for committed, holy Roman Catholics, death should be preferable to same-sex intimacy.

To be sure, this type of appropriation is not analogous to SGM uses of saints described above and is problematic for both its colonialist gaze and homophobic undertones. This caveat holds true for narratives of several other non-Caucasian saints on these sites, as well (if they are mentioned at all). Wellman notes that religious elites often take stronger, more clearly articulated, and ideologically based positions on social, political, and religious issues than do their congregants, and that this phenomenon is particularly true in regards to views about homosexuality.\(^{406}\) This means that this connection between Courage’s promulgation of Charles Lwanga is no guarantee of how the saint will be understood or read by the individuals to whom he is promoted. In fact, Charles Lwanga is also discussed in detail on inclusivist sites like Q Spirit and Queering the Church. In addition to a thoughtful approach asking what Ugandans

\(^{403}\) Bochanski, “Namugongo Jubilee,” 1.

\(^{404}\) See also Donald Boisvert’s similar assessment of this motivation in Boisvert, Sanctity and Male Desire, 98-99.

\(^{405}\) “Patron Saint For Those With Same Sex Attraction,” 1.

\(^{406}\) Wellman, “The Debate over Homosexual Ordination,” 185.
themselves want and what they want to say (about themselves, their beliefs, and their country, where Martyrs Day is a national holiday), Cherry changes the dynamic of the story’s intended message by conceptually linking Lwanga’s hagiography to the murder of “modern day martyr” David Kato. Kato, an openly gay activist, was murdered in Uganda under the alleged auspices of religious rhetoric in 2011.  

Terence Weldon, conversely, discusses this narrative by couching it in the context of both the legal requirements of the time for disobeying the king and the harm that missionaries were and, in some respects, still are causing. He argues that harm the missionaries were doing at that time (and are still in some cases) to Uganda and much of Africa included codifying and enflaming homophobia and suppression of traditional African perspectives on sexuality and gender. 

One CAF commenter retorted that “calling [Lwanga] the patron saint of SSA people is a bit like calling Joan of Arc the patron saint of the English. It just doesn’t make any sense.” Overall, the sheer breadth of commentary by both exclusivist and inclusivist authors and audiences make clear that narratives and devotions to saints are influencing perceptions and defining possible interactions between spirituality and sexuality.

The narrative strategy utilized by Q Spirit and Queering the Church functions to counter the didactic rhetoric of the Roman Catholic Church’s official interpretation of Lwanga’s hagiography and legacy. Scholars Donald Boisvert and Mark Jordan explain this strategy, noting that one can read “the entire story [about Lwanga and his companions] as about male desire,” and could just as readily interpret it as heroes rejecting one lover (the king) in favor of another (heavenly) one.”

In this sense, where the SGM congregant is meant to see a “resister of sexual temptation” model to which they should aspire, these inclusivist sites indicate that SGM

---


408 Terence Weldon, “Uganda Martyrs: Charles Lwangwa [sic] and Companions,” *Queering the Church*, (June 3, 2014), [http://saints.queerchurch.info/?p=27](http://saints.queerchurch.info/?p=27). His article also links to Cherry’s original blogpost on this subject.

readers can and should claim a new interpretation for stories about the life of the saint. This reverses the proscriptive, top-down messaging being reinforced by exclusivist narrators like exclusivist activists and leaders of the Roman Catholic Church.

Navigating these competing frameworks for understanding same-sex desires is particularly evident among the writers on Spiritual Friendship (SF). Reminiscent of minorities trying to negotiate identity between their culture and a dominant culture, the contributors here often speak of striking a tone that affirms the inherent worth and potential of SGM while adhering to Roman Catholic teachings (or conservative Christian ethos generally) of celibacy. As noted in section 2.2 above, the authors posting on this site speak in more personal terms about the benefits that praying to specific saints provides them in their “journey” toward holiness and God’s will, which they interpret as a path of friendship without sexual intimacy. This interpretation is, for them, an attempt at “reconciling sexuality and faith” through interpreting a “healthy understanding of the nature of the Church—and of the universal Christian call to holiness.”410 One contributor explained that “because of [celibate saints] witness, and their lives… the idea that surrendering my own desire for romantic intimacy and the erotic expression of that desire was something too great to be asked to give seems less out of place or extreme.” Community members echoed this sentiment in comments, praising the article as a “great reminder of the essential ‘why’ behind all of our decisions in life.”411

Finally, the spiritual “why” for inclusivist groups is equally clear. Indeed, the primary, stated goal of the Q Spirit website is spiritual and devotional in nature; Cherry demonstrates that “Q Spirit expands the meaning of holiness by presenting diverse saints, history and books of
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spiritual and religious significance to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and questioning (LGBTQ) people of faith and allies.”¹⁴¹² Cherry argues that a queer theology of the saints “can inspire us to find our voice and be our best... queer saints can help reclaim the wholeness, connecting sexuality and spirituality for the good of all.” Other members of this online community affirm her interpretation, calling it “uplifting” and “informative.”¹⁴¹³ TransChristians.com encapsulates site author Ephilei’s “utter belief [that] Christianity is completely harmonious with transgender [identity],” and the descriptions of saints and biblical figures summarized on the page supported that theological position. Comments left on the site included affirmations such as Lovely L’s, who wrote that “I am so grateful to have found this sight [sic]… I pray that we are able to understand ourselves in light of scripture and Gods [sic] grace.”¹⁴¹⁴ Terence Weldon writes that “in Christian theology, we are told that we are made ‘in God’s image and likeness,’” and therefore sharing and recovering details of SGM saints helps readers better understand not only themselves but also God.¹⁴¹⁵

Queer studies scholars such as Eve Sedgwick and Mary Gray note that group visibility, especially for SGM, necessarily operates as a binary. Sedgwick explains that, “in order for someone to be visible or ‘out’ there must always be a closet someplace where others…struggle to get out.”¹⁴¹⁶ The inclusivist/exclusivist theological narratives discussed in this section can be seen as part of this pattern. This dissertation joins other recent scholarship in demonstrating that
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¹⁴¹³ Cherry, “Why we need LGBTQ saints,” 2.
¹⁴¹⁴ Ephilei, “Homepage,” 1; Ephilei, “Correspondence,” TransChristians.org, (accessed March 1, 2018), http://www.transchristians.org/Home/contact/correspondence
online communities are unique environments, separate from physical lived religious spaces.417 Such spaces mirror and expand Sedgwick’s original examples of cultural dichotomies whose inherent positions of privilege and visibility necessitate opposition. Examining the dynamics and lived experiences of Christians who are, in one sense or another, using online spiritual communities as liminal digital closets expands our understanding around both this important component of queer theory, theology, and lived religion.

An example of a kind of digital closet uncovered in the present work is that many of these spiritual narratives and frameworks include a common theme of mourning or remembrance. Found solely in all of the inclusivist sites in this study, these communities detail historic and recent tragedies that touch the lives of SGM, including the Pulse nightclub shooting, the UpStairs Lounge arson attack, activists hacked to death in Bangladesh, gay activist David Kato’s “martyrdom” in Uganda, “those executed for sodomy,” and many more.418 Using these spaces for public mourning provides theological context and explanation, encouraging readers to greater “faith, hope and courage.” Before the Pulse nightclub shooting in June 2016, one of the most common themes on these sites was Holocaust Remembrance. Based largely around historiographies and first-person accounts of Nazi persecution of SGM, the sites engaged in remembrance accomplish dual objectives.419 On the one hand, they create a kind of digital sacred space for honoring those seen as part of a larger imagined community and placing them and their immense suffering within a theological framework. This mechanism, described as “remembering the ashes of our martyrs” on Queering the Church, aims to provide some measure

418 Individual instances of SGM people being attacked, killed, or persecuted are so common that Dignity, Equally Blessed, New Ways Ministries alone have over 50 articles spanning fewer than 5 years.
of sense and comfort to such extreme violence. On the other, they offer subjective experience and reinforce cultural in-group identity while providing needed space for processing and theologially framing traumatic events that sometimes also receive significant news coverage (i.e., the Pulse massacre). The ebb and flow of this type of subjectivity seems critical given the constant reminders of past and present threats of violence and persecution. These are perhaps best summarized by Weldon’s reflection on the life and death of Catharina Margaretha Linck, who was executed for the crime of sodomy in present-day Germany in 1721. After summarizing Catharina’s life “living as a man” and soldier and her subsequent conviction and beheading, Weldon ends the memorial with Linck’s purported last words, “But even were I to be done away with, those who are like me would remain.” Closing the article with these words serves to both honor and remember the subject but also to encourage the reader and help them see themselves within a larger historical arc and community.

Other types of remembrances besides those dealing with grief and suffering are addressed on inclusivist sites. Sites like Q Spirit, the Temple of Antinous, TransChristians, and Queering the Church all contain liturgical calendar dates identifying and explaining “significant” LGBTQ dates such as National Coming Out Day, Trans Day of Visibility, and Pride Month alongside queer interpretations of Christian festivals and seasons like Lent, Advent, and Pentecost. Resource pages on Equally Blessed, Quest, and Dignity offer liturgy to promote these interpretations of the liturgical calendar. Overlaying events in the life of SGM communities with
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events in the life of the church is a powerful tool—a “sacred intermediary”—that acts to conceptually unify (or further solidify) the cultural and spiritual worlds of the audience.423

3.2 PRESCRIBING SAINTS AS ROLE MODELS

As outlined in Chapter 1, the most common role of saints is to serve as moral guides and role models by virtue of Catholic teaching and the authority imbued in their writing or lives. Hagiographies and even images of saints said to represent or serve as patrons for SGM Christians specifically take on added meaning through the relationship between the “holy” saint and intended audiences who are too often used to having their morality and worth questioned (including by other Christians).424 The discourses outlined here, however, demonstrate that such instructional “reading” of saintly hagiographies has recently become much more widespread and diverse due to online websites, blogs, and forums. This sanctified diversity, as a result, carries significant theological weight with online audiences and subscribers. While saint narratives have long held up one or more aspects of a saint’s life or conduct as worthy of emulation by the audience, the current narratives assessed in this study greatly expand what performative actions, lives, and desires should be seen as exemplary and thus reproducible. Essentially, this section demonstrates how online actors rhetorically construct arguments and syllogisms that question the relationship between SGM and saints. The conclusion—one might even call it an assumption, in some cases—within most of these narratives is that SGM can emulate saints. It interrogates what this proposition means to the many authors and audiences involved in this type of discussion. As

424 In addition to the discussion in section 1.2, see also Boisvert, Sanctity and Male Desire, 20.
will become clear, what attributes or ideas of saint should be modeled to whom—and whether such a proposition is affirming and constructive or erasing and demeaning to SGM—varies greatly among different online communities.

While exclusivist and semi-exclusivist sites largely maintain the common rhetorical configuration that replicates top-down saint to audience instruction for informing specific desires or actions (e.g., usually sex), the inclusivist authors and groups on many of these sites reverse this pattern. The new language or interpretations they share associate specific holy people and icons with same-sex desire, queer relationships, and gender nonconformity. Such language around these saints takes two different approaches. On one hand, idea modeling among authors and community members uses quotes and ideas from numerous sainted church fathers as models for reifying both specific actions and worldviews. On the other, role modeling occurs when contributors opine about which saints are patrons for SGM Catholics based on specific attributes they imagine the saints to have and wish SGM Catholics would emulate.

There are several saints whom the exclusivist sites Church Militant (CM) and members of the Catholic Answers Forums (CAF) forums reference as role models. To model saints, exclusivist groups deploy specific sayings and ideas of sainted “church fathers,” as well as specific characteristics of saints such as Augustine, Charles Lwanga, Michael (the Archangel), Sebastian, and Therese. The first approach, modeling words and ideas of church fathers for contemporary applications, is exemplified by a pair of Church Militant articles dubbed “ficterviews” with the saints, as well as some of the responses on CAF. Both the text and larger discussions surrounding them make clear which specific aspects of the saints should be emulated by the faithful. For example, the “ficterviews” about “homosexuality” and “the current crisis in the church,” respectively, reference a wide range of ancient church fathers, including Augustine
and Aquinas, whose views on abstinence, repentance, and immorality are put forward for readers to emulate. In the former, the posts’ author describes Saint Augustine in heaven citing natural law to oppose same sex relationships, while Aquinas stands nearby urging the reader to oppose SGM because “correction is a work of mercy.”

This sentiment and call to action is echoed in the latter article as well, in which “the saints” argue that those in Roman Catholic Church who are “perpetuating error and immorality today… ought to [be] rebuke[d] even publicly.”

The community discussion around these two articles clearly indicates that many Church Militant subscribers and other commenters view these saints as prescriptive role models to inform their own community’s perceptions of, and language about, SGM and sexuality. Of the 90 combined comments on these articles, dozens of posts detail ways that readers can “oppose homosexuality,” “respond to homosexuals,” and “confront priests who do not preach about the sin [of homosexuality].” The best way to accomplish this, according to these commenters, is “with the knowledge of the saints” or “like the saints.”

While extensive sub-threads about specific and various techniques for “combating” or responding to “non-believers,” Protestants, “liberals,” and “homosexuals” also make up a significant portion of the comments, the theme of emulating the moralized and combative stances of the saints weaves throughout. This public discussion leaves a clear sense that many of the engaged members within this specific audience view the combative and narrow language attributed to the saints as a setting a worthy framework for their own responses to SGM, their allies, and priests who don’t actively “condemn” SGM.
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This specific representation of saints—that their words are instructive for thought and action—is mirrored more broadly in some of the comments within threads on the Catholic Answers forums. Most notably, the thread “Patron Saint For Those With Same Sex Attraction” includes several arguments for saints’ patronage based on their words and ideas. User “MF2,” for example, writes that others should pray to Saint Teresa of Avila like “MF2” does specifically because of Teresa’s declaration that “Jesus alone suffices (Solo Dios Basta).” Her statement indicates that she is holding Teresa up as a spiritual role model for herself and others because of Teresa’s statements about the sovereign nature of Jesus. Later in the same thread, “Theprodigalsoonreturn” posted that they view their patron saint to be “Saint Thérèse of Lisieux: she wanted to be a saint but realized she was NOTHING like any saint before her. But instead of being discouraged, I told myself: God would never inspire me with desires which cannot be realized.” Another contributor, “prodigal_son,” noted that St. Aelred is appropriate because he “wrote seemingly with some familiarity of the temptation monks often have to become overly attached (including physically) to other monks.” This argument, which is scattered throughout this thread, demonstrates that some of these community members pray to saints regarding “same sex attraction” because those saints’ words and ideas provide inspiration and guidance for their own lives. While these actions are not as clearly defined as in the Church Militant discourse, it does not diminish the similarities in the underlying sentiments.

While exclusivist groups hold up combative, judgment-bringing portrayals of saints as models within their communities, specific saints cited in Catholic Answers and the Courage support group are invoked with a different intent. In these forums, saints are viewed as role models serving as patrons for SGM based on the saints’ perceived virtues, interests, or
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hagiography. As might be expected, the Courage support group invokes a wide range of saints in near-daily emailed prayers of intercession and prayers of petition (from among the more than 1400 members in the group). Most saints in these emails rarely generate larger conversations, having been selected based on upcoming Roman Catholic feast days or the personal preferences or connections that individual supplicants have to a specific saint.

Yet, there are a few patterns in these email digests that are clearly different. Prayers to, and group discussions around, Saints Augustine, Michael (the Archangel), Charles Lwanga, Therese, and Sebastian particularly stand out among the 164 email digests (a total of more than 1,000 individual emails) captured during the time of this study. Members who submit prayers to these saints—or recommend these saints for intercession to others—repeatedly articulate (among other reasons) that they view them as particularly effective intercessors because of their ability to serve as role models for the subject of the intercessory prayer. For example, Saint Augustine is frequently cited in this context (or spurs further discussion during his feast day and accompanying prayers come around each year) because many members believe that, he, like (presumably) their own loved ones, “had a wild life before he found Christ” and so “can guide our own wayward children back to God.” The implication in these messages and prayers is clear; because of Augustine’s earthly past and youth is perceived by these members as having been wild or even immoral, these qualifications make him more “relatable” and thus suitable to try to influence their own “misguided” loved ones.430

Such logic is common throughout the EnCourage support group. Both Saint Michael and Charles Lwanga are perceived as “resister” saints; the archangel Michael for resisting “evil in all
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its forms” and “safeguarding against the wickedness and snares of the devil” and Lwanga for specifically resisting the sexual advances/commands of the (male) “pagan” king. These saints not only “know [SGM’s] pain better than anyone” but are uniquely suited to assist said person in the Litany of Petitions’ call to find “the courage and fortitude they need to resist temptation” which the supplicants imagine that SGM experience. A common theme in these prayers is that the SGM family members’ be consequently inspired by these resister saints to resist “their own urges” or “decisions.” Many prayers and petitions ask to “help,” “guide,” or “return” SGM friends or family members, but they do so by petitioning Michael and Lwanga because they battle “evil” or “vice.” This language conflates negative moral judgment with both sexual acts and SGM lives generally, in part by often reducing SGM to little more than their “decisions” around partnering. Michael is often cited as a role model for strength for the community members themselves, too, as he is envisioned to “stand fast” against the forces of darkness and despair. Comforting and urging one another to “remain strong” and “resolute in your conviction and prayer” is also exceedingly common among these threads, and the saints—Michael in particular—are seen as worthy of emulation in this regard.

Finally, Saints Therese and Sebastian have specific attributes that the EnCourage community references as models. Saint Therese is commonly cited within the support group for her quiet perseverance and patience, while Sebastian is celebrated for his perceived masculine attributes. Prayers to Saint Therese of Lisieux use her words and imagery to beseech God for patience and grace for both the supplicants and their loved ones, that they may “grow into the
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flowers they were meant to be,” or be “chiseled into the beautiful images you intended.” This holds for the person praying as well, that they may find grace whether “we are a splendorous rose, or a white lily or a scented violet or a simple daisy.” The intent in these prayers is that Therese, whom these supplicants clearly associate with “gentle beauty,” may through her intercession transfer those attributes to the SGM subjects of the prayers.

Exclusivist groups’ intercessions from Sebastian, on the other hand, rely on gendered assumptions to convey meaning for readers. One conversation in particular on Catholic Answers Forums captured this sentiment well; Saint Sebastian is an appropriate saint for those in need of “more masculine” role models, since “he must have been a tough guy to survive being tied to a tree and shot through with arrows.” Others argued that Sebastian was a “celibate homosexual,” and that that celibate status “made him a very manly man.” How many men today, one commenter asked, “can live… (gay or straight) without violating God’s commandments?” Sebastian’s iron will and devotion, for this community member, made the saint a worthy intercessor. Still others pointed to Sebastian’s “extraordinary military career” as laudable, and the original author of the post summarized all these observations by noting that, if all these different elements were true, “that would add other level of heroic sainthood.” That such personal elements could all coexist in the context of one individual seemed not only acceptable and logical within this community discussion, but the discussants seemed to conclude that these reasons led Sebastian to be the definitive answer to the question in original post: “Who are the most MANLY SAINTS for men to imitate?” (emphasis in original). This logic contains fascinating parallels to historian John Boswell’s chronicling of “masculine” versus “feminine”

436 “Who are the most MANLY SAINTS for men to imitate?” Catholic Answers Forums, (Nov. 2009), https://forums.catholic.com/t/who-are-the-most-manly-saints-for-men-to-imitate/174906/31
“military saints” such as Sergius and Bacchus. Boswell’s observation that gendered assumptions and readings of paired saints have changed many times over the centuries holds as true for premodern Europe as it does for contemporary websites in this study.\textsuperscript{437} Within the current dialogue, it demonstrates that authors and audience respondents project traits they perceive to be worthy emulation—based on reifying, heteronormative stereotypes about masculinity—onto Sebastian and then hold \textit{that} image up as a role model for themselves.\textsuperscript{438}

The examples above demonstrate the kinds of rhetoric and assumptions that comprise exclusivist narratives around saints. Groups and authors from Church Militant, Catholic Answers Forums, and the EnCourage community group create narratives about saints and saints’ ideas. Specifically, this includes highlighting ideas rebuking one’s enemies and attributes like “resisting sexual evil,” promoting chastity, or reifying culturally conservative models of gender expression. While such narratives are not new within the history of the Roman Catholic Church, the fact that these are now being used to conceptually frame and respond to evolving cultural norms around sexual and gender identity is novel. To respond to audiences’ concerns and fears around SGM, these authors and commenters hold up specific saints as models that empower the community to support heteronormative views and personal attributes.

Several of the semi-exclusivist authors on the site Spiritual Friendship (SF) also identify saints for intercession or emulation based on their specific thoughts and actions. This is stated explicitly by contributor Aaron Taylor, who argues that “same-sex attracted saints… can act as role models for gay Christians.” This kind of emulation is sorely needed, in his view, because

\textsuperscript{437} Boswell, \textit{Same-Sex Unions in Premodern Europe}, 156.  
\textsuperscript{438} This stereotypical gendered interpretation is especially noteworthy because Sebastian is a well-known icon among gay men. Transforming the narrative in this exclusivist space into one that defines and then celebrates heteronormative characteristics like military service, strength and fortitude (against the arrows) and devotion to a cause, and so on, is likely a deliberate attempt at reclaiming this image and its narrative.
“Christians need role models to whom they can relate if they are to successfully pursue holiness, and gay and lesbian Christians are no exception.” Specifically, these saints are all associated with their exhortations for, and demonstrations of, chastity. The SF article “The Cloud of Witnesses” views this perspective as a part of a larger arc of the hagiographic teachings and practices of centuries of Christian saints, describing “the stories of countless men and women who have followed Christ’s call to take up their cross, deny themselves and follow after him. These saints, and especially the ascetics, are my daily reminder of the well-worn path [of chastity] I pursue.” Other contributors within this online community hold up specific saints, including Aelred, John Henry Newman, Crepin and Crepinien, and Joseph for similar reasons. Aelred, “often called the patron saint of friendship” is—rather obviously for a Christian online community about platonic friendship—the most cited example. Contributor Wesley Hill exhorts readers to celebrate Aelred’s feast day to “acknowledge the blessing of friendship in our lives.” To contextualize and drive home this point, he closes with Aelred’s admonition that “it is no small consolation in this life to have someone you can unite with you in an intimate affection and the embrace of a holy love … A man who can shed tears with you in your worries, be happy with you when things go well… where the sweetness of the Spirit flows between you, where you so join yourself and cleave to him that soul mingles with soul and two become one.” The author also argues in a later post that spiritual, committed or “vowed” friendships are “very much in continuity with what St. Aelred [and] John Henry Newman… were all trying to promote.”

441 The very name of the website, Spiritual Friendship, is a reference to Aelred’s On Spiritual Friendship (1166 CE), and the Cistercian English translation and publication of this work in 2010 shortened the title to Aelred of Rievaulx: Spiritual Friendship. (See https://www.cistercianpublications.org/Products/GetSample/CF005P/9780879079703)
The editor of Spiritual Friendship, Ron Belgau, described the words of John Henry Newman as “a fitting way to reflect on what it really means to love God and to love each other.”444 Belgau also movingly references praying to companion saints Crepin and Crepinien and having their suffering (and martyrdom) remind him that, in his isolation, difficulty, and emotional suffering for his chastity, “I was not alone. I was part of the suffering Body of Christ. Crepin and Crepinien were among the many heroes of the faith who had gone before me, and who now composed the great cloud of witnesses who surrounded me and cheered me on to run the race with endurance.”445 Finally, Spiritual Friendship contributor and author Melinda Selmys (on her own blog linked through SF) describes St. Joseph’s attributes as inspiring emulation. “St. Joseph,” she writes, is always “just being there. Steady. Reliable. Considerate. No, more than just steady. Steadying.”446 Her shift from a description of her perception of the saint to an action and attribute that she can model herself make this yet another example in this manner of relating to saints.

Narratives, particularly in the Roman Catholic Church, urging resistance to sexual temptation or chastity versus “unchaste living” are commonplace throughout Christian history since Saints Augustine and Aquinas. However, in contemporary discourse, the heteronormative undercurrents in these injunctions are no longer assured. Rather, the Roman Catholic Church under Pope Benedict adapted many of its older messages and injunctions to now also “highlight the model path” for lesbian or gay laypeople within the church. It is not inconsequential that such arguments often serve as a corollary or introduction to larger and even more problematic

arguments or assertions regarding what these web authors call “the choice of homosexuality,” GID, or “Gender Ideology,” or lead to strawman polemics against a singular “gay lifestyle.”

Courage’s FAQ even states that Courage uses the term “SSA instead of gay or lesbian” because (among other reasons) “it makes [SGM Catholics] more susceptible to embracing the politics of ‘gay’ activism.” Another example of leading polemics can be found in Courage’s member materials. While the public Courage webpage vehemently and explicitly denies promoting the disproven and harmful faux-psychology of “reparative” or conversion therapy, every member who joins the EnCourage support group receives a private document with a “list of Web sites [sic] that contain valuable resources.” The National Association for Research & Therapy of Homosexuality (NARTH), the now-defunct leading proponent of that practice, is listed as the very first resource after Courage itself. Following the link in this document reveals that NARTH is now revitalized and rebranded as The Alliance for Therapeutic Choice and Scientific Integrity, still offering “professional assistance for people experiencing unwanted homosexual attractions.”

These discursive narrative lenses allow parishioners, priests, and church leaders to employ traditional saint veneration to influence perceptions and discourses both with and about those who identify as gay or lesbian, as well as their families.

Many of the narratives modeling chastity on Spiritual Friendship, whether intentionally or not, reflect some Roman Catholic group efforts to identify “appropriate” saints for lesbian and gay Catholics. These approved saints and official interpretations of their hagiographies uniformly promote abstinence for SGM, implicitly and often explicitly aiming to “reconcile…
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ways of being” for those who identify as SGM and Catholic. Much of the narrative framework describes saints as exemplary models of chastity or resisters of “sexual temptation” and is emblematic of traditionalist Roman Catholic web resources and apostolates like Courage. Examples on their sites include references to Maria Goretti, among others, as a “patron saint for same sex attraction... [because] she is a patron for chastity in general.” While one of the overall goals of Spiritual Friendship is to create a safe, thoughtful space for the exploration and affirmation of spiritual ideas around sexuality and chastity, so this group is also being interpreted by certain audiences as reinforcing larger ideologies. When readers conceptually associate SF articles with movements and organizations beyond the immediate intent of their posts, the result can be confrontational or misinterpreted correspondence lumping Spiritual Friendship and its messaging either with “liberal” SGM or “traditional” Catholicism.

The saint most frequently cited by far as a patron for SGM because of his chastity, however, is Thomas Aquinas. These references to Aquinas are not surprising. As described in Chapter 1, Roman Catholic leaders within the United States undertook a program to revive and promulgate the Angelic Warfare Confraternity (AWC), in the early 2000s. The confraternity is based around the concept and emulation of steadfast chastity attributed to the life of St. Thomas Aquinas (as the patron saint of chastity), and was tasked with promoting chastity with its target demographics of youth and SGM Catholics. However, after the pontificate of Pope Francis began in 2013, Courage began to be more actively promoted in the United States as the recognized apostolate ministering to SGM lay Catholics. Accordingly, the Courage and AWC confraternities quietly removed links and references to one another as each highlighted separate
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saints for their respective primary audiences; SGM for the former and young (presumably straight) adults for the latter. However, the underlying messaging and rationale used by AWC for promoting chastity persisted within Courage’s messaging. For example, the first of Courage’s Five Goals is “to live chaste lives in accordance with the Roman Catholic Church’s teaching,” and the organization “sees persons with same-sex attractions first and foremost as men and women created in the image of God, with a vocation to live a chaste and holy life through an ever-deepening union with Christ.” These statements mirror earlier language on AWC (removed over a period of time between 2013 and 2015) that encouraged “all those with sexual sin… to live in chastity as men and women created in the image of God” and live as a “fellowship of men and women bound to one another in love and dedicated to pursuing and promoting chastity together.” Indeed, the very first saint in Courage’s Friendship Novena remains St. Thomas Aquinas because of his chastity. As such, this temporary realignment and emphasis of St. Aquinas as the protector and promoter of sexual purity and sexual morality among SGM individuals represents an important (if somewhat transient) act of utilizing Catholic tradition while creating a new, distinct imagining of the saint to fit the specific needs of the organization and its members.

Finally, the numerous saint narratives highlighted by inclusivist groups encompass several common themes, including both those honored for their ideas and those held up as role models. While individual examples abound across the inclusivist sites in this study, similar role model language appears across different sites for the articles, reflection pieces, and comments

sections for Saints Sebastian, Aelred, Perpetua and Felicity, Ruth and Naomi, Polyeuct, and Joan of Arc. Aelred is cited frequently within inclusivist communities for the promulgation of his words and ideas. While the Spiritual Friendship online community used a literal interpretation of his words, couched in a life sworn to celibacy, readers and authors in inclusivist communities often find more meaning in the spirit of the text. On Q Spirit, American author and ordained Metropolitan Community Church minster Kittredge Cherry best summarizes this view, writing that “Aelred certainly advocated chastity, but his passions are clear in his writing.” Additional examples include Quest listing Aelred as a possible patron saint because he “wrote strongly in favour [sic] of the spiritual value of intense paired friendships… [and] there is nothing in modern intimate relationships that negates their potential spiritual value.” Terence Weldon argues in Queering the Church that “Aelred and his writing do nevertheless have profound importance for modern gay men and lesbian partnerships… [Aelred] described the sacramental value of two people giving themselves to each other… for same-sex emotional and spiritual intimacy in monastic same-sex relationships. In the same way, modern gay or lesbian couples can and should recognize and nurture the spiritual, sacramental value their relationships, whether celibate (as in the monastic ideal), or otherwise.” Elsewhere, Weldon again notes that Aelred “wrote an important book on the spiritual value of [emotionally intimate] relationships.” For his writing, Aelred is listed as a “sacred gay saint” on the Temple of Antinous’ listing of “saints and martyrs,” which recognizes those “who devoted their lives to the defense and promotion of our

458 Terence Weldon, “Some Very Queer Saints and Martyrs” Quest (online, July 29, 2013).
Finally, while not part of this study, it is significant to note that he is also the patron saint of the Episcopal SGM ministry, Integrity. This group has devoted an entire webpage of resources (comprised of sacred images, prayers, hymns, and liturgy) just for “St. Aelred’s Day.”

Sebastian is the most popular saint that follows the role model narrative. As outlined in Chapter 1, Sebastian has long been admired as a saint with particularly striking or appealing features for gay men, but inclusivist arguments for emulation of the saint are also prevalent. For instance, the editors of Quest argued in 2015 that Sebastian might be a good patron saint for their organization because of “his behavior in speaking up and directly challenging the authority that was persecuting him.” Such acts, the post suggests, are in line with Quest’s own and are worthy of highlighting and replicating. Similarly, Terence Weldon’s post in Queering the Church points out that, far from being merely pleasing to look at, Sebastian’s appearance, after his supposed death, to the emperor who had ordered him killed “[represents] all queer people confronting the emperors of the church with the evidence” of the harm their actions cause to SGM and that SGM will not simply go away. Sebastian’s actions, thus, are a “challenge [calling] us to do more than simply mope about our pain… we too, must return to the church, showing them with the evidence of our pain-then negotiate with them a process of reconciliation.” Q Spirit includes a prayer (written by artist Terry O’Connell to accompany performance art of the same name) that asks Sebastian to “strengthen the persecuted” and “protect the persecuted from tyrants and enemies.” This post attracted affirming comments

worth mentioning as well, including one community member who felt that the post and Sebastian are “an eyeopener[sic] for people who use religion as an excuse for hatred. The prayer you’ve mentioned is more relevant today than ever.”\footnote{Kittredge Cherry, “Saint Sebastian: History’s first gay icon?” \textit{Q Spirit}, (Jan. 20, 2018), \url{http://qspirit.net/saint-sebastian-gay-icon/}} Finally, the liturgical calendar for the Temple of Antinous provides a summary of how Sebastian has been interpreted over time, noting that “he was taken up as the model for homosexual suffering and persecution… [beginning] in the nineteenth century.” These examples together create a clear picture of the narrative similarities that point to Sebastian as a model for SGM (especially male) audiences.

Saints, in this line of thinking, can serve a more specific form of modeling as well. Many of these narratives about male saints (and not just the inclusivist ones) serve not just as alternative and reifying forces for sexuality and gender expression generally, but for \textit{masculinity} specifically. The emergence of the gay “clone” in the 1970s, which conjoined stereotypical “beefcake” masculinity with male homosexuality, created a new paradigm for both performativity, queer subjectivity, and genuine stable identity formation. Beefcake sexual identity, by extension, is also at times attached to some of the more muscular images of Sebastian, especially those depicting him in his role as a Roman soldier.\footnote{Downs, \textit{Stand by Me}, 170-1.} \textit{Q Spirit} in particular notes this fascinating trend of contemporary artists creating new images of Sebastian that more closely mirror their own perceptions of what gay men look like. Superimposed images that can be interpreted as both gay men and (the often wounded) Saint Sebastian serve many possible motives, including the desire or observation that SGM may (particularly gay men) model characteristics of Sebastian: his attractiveness, vigor, strength in the face of attack, and so on.
Pairing gender norms and sanctity is, of course, not exclusively tied to masculinity. Many of the sites herein demonstrate similar ethos or interpretations associated with their depictions of female saints breaking gendered stereotypes. Joan of Arc is by far the most common example, appearing (though sometimes as a questionable proxy figure for transgender saints) in Q Spirit, Queering the Church, Dignity, Quest, TransChristians, the Temple of Antinous, and Equally Blessed. These sites all use similarly glowing language to describe Saint Joan of Arc. Many of these authors and commenters agree that Joan, as “one of the most important… of the multitude of queer saints,” gives “transgender people… strength from her example.”

She is “in essence the most courageous of all… a Heroic Martyr Saint”; who embodies a “tough cross-dressing teenage warrior.” As “a queer icon [and] girl-power hero,” Joan of Arc is a saint whom “contemporary LGBTQ people recognize [as] a kindred spirit and role model in her stubborn defiance of gender rules.” This last post, housed on Q Spirit, also has a lively community discussion wherein readers discuss their own knowledge or perceptions of Joan of Arc as inspiring for intersex people, feminism and women’s rights as a whole, and one reader who commented their affirmation of the post with “Yasss St. Joan slays!” Such sentiments for modeling this perceived characteristics of this saint are summed up by the prayer with which Cherry’s article closes. The prayer reads, in part: “in the face of harassment, ridicule, and doubt, you held firm in your faith… I pray that I may be as bold in my beliefs as you, St. Joan.”

While other saints are also highlighted on some of these sites to embody gender fluidity (discussed in section 3.3), none have achieved as much prevalence on inclusive Christian
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sites as Saint Joan of Arc. Yet, these other narratives and imagery also frequently highlight the pairing of gender non-conforming people with sanctity and are explicitly offered as role models for queer, gender non-conforming, and trans-identified Christians.

The presence and popularity of these particular saints echo decades (if not more) of “subversive veneration” in a multitude of both printed prayers and (especially) iconography for “distinctive people” that is only now beginning to be recognized by scholars and historians.468 This process of creating and uncovering specific, queer narratives around specific saints allows them to function more fully, both rhetorically and critically, as role models for SGM. One example is Dennis O’Neill’s chronicling the rise in popularity of new (or in some cases, perhaps resurgent) interpretations what he terms “distinctive” saints.469 O’Neill’s work represents a larger thrust of queer historical exposition (or reclamation) tracing the progression and preservation of subversive saint vernation and representation over time, consciously situated within the larger historical and ecclesiastic frameworks of authors such as John Boswell and religious organizations such as the MCC and independent Catholic denominations.470 This is especially true for Saint Sebastian, whom historians, artists, and filmmakers as divergent as Boswell, Savastano, Oscar Wilde, and Derek Jarman identified as having long been a “distinctive” saint appealing to men attracted to men.471

It is well documented that many Catholics (of all branches) and other venerative Christian traditions experience and relate to saints in specific ways. It is nothing new to observe
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469 Labeling saints seen as queer in some way as “distinctive,” he explains, is an attempt avoid the “irresponsible” application of contemporary labels such as LGBTQ to historic lives and identities.
470 O’Neill specifically and gratefully cites the role that Boswell’s seminal historical work played in the preservation and popularization of several saints, including Polyeuct and Nearchus and Sergius and Bacchus (*Passionate Holiness*, 83-84). See also Byrne, *The Other Catholics*, 2, 240, 278-81.
471 For example, Oscar Wilde used Sebastian as his alias after his release from prison, and Derek Jarman created “Sebastiane” in 1976, now considered an important milestone in LGBTQ cinema.
that “for some people, [saints are] a palpable presence in their lives, guiding them from grace to
grace and intervening when they require pardon.” This section demonstrated that online
authors and communities adapt and incorporate religious activity and cultural dialogue by and
for SGM. While the pages above have highlighted a few of the many saints being offered as role
models for their words, ideas, actions, and attributes, this is not the only manner in which SGM
Christians relate to saints.

3.3 SANCTIFYING EXPERIENCE: QUEERING SAINTS

The final, common narrative strategy identified in this study also deals with the
relationship and perceived power dynamic between saints and SGM. While the role model
narratives described above conceptualize this relationship as being one in which the SGM
faithful strive to be more like saints (in the various manners that is perceived), this formulation
holds SGM and saints on equal terms. That is, this structure subtly but powerfully models and
interprets saints’ lives and images through the queer lens of contemporary SGM experience.
This queering of saints’ narratives celebrates and honors SGM lives and experiences; thus, it can
function to foster integration between religious and sexual identities for SGM. An additional
consequence of this approach is to promote normalization and thereby reduce stigma for SGM,
as well as advance other socio-political goals and experiences.

One common and essential element in communities’ representations of saints is the use
of aesthetic elements. Nearly all these sites use similar, subversive readings of medieval,

classical, or Renaissance imagery of saints rather than contemporary art forms. Site authors and groups that engage in this specific type of representation include Q Spirit, Quest, Queering the Church, New Ways Ministries, Spiritual Friendship, and Temple of Antinous. This conjoining of more historically distant representations of saints with contemporary narratives inscribes the authors’ and audiences’ queer readings with the weight and authority of religious hagiography and/or history. While not all the images that these sites use fall into this category, of course, this strategy is an important rhetorical and representational choice that facilitates the construction of new narratives that speak to contemporary SGM experiences and aspirations. These types of images in particular function as “two way mirrors, allowing a glimpse of past lives and attitudes [while] reflecting back an image of ourselves.” In this way, historic holy imagery serves as “shifting icons of [audiences’] concerns.” In this case, for SGM, they help to create and maintain narratives that shape, explain, or defend aspects of personal and group identity. This important detail is what separates this form from the theological narratives described above; they function to address and shape personal and cultural identity rather than spiritual views. For the sites that use this device, that includes socially progressive, affirming, and inclusive language, the promotion of chastity as a virtue, or the advancement of an integrated sexual and spiritual identity.

The emotive impact of the visual representation of sainthood should not be underestimated. As Savastano points out, and as many artists from the Renaissance onward seem to have known, religious images “have the power to stimulate the creative imagination, arouse the emotions, and inflame [desires],” and their subjects can also be re-created, interpreted,
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and re-imagined. There is also significant historical overlap between religious art and its power to guide performance—namely, that images are used to spur action, devotion, and desire. This process allows, and contemporary ethnography demonstrates, that gay men and other SGM use Catholic imagery and devotional practice both to buttress their interpretations of their Catholic faith and to validate their own perceptions, experiences, and desires.

Stories and images concerning Saint Sebastian in particular have long enthralled audiences, due to readings of their lives or images that reflect contemporary SGM experience or desire. Many of the sites in the current study, as well as other cultural studies, explore the image and idea of Saint Sebastian as an “‘exemplary sufferer.’” Matt, Fetz, and Wien, for example, correlate fascination with Sebastian to the ideas of “Susan Sontag; as multifarious icon of the history of civilization; as saint, who attracts misfortune upon himself in order to avert it from others; as fetish of erotic subcultures; and as vamp and dandy.” Savastano’s interviewees report perceiving various images of saints like Gerard or Sebastian in ways that mirror their own experiences or preferences: as being “in drag,” “a queen,” “effeminate,” or with attractive lips, torso or other physical attributes. Similarly, some male respondents reported an identification with or attraction to Gerard based on his youth, virginal appearance, or suffering.

Figure 15. These screenshots capture just some of the examples in Spirit’s “Saint Sebastian: History’s first gay icon?” discussion of contemporary artistic renderings of Saint Sebastian, mostly as a young, fit Caucasian.478

That many artists and audience members on these websites see images of saints like Sebastian and interpret them in vastly different ways reinforces that there is no inherent, universal substance to the construct or interpretation of masculinity, and that there is no inherent incongruity between holiness and SGM icons. This type of interpretation is hardly limited to

478 Cherry, “Saint Sebastian: History’s first gay icon?” 1. Though artist credits are included in the screen captures, these two columns of screen captures depict (from top to bottom and left to right): Homage To Sebastian; Tony De Carlo; Sebastian and Madonna mit Heiligen II Sodoma, 1525 (Wikimedia Commons); Saint Sebastian No. 1, Oscar Magnan; an image from the film The Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian, Tony O’Connell; Saint Sebastian, Rick Herold; Saint Sebastian and Matt Shepard Juxtaposed, JR Leveroni.
Sebastian. Boswell, for example, identified Sergius and Bacchus as one of the archetypes of same-sex paired saints who were influential in the early and medieval Church. Similarly queer and erotic narratives, depictions, and framing exist for Sergius and Bacchus across Q Spirit, Queering the Church, Quest, and Temple of Antinous as “paired” martyr-soldier saints of the early Church.

The other prime examples that emerge from the inclusivist sites in the study discuss Perpetua and Felicity and Ruth and Naomi. Both sets of saints are “paired” saints in Boswell’s terminology, and are frequently perceived or represented in the more erotic connotations that such a term implies. All of these representations, however, convey the narrative that these women are celebrations of lesbian relationships. Across Q Spirit, Queering the Church, and Dignity, descriptions of and prayers to Perpetua and Felicity note the importance of spiritual and erotic devotion among women. Queering the Church highlights the importance of these paired women in the life of the Church: “their names are familiar to Catholics as one of many same sex couples listed in the Eucharistic Prayer of the Mass… [and] in the ancient rite of adelphopoeisis (literally, “making of brothers”), the liturgical rite once used to bless same-sex unions in Church.”

The site expounds further on their importance for readers by explaining that Felicity’s journal, “the first known document written by a woman in Christian history,” clearly indicates “that whatever the nature of her sexual life, Perpetua’s emotional involvement with Felicity may have been [her most] important” one—a relationship many contemporary readers
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479 Boswell, Same-Sex Unions in Premodern Europe, 145. They are, in fact, so emblematic of same-sex unions that they adorn the cover of the book.
480 Weldon’s reference to the rite of adelphopoeisis here is likely a reference to Boswell’s translation and discussion of early and premodern Christian texts.
on the site would recognize. Dignity echoes this sentiment by including their names in its Litany of the Saints, specifically describing in the prayer how they “bestowed the kiss of peace on each other.” Q Spirit goes even further, declaring them “Patron saints of same-sex couples.” That article functions to tie the saints to contemporary readers’ experiences by sharing and describing some of the many modern-day artistic renderings of them, as illustrated below.

Figure 16. Screen captures from Q Spirit’s “Perpetua and Felicity: Patron saints of same-sex couples” highlight some of the diverse ways Perpetua and Felicity are represented in contemporary artistic narratives in queer, paired sainthood. Note the inverse representation of the racial/ethnic diversity of these subjects compared to Sebastian above.\textsuperscript{483}

\textsuperscript{483} Kittredge Cherry, “Perpetua and Felicity: Patron saints of same-sex couples,” \textit{Q Spirit}, (March 7, 2018), http://qspirit.net/perpetua-felicity-same-sex-couples/. Though all artists are cited in the images, these two columns of screen captures depict (from top to bottom and left to right): Sts. Perpetua and Felicity, Robert Lentz; Perpetua and Felicitas, Katy Miles-Wallace; Perpetua and Felicity, Angela Yarber; Felicity and Perpetua: Patrons of Same-Sex Couples, Maria Cristina; Patrons of Women’s Rights, Shoushan; Saint Perpetua and Saint Felicity Religious Medal, unattributed; Felicity and Perpetua, Jim Ru.
It should be noted that the motivations and inspirations that draw artists and devotees to particular images of saints can vary greatly. Some devotees report that the extrapolations of hagiography describes above are secondary to the actual, physical images of these saints, as they are “ready visual source(s) for an imagination sensitive to the issues of sexual orientation.” Yet, this too reinforces this study’s finding that saints are being utilized to help express and destigmatize SGM experiences and desires. After all, popular contemporary saint veneration sometimes has “little to do with the accuracy of people’s memories [or official hagiographies] but involve a complex process of creation/recreation of narratives that have variously complex relationships to historical facts… [or] hagiographic activity.”

Works like those of Latina artist Alma Lopez’s *Queer Santas: Holy Violence* (which is highlighted on Q Spirit) play with gendered characteristics of religious icons to specifically investigate the intersection of faith, institutional religion, and visual representation. By offering new representations of saints usually depicted as feminine, Lopez invites viewers to reconsider the interplay of religion, beauty and gender identity. This gender play is at work in each of the icons in the show: St. Lucia, St. Wilgefortis, and St. Liberata. In an interview Lopez gave for the exhibit, she specifically articulated that she was attracted to these saints because their stories have a common theme: each one tried to step out of the expected role for a woman of her time and, as a result, became the victim of horrifying violence.

“Crossdressing” or genderqueer saints are also recognized in many of the online communities, particularly TransChristians, Q Spirit, Quest, and Queering the Church, where they express similar interpretations of the gendered hagiography described above. Ephilei notes that
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484 Savastano, “Changing Gerard’s Clothes” 186.
the contemporary significance of Wilgefortis being “transformed” in a way reminiscent of contemporary gender transitioning.487 Quest, meanwhile, notes that “people treasure [Wilgefortis] as a patron of trans or intersex people. She is also known by a range of other names, including Uncumber, and in Spanish “Liberada”: the liberated. Under that name, she is regarded as a patron for liberation from male domination. I like to think of her as a possible patron for liberation from all manner of sexual or gender stereotypes and enforced roles.”488

Interestingly, this saint also appears on the cover of the 2017 book *The Bloomsbury Reader in Religion, Sexuality and Gender*. The authors explain this symbolism as offering “a compelling example of how religion and sexuality intersect. It reveals, first, how sexuality regularly infuses religious devotion and identification…. [and] indicates that holiness or sacredness may itself be ‘queer.’ Here we take queer not as an identity (something that Wilgefortis has), but rather as a description of how her story unsettles normative binaries, such as male/female and human/divine.” Moreover, these sites identify many “crossdressing saints” in the early church.489 So, while genuine religious devotion and intrinsic spiritual motivation cannot be downplayed as a possible motivator on these sites, the desire to connect contemporary subjectivity as well as gender expression with these ancient Christian symbols and stories are clearly motivators in these hagiographic interpretations. Indeed, they may well be a combination and integration of queer cultural experience and subjectivity with spiritual and gender identity formation.490

490 Boisvert, *Sanctity and Male Desire*, 12 (for example).
Finally, many visual works witnessed and catalogued throughout this study suggest that there is a growing market for hagiographic icons specifically designed for queer consumption. The sheer number of online stores and artists’ sites indicates a substantial niche demand for images that honor or celebrate SGM experiences and relationships. Such sustainability is indicative of the aesthetic and persuasive power of the subject matter. These types of images, reproduced in settings that range from a classical high Latin Church or Byzantine style to contemporary, can depict anything from martyrs and saints posing together benignly or highly suggestively, saints thought to be in drag or effeminate, to more contemporary gay advocates or figures depicted in stylized, saintly contexts. For example, one might encounter contemporary (deceased) gay rights advocates “canonized” with a recognizable gold halo, Greek or Latin labeling, and holding symbols or items representative of their lives, such as can be seen in “Harvey Milk of San Francisco” or the many sites seeking the canonization of Mychal Judge, the New York City Fire Department chaplain designated as Victim 001 in the aftermath of September 11, 2001.491 If one wants a more biblical or “ancient” representation, one can choose from a wide variety of classically styled images or pairing, such as Jonathan and David (from the Hebrew books of Samuel) or early Christian martyrs Sts. Polyeuct and Nearchus, for example.492 Here, too, images range from mildly suggestive to explicit, and the artists range from laypeople and spiritualists to professionals and priests. Robert Lentz is particularly well-known in this regard; his progressive saints and icons are featured heavily on many of these sites, including Queering the Church, Quest, Q Spirit, Dignity, Spiritual Friendship, the Temple of Antinous, and New Ways Ministries. His works can also be seen in the background of other academic studies, including Byrne’s Other Catholics and Jim Downs’ Stand by Me. Many of his works have even

492 Ibid.
been collected in the 40 icons set *Christ in the Margins*.\textsuperscript{493} While not a central focus of this study, several sites included in this study link to both information and digital store fronts for the artists who create queer saint images, as well as donation icons for the parent site.\textsuperscript{494} The presence and ubiquity of these subversive icons reinforce the persuasive or aesthetic power and popularity clearly being derived from viewing SGM experiences thorough the subversive lenses of the saints outlined above.

### 3.3.1 Experiencing Place and History

One specific result of queering narratives and lives of saints described above is that it places narratives of queer history within church history. This placement is highly relevant for the current study because it demonstrates that queer saint narratives correlate with sexual and gender identities \textit{and} religious identities. A quote on one inclusivist site (though misattributed) correctly notes, “The most effective way to destroy a people is to deny and obliterate their own understanding of their history.” The inclusivist and semi-exclusivist sites above clearly function rhetorically to reclaim or reconstruct obscured queer components of their religious past. Such narratives are not new, in fact, and have been recognized as critical narratives lenses by SGM activists for decades. For example, “efforts to create a ‘usable past’ and trace the existence of gay people throughout history, a number of gay writers [in the 1970s] have described the burning alive of many gay people during the Salem Witch Trials… as well as used the Nazi Holocaust… to describe gay oppression,” and suffering.\textsuperscript{495} However, the current finding that saints’ hagiographies are being adapted for use (re)claiming saints as narrative devices represents a novel and important evolution or expansion of the aforementioned social mechanism for

\textsuperscript{494} This is relevant because it is possible that click-through revenue could be generated from these links.
\textsuperscript{495} Downs, *Stand by Me*, 212.
cultural—and perhaps ecclesiastic—hegemonic resistance. This sentiment is expressed by Kittredge Cherry directly when she argues that “churches have tried to control people by burying queer history. The LGBTQ saints show us not only THEIR place in history, but also OUR place—because we are all saints… Our history is our power. Remembering it and passing it on is a sacred responsibility that shapes the future.”

While this section demonstrates that saint narratives function to bolster the navigation or integration of religious and sexual identities, the larger conceptual framework foregrounding how images influence perceptions and help construct social and personal realities is well established. Many writings on God imagery, Marian imagery, and Catholic devotionalism in the past several decades have detailed the effects that gendered images can have on establishing and reifying a range of perceptions, from gender norms and sexual ethics to personal identity and social roles. The act of naming and claiming saints through art or descriptions of queerness and desire is a key component of what is termed the “social construction” of sainthood. While reminiscent of Weber’s classic sociological argument that hero myths are necessary narrative elements within societies, in this online process perceptions of saints are serving as ciphers that bolster communities’ aspirations, desires, and values. In this model, saints-as-signifiers could easily (perhaps necessarily) arise informally, and that their stories/hagiographies are shaped and refined according to particular social needs. For example, God imagery more generally is well documented to function as a key social mechanism for reproducing and maintaining “gender

496 Cherry, “Why we need LGBTQ saints,” 1.
498 Jean and John Comaroff, Ethnography and the Historical Imagination, 101-105.
norms and gendered images of God.” 499 Other research demonstrates the growing diversity among these images across Abrahamic faiths and the dynamic, changing nature of this mechanism and its interpretations (as demonstrated in sections 3.1 and 3.2, for instance). Both the sustaining and challenging of this normative mechanism seem to occur in religious organizations and individual households, with “social trends such as gender and family change… providing opportunities for previously subordinated viewpoints and scriptural interpretations to gain some legitimacy.” 500

In addition to impacting perceptions of gender and sexuality, religious imagery is also shown to impact identity formation to such a large extent that it can predict individuals’ social perceptions on a large number of social issues. The ways that one views the gendered characteristics of God creates or maintains a larger social schema that is associated with how one thinks about issues like abortion, criminal punishment, the environment, and women’s roles (if any) in the paid labor force, for example. Regarding other areas of religious imagery—such as saints—social scientists and qualitative researchers have detailed the numerous effects that imagery can have on multiple facets of personal development, ranging from self-esteem, self-control, and personality (especially nurturing versus authoritative personality traits), to social and political ideology and attitudes and ontological assumptions toward forgiveness and moral and economic social issues. 501 More specifically, Donald Boisvert utilizes historical scholarship and ethnographic research with critical theory to offer specific, affirming examples of saints’ art and hagiographies and their possible applications for SGM Christians. His work provides additional qualitative evidence that positive saint imagery and narratives for SGM can result in greater

500 Ibid.
positive impacts in such individuals’ worldviews and self-actualizations. Such images can help instigate changes in one’s perceptions and beliefs, as well as reflect and reinforce existing views and social schemas. Altogether, the findings here validate the larger argument that identity formation is a key mechanism concomitant with forms of religious imagery and narratives, like those here around saints, among SGM Christians.

A specific example of socio-religious identity formation and reification can be seen in the language of exclusivist and politically conservative groups like the Church Militant. As has been described throughout this chapter, CM uses imagery and narratives of saints to create and maintain gendered and heteronormative social narratives. However, the reifying rhetorical process of using saints as signifiers also clearly serves as an important component of their views of their religious organization and socio-political identity. Accordingly, using saints to rhetorically perform an online version of “gay-bashing” or other derogatory or hate-speech posturing becomes an activity closely conceptually tied to their experience of their faith. The massive amount of similar comments on Church Militant and Catholic Answers Forums supports this possibility. Between these two sites alone, hundreds of different user comments express views about SGM being “in defiant rebellion against God,” or “in need of the wisdom of our Mother and the saints.” Such comments dovetail with other facets of modern American history that describe how some conservative Catholic leaders and laypeople came to perceive other worldviews or socio-political paradigms as subversive, and came to view homosexuality as both a political “threat to America” and an existential “threat to Catholicism” (and Christianity in

In many ways the perception of existential threat epitomizes the exclusivist fears outlined on sites like Church Militant and within the strawman polemics promulgated on several Catholic Answers Forums threads.505

There are a number of ways that queer religious subjectivity and identity maintenance can function, including through subversive interpretations of saints. As this work highlights, these narratives are less visible but pervasive and durable; queer images and interpretations for saints have been tacitly recognized periodically by the upper echelons of Roman Catholic leadership itself.506 Official periodic “cleaning up” of Catholic art is motivated by a tacit fear of saints’ lives and images being read or venerated in ways that may be interpreted as counter to orthodox Roman Catholic teaching. These queer readings of saints’ images and lives are documented both through the past research described above and by the inclusivist sites described in Chapter 2.507 Narratives that speak directly to SGM experiences are, of course, reciprocal but also reversed relationships between the perception of the saint and the attitude of the layperson. That is, historically it is the “typical and proper [order for] saints [to] instruct Catholic communities how to live,” not (in a posthumous sense) the other way around.508 By perceiving a saint’s sexuality or gendered characteristics as similar to one’s own, viewers may gain from traditional Catholic saints a sense of belonging within a larger imagined community that spans, like a conduit, back in time through their religious tradition.

504 “Saint Nero,” 1. See also Petro, After the Wrath of God, 99-121, for example.
506 McDannell, Material Christianity, 174-8
507 See the previous discussions of the historical and anthropological research being done in this area, including Savastano, Liepa, Schippert, O’Neill, Jordan, and others.
508 Jordan, Silence of Sodom, 3.
Many of the narratives and assertions made by these groups online indicate that they think of themselves collectively as a unique community. The actualization of “imagined religious communities” is a fascinating possibility that would explain this language. Sociologist Todd Fuist notes that “there is no single model for understanding and performing the connections between LGBT and religious identities,” and that different cultural and religious contexts provide different resources for identity performance(s).\textsuperscript{509} However, the most important element that contributes to identity performance and formation, according to Fuist’s research, is “the promotion of queer theologies that sacralize LGBT religious identities.” Such resources can serve to integrate components of LGBT and religious identities that appear disparate to the individual, while serving to reinforce a unified identity among those who already see no contradiction. Stories, prayers, and images of queer saints are a prime example of “powerful narratives that draw connections between faith and sexuality” and “queer theology as a resource in identity construction.”\textsuperscript{510} While the dissertation’s methodology limits the degree to which one can ascertain with certainty the durable effects of these subjectivities and identity narratives on identities or perceptions (e.g., “queering” audiences’ perceptions), Fuist’s findings provide strong indirect support indicating that such effects from saint narratives are possible.

The possibility of religious imagined communities is also a plausible explanatory lens for the sites and communities examined here because of the similarities they intrinsically share with Benedict Anderson’s classic definition of an “imagined community.” Both typologies recognize the importance of the imagined and limited (and limiting) aspects of their communities. The initial conception of imagined communities, for Anderson, came about because of the advent of


\textsuperscript{510} Ibid, 782.
print culture and the dissemination that mass print communication allowed; this echoes the current proliferation and democratization of online communication and narrative development. In both classic and online instances, then, communities are “imagined because the members… will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion.”\textsuperscript{511} In other words, there are members of the group beyond the perception and knowledge of the individual, facilitated by written and perpetuated narrative. Many religious communities—including contemporary Catholic communities—lend themselves readily to the mentality that they belong to a larger, unseen group. Throughout the language in comments and articles collected for the current study, talk of assumed communities (“we,” “our LGBT brothers and sisters,” “the faithful,” “come back to our fold,” and so on) shows that these assumptions hold true for these communities. Such assumptions about belonging to a larger, imagined religious community reflect the belief that Catholicism is a faith applicable to and accessible for all people. Such is the case with all the inclusivist sites in this study, as well as Spiritual Friendship, all of which cross national and ecumenical boundaries. None specifically limit or delineate between Roman Catholic and non-Catholic in granting site access or even contributor status (in the case of Spiritual Friendship). All these sites also receive the majority of their viewership from the United States but appreciate and facilitate non-American audiences as well.\textsuperscript{512} Imagined religious communities are a highly

\textsuperscript{512} This acceptance of multicultural and multinational audiences is demonstrated, for example, by the fact that Q Spirit is replicated in Spanish for its sizable Latin American audience, or that Britain-based Queering the Church recruits the vast majority of its audience from America.
plausible outlook for members of a religious worldview that already relates the communion of saints to the religious community in meaningful ways.513

One particularly apt example that supports the observation that saints help create and maintain a sense of imagined religious community can be seen in the near-daily correspondence among the EnCourage support group. Their members, and especially the moderators, work to encourage and lift each other up. They frequently discuss and often lament their loved ones—most frequently their children’s—SGM identity (which they usually refer to as SSA or GID). Members and moderators will frequently celebrate small victories other members report, from a good visit with an estranged child or a successful phone call, to larger issues like talking about Jesus, Mary, a patron saint, or “God’s plan” for them. These successes (whether perceived or real) are seen as victories for not only the support group, but “for the Church,” “for our faith” or “for our heavenly Father” or Mary.514 Likewise, when they share personal incidents that did not go well, such as meeting a new partner, a phone call that ended acrimoniously, a “failed” attempt to dissuade the loved one from “their lifestyle,” or even just generally “feeling sad,” multiple members within the group will offer support and encouragement, including by reminding the original commenter that they are in similar situations together, and that “their shared faith” and “the communion of saints” surrounding their community will “powerfully” support them all.515

The power is attributed not only to God or Mary, but also to the larger community of the faithful that the group members perceive to be spiritually supporting their struggle. In doing so, they also reinforce their shared identity, supported by the saints.

514 EnCourage group email correspondence, Jan.-Sept. 2018.
515 Ibid.
3.3.2 Camp: At the Intersection of Catholic and Queer

One final element present in queer cultural discourse that has also made its way into the religious affectation and imagery of saints is camp. Scholars generally agree that camp as an aesthetic is notoriously fluid and adaptable, which makes it relatively easy to spot but difficult to define. In fact, even the earliest definition of camp declared that “to talk about camp… is to betray it.”\(^{516}\) Yet, incorporating camp into discussions of saints is a powerful representational gesture that ties a quintessentially SGM cultural component to religious expression. As such, this fascinating confluence deserves recognition and analysis within this section on ways SGM create parallels among themselves, their lives, and their experiences and those of saints. Saints’ narratives and the larger religious discourse and artifice that often surround them mesh well with camp; it contains an “underlying seriousness” that lends itself to religions’ often-serious concerns generally, and (what some have called) the heavily ritualized emotive feeling of Christianity generally and Roman and Eastern Orthodox Catholicism, especially.\(^{517}\) Indeed, considering camp in a Roman Catholic or saintly context raises interesting and useful observations for understanding specific relationships between religion and sexual culture. Such religious camp is not “making fun of it [but] making fun out of it” to express what is sometimes deathly serious in terms that are also lighter and more elegant.\(^{518}\)

In order to assess the presence of any camp in the sites in this study, it much be contextualized around what exactly camp can be. While Mark Jordan declared that “camp escapes exact definition” and is “often contested,” in its most general sense, camp relates to
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beauty in a metonymic sense.\textsuperscript{519} This particular perspective on or approach to beauty and presentation emphasizes or alternates among elements of artifice, frivolity, naïve middle-class pretentiousness, and shocking excess.\textsuperscript{520} Beyond mere adjectives, some forms of camp often involve common themes: incongruity and juxtaposition, theatricality, and humor, for example. Within a religious backdrop, this translates as explorations of the sacred versus the profane, appearance or presentation versus meaning (either in objects or actions/rituals), and creating or defining a system that allows laughing instead of crying.\textsuperscript{521} Finally, camp can also function to juxtapose an outmoded past with contemporary issues, aesthetics, or values. As opposed to kitsch, which “is indelibly sincere,” camp \textit{re-appropriates} culture in an ironic and witty fashion.\textsuperscript{522} Altogether, camp engages in a redefinition of cultural meaning, allowing for new cultural narratives and the co-opting of existing ones through its accessible and at times lighthearted mechanism of serious cultural criticism, reflection, and resistance.

It is understood that camp can be employed by anyone, regardless of gender or sexuality, who is interested in resisting the hegemony of prescribed gender roles with the dual purpose of personal liberation and social criticism.\textsuperscript{523} Several key examples emerge from exploring the roles that religious camp play in relation to SGM lived religion. The first is in relation to viewing Judy Garland as a saint, which was discussed in section 1.2.3. While noting (again) that this example is not emblematic of all gay men pre-Stonewall, the fact remains that some scholars read “the particular emotional stylization of ‘saint’ Judy and her music [as] containing important resources for older gay men to ‘make sense’ of their emotional lives, by providing a historical

\textsuperscript{519} Halperin, \textit{How to be Gay}, 135.
\textsuperscript{520} Sontag, “Notes on Camp,” 518-21.
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and cultural context in which to consider them. In this sense, camp provides not only a sense of history, a sense of irony, but also a tool for survival.\textsuperscript{524} More broadly, this particular use of camp is a necessary component of “the (vanishing) gay worship of movie stars and popular singers” as well.\textsuperscript{525}

A second, more cogent example comes from the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence. This activist and social service group engages the “serious parody” of camp by adopting the (exaggerated) appearance, titles, and organizational structures of Roman Catholic nuns and nunneries to “critique and reclaim cultural traditions in the interest of supporting the lives and political objectives of marginalized groups,” particularly SGM.\textsuperscript{526} Melissa Wilcox’s detailed ethnography describes the Sisters as “combining the familiar tropes of drag queen and female religious renunciant” to produce an image and a role that is part political protest, part community service, and (unintentionally) part reification of existing power structures. Like any performance, Wilcox observes that campy, serious parody as a strategy can “challenge or reinscribe existing relationships of power, and often does both at once… as is the case with queer communities and the Roman Catholic Church.” In these ways, the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence function as a form of “religious camp” that simultaneously pokes fun at and echoes the very real religious teaching among some Catholic and mainline Protestant groups that all people are called to be saints.\textsuperscript{527}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{Contreras, \textit{Unrequited Love}, 86.}
\footnote{Jordan quotes Daniel Harris for this definition; \textit{Silence of Sodom}, 182.}
\footnote{Melissa Wilcox, \textit{Queer Nuns}, 22.}
\footnote{Ibid, 180.}
\end{footnotes}
Within this context, it seems clear that one way to interpret the Temple of Antinous is as religious camp.\textsuperscript{528} As described throughout this study, the liturgical calendar, shrines, views on theology and homotheosis (“the blessed state in which Gay Man and Antinous are undifferentiated”) and its saints and pantheon all have an air of grandiose, stylized seriousness.\textsuperscript{529} Dramatic or hyperbolic language can be read within the contexts or effects of theatricality, emotive expression, and mock-seriousness outlined above. This particular reading is reinforced by (for example) the site’s declarations that “Antinous is our God, the sacred being who dwells within all homosexuals. For us and for our salvation He has conquered the princes of death. Antinous has confounded the Keepers of the Natural Law by the mere gesture of a seductive pose, and with a turned profile He has destroyed the Moral Order forever, without saying a word.”\textsuperscript{530} The design of the website and blog can reinforce this interpretation too. Juxtaposing Greco-Roman and neoclassical icons and imagery with a 1990s-esque striking black background and neon pink labels, the site intentionally harks back to “a forgotten past” that is both centuries old (the icons and images) and old by internet standards. This is highly indicative of the role that camp can play to re-appropriate and “intermingle categories of ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture.” At the same time, it also works as camp through the nostalgic, usually ironic use of objects associated with power (in this case either Greco-Roman taste or the trappings of the Roman Catholic Church… or both) that are now in decline.\textsuperscript{531}

This reading of the Temple of Antinous adds a deeper layer of meaning to its array of saints comprised of historic and contemporary SGM and their allies. Viewing this site, at least in

\textsuperscript{528} Jordan uses the phrase “clerical camp” in a similar manner, referencing specifically the acts, aesthetics, and mannerism of those who officiate Mass; \textit{Silence of Sodom}, 181-3.
\textsuperscript{529} “Homotheosis,” \textit{Temple of Antinous}, (accessed June 11, 2018), \url{http://www.antinopolis.org/religion/homotheosis.htm}
\textsuperscript{530} “The Sacred Barque of Millions of Years,” \textit{Temple of Antinous}, (accessed June 12, 2018), \url{http://www.antinopolis.org/religion/barque.htm}
\textsuperscript{531} Ross, \textit{No Respect}, 136.
part, as an expression or incorporation of camp (while not detracting from or creating judgment towards the tenets of the faith itself) serve an important role. Namely, it allows saints—like the other narratives of saints described in this section—to serve as a cultural bridge connecting experiences and sensibilities of some SGM with religious concerns, themes, and imagery.
Figure 17. These screen captures are emblematic of the stylization and language used on the site’s expansive pages, including the liturgical calendar, apologetics, and blog entries about their saints.
This interpretation of the material on the Temple of Antinous site is, of course, not its only possible reading, and assessing it through this lens is not meant to devalue, limit, or degrade other motivations, identities, or spirituality that the site conveys. After all, interest in the figure and symbology of Antinous is objectively at least as old as the Victorian era, and Antinous is well-documented as a powerful historical symbol of male desire. Yet, the sites’ authors themselves note that the faith and website are “open to any and all interpretation.” Exploring this particular paradigm does afford fascinating possibilities, however, including the fact that analyzing camp can reveal the ways in which resistance transforms discussions of controversial topics, like faith and sexuality, and reifies or disrupts traditional power relations and expectations. Specifically, “camp can contribute to various readings, including political ones, when minorities appropriate and ridicule the images of a dominant group… [and] attempt to undermine the credibility of… preconceptions.” The Temple of Antinous, with its language and descriptions that are highly reminiscent of Catholic rituals, shrines, and saints, can be seen as creating parallels or references to Christianity and Catholicism specifically. After all, camp as whole has “striking similarities to Catholic clerical culture,” and this site is no exception. While there is an intrinsic relationship between oppression and camp, such affect can also lead through camp to “a style of resistance and self-protection, a way of identifying with other queer people across invisibility.” Highlighting these older hierarchies and institutions that reify systems of belief and socio-cultural control in ways that poke fun and highlight new thinking
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about what it might mean to be SGM and spiritual is, by all definitions, quintessentially and subversively camp.

3.4 OTHER MOTIVATIONS

While the previous sections each provide powerful evidence for their claims demonstrating novel elements of spirituality, role modeling, and queer application and interpretation of saints, post-structuralist reading of these sources suggests additional possibilities. These possible readings within the communities in this study do not fall within any of the major delineations outlined above but are still important and potentially powerful considerations. Specifically, it is important to closely assess the roles that political and cultural identities and motivations may play in the creation and dissemination of these texts and narratives, as well as the influence that authority and tradition may wield for and against these communities. After all, ostensibly political goals or actions routinely interact with religious motivations and rituals; the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence described in section 3.3 are an excellent example. While less observable, such intersectionality and the relationships between different components of actors’ identities or experiences may well lead to the intermingling of social or political action and religious subjectivity and identity.

3.4.1 Political and Cultural

It is plausible that community members and authors in these blogs, forums, and groups contain overlap among their religious, cultural, and political views and incorporate political or larger cultural goals into these narratives. Several of the inclusivist sites mention their “role” in
expanding and preserving “gay culture” or communicating “with members of the LGBT community” in addition to underrepresented, queer religious communities.\textsuperscript{537} After all, each of the sites in this study notes at some point the importance of a religious or cultural past impacting the present. Yet, within that past, power structures most opposed to SGM liberation in western societies developed from religious (then medical, then political) circles of power. SGM authors and audiences may well use these narratives to define and support identities and experiences in their own language and on their own terms that disarm (or at least counter) ways that these existing structures work to oppress.

This response, at once both rhetorical and political, seems all the more plausible given historical antecedents. Religion has always been inextricably (if variously) connected with, and responsible for reproducing, forms of hegemony, power relations, and cultural capital. Early SGM activism that combined religious and political goals includes the Gay Socialist Action Project of the 1970s and various components of the (largely Protestant) homophile movement of the 1950s and 60s.\textsuperscript{538} For SGM communities, this has been equally true among the many types of Catholic churches and Protestant denominations in the United States. In fact, the first openly “gay church” in America was not the MCC, but Catholic—the Eucharistic Catholic Church was founded as an independent Catholic Church in Atlanta in 1946.\textsuperscript{539} Yet for many the defining intersection between SGM and the Catholic Church in America remains the Roman Catholic Church’s outspoken role opposing SGM members and citizens and thwarting prevention and care efforts for people at risk for or living with HIV during the AIDS crisis of the late 1980s through the 1990s. In this and many other instances of public policy, religion and politics are inextricably linked.

\textsuperscript{537} Downs, \textit{Stand by Me}, 89-92 (emphasis added). Cherry, “About,” 1.

\textsuperscript{538} Downs, \textit{Stand by Me}, 95. White, \textit{Reforming Sodom} 59-62.

\textsuperscript{539} Downs, \textit{Stand by Me}, 42.
One aspect that is clear from the many sources discussed here is that symbolic and social boundaries are frequently intermingling. The interplay between symbolism and social constructs (such as gender performativity, for example) that reimagined saints represent is reminiscent of Bourdieu’s foundational observation that “symbolic traditions are [not] merely screens for ideological and political positions, but rather are integral to political positions in shaping discourse and framing religious thinking... and identity formation.”\textsuperscript{540} As such, the creation of the inclusivist narratives assessed here suggest that one goal for the creation of some saint narratives is to access to the symbolic power saints historically represent, especially in Catholic traditions. According to Bourdieu’s theory on social formation, accessing the social and structural power of a shared system of symbolism (such as saints) allows an author to either reproduce and reify or disrupt the social structures (like sexuality) with which the saint(s) is symbolically associated.

The current chapter offers examples of how authors and communities are using the symbolic power of saints to reinforce or disrupt social narratives and power structures along the dialectic positions of exclusivist and inclusivist groups. The former, including the Church Militant, EnCourage, and many of the Catholic Answers Forum topics, articulates a desire to reinforce and “restore” “wholesome” sexual mores as a political and cultural goal.\textsuperscript{541} Similarly, the “ficterviews” with the saints are clearly at least in part symbolic gestures that use the authority of religious symbolism to reify exclusivist views of sexual and gender identity. An additional example of this motivation can be read in the “Saint Nero” thread from CAF. In the highly politicized, polemical discussion, numerous community members riff on the perceived similarities between the imagined sexual mores of the ancient Roman Emperor Nero, describing


\textsuperscript{541} EnCourage daily email and nighty conference call prayers, 2018.
him sarcastically as the epitome or emblematic “saint” for strawman caricatures of SGM. Examples linking Nero as a “saint” to highly politicized claims include that the “rainbow flag” is “the sign of the beast,” that the “persecution” of conservative members of the wedding industry in the United States are foretold in the New Testament book of Revelation, and that Nero was the biblical “beast” for Rome, just as same-sex marriage is the “contemporary mark of the beast.”  

Such statements demonstrate clear conflation and intentional intermingling of political and religious motivations and worldviews. Through utilizing the rhetorical power of linking an SGM patron saint to a figure they perceive to be a debauched villain of history, these community members seek to denigrate contemporary SGM communities.

On the other hand, inclusivist sites may well function similarly (though with opposite intentions). Cultural anthropologist and theorist Gayle Rubin’s (1949— ) metaphor of the “charmed circle” is an appropriate touchstone in this instance. Rubin famously theorized that heteronormative sexual ethos creates, and resides inside of, a charmed circle that delineates which acts and desires are socially acceptable and which (non-heteronormative) ones are not. This circle can, according to the theory, be expanded by additional narratives and social foci that shift acceptable cultural/moral standards. The inclusivist narratives described here, in all of the other analytical categories in this chapter, can potentially function to shift that perception. They can expand the circle for SGM Christians by using images and stories of queer, distinctive, or paired saints to normalize contemporary SGM relationships. Dignity, New Ways Ministries, Equally Blessed, and Quest express this desire explicitly, and all operate some measure of social

---

542 See commenters K_K, ialsop, and triumphguy, respectively, on “Saint Nero,” throughout.
543 Burke Christians Under Covers, 9.
or political advocacy, as outlined in section 2.2.3. Q Spirit author Kittredge Cherry even admits in her blog that “phrases like ‘queer saint’ make a nice shorthand for news headlines.”

A second, powerful example can be interpreted around the celebration of SGM and allied lives. As described above, the remembrance of victims (e.g., martyrs) and the violence experienced in SGM lives, the elevation of political activists like Harvey Milk, and the recognition of SGM allies as saints have clear ramifications for how SGM people and allies operate and navigate their larger realities. Some authors and groups, like Ephilei on TransChristians.com or New Ways Ministries, write explicitly that this is their motivation, while audiences explicitly cite this as a factor in other posts’ comments (including on Queering the Church and Q Spirit). Still other authors and communities leave this reading to subtext, like the Temple of Antinous.

The most common saint narrative specifically promoted as a form of SGM political remembrance relates to the possible canonization of Father Mychal Judge. Judge was the chaplain for the New York City Fire Department and was killed during the collapse of the Twin Towers on September 11, 2001; he was last seen alive praying in the main lobby of one of the towers. Judge was designated Victim 001 in the aftermath, and the image of Judge’s body being carried from smoldering ruins became one of the indelible images of that tragic, historic moment (it was later dubbed a modern Pieta by the New York Times and others). While his sacrifice and life took on a near mythic status in the months and years thereafter, it was also during this time that the public came to learn that Father Judge was also gay. This confluence of sexual identity, religious affiliation, and national attention has allowed Judge to occupy a singular

544 Cherry, “Why we need LGBTQ Saints”
position in SGM Catholic discourse.\textsuperscript{546} His life and death was even made into the 2006 film \textit{The Saint of 9/11}, narrated by Sir Ian McKellen.\textsuperscript{547}

Figure 18. While not directly a part of this study, \url{http://Saintmychaljudge.blogspot.com} is an excellent example of one of several sites that seek to operate as a repository of stories, prayers, images and testimonials about Mychal Judge. It is cited by several of the inclusivist sites in this dissertation.

Nearly every group in this study has had some position on the possible canonization of Mychal Judge.\textsuperscript{548} Exclusivist groups like EnCourage or CAF minimize or decry narratives of


\textsuperscript{547} This film is freely available for viewing at \url{http://saintof9-11.com/}
Mychal’s life as a celibate gay man as “propaganda,” respectively, while inclusivist online communities and organizations like Dignity and New Ways Ministries expound the virtues of the example he set throughout his life, including as an “inspiration to future generations.”

Perhaps most tellingly, New Ways Ministries (NWM) is actively seeking and compiling information, documents, and especially miracles attributed to his intercession to pave his way for canonization. NWM explicitly plans on proposing that Fr. Judge be investigated by the Congregation for Saints’ Causes to this end. Canonizing an openly gay man would have significant cultural and political significance for reducing SGM stigma, including (presumably) within the Roman Catholic Church itself; given the language and writing of proponents within these inclusivist communities around other queer narratives of saints, such implications are undoubtedly on their minds.

Finally, the intersection of political goals with religious and SGM interests recognizes that rejecting heteronormative assumptions and regulations can be seen as inherently political to a degree. This is especially true in relation to bodies like the Roman Catholic Church that have long had a fraught relationship with SGM communities. Reading gender politics into discussions of saints presupposes Butler’s idea that the gender expression of an individual is not, in fact, “a politically neutral surface upon which culture acts.” Gender expression is never pre-discursive; that is, reading the gender of a body is always in part (and even without the viewer’s awareness)

---


shaped by political or cultural assumptions, and is never concretely determinate.\textsuperscript{551} It is equally true that an individual’s choices around gender expression are \textit{also} not completely determined by the individual. The performance of gender can only include options for expressing gender that are currently available to an individual, as constrained and policed by social forces, threats, and expectations. This system reifies contingent acts associated with gender into “naturalized necessities,” thus foreclosing other possibilities for expression.\textsuperscript{552} In this light, viewing established holy figures through narratives that associate their actions, appearances, and lives with contemporary SGM helps to further expand possibilities for sexual expression and gender identity. While some might balk at the idea that saints could be a kind of cultural tool used to dismantle—or at least resist—a “house” as monolithic (and often oppressive) as the Roman Catholic Church, such a social mechanism is certainly possible. The perception of a social incongruity from normative expectations—as is the case here with the narratives of SGM saints—is neither inherently re-inscriptive nor subversive. Rather, both the re-inscription (reinforcing) of traditional, oppressive perceptions or social mechanisms and the subversion thereof “are the result of the reader’s own interpretive strategies” and perceptions.\textsuperscript{553}

3.4.2 Access to Authority/Tradition

A final, separate component of spirituality at play in many of these works is the patterns demonstrated among these sites. Much of the rhetoric and representation that has been discussed in this dissertation can be fruitfully viewed within the context of “legitimation narratives.” This sociological construct, employed to examine other socio-political religious groups’ interactions with Catholic hierarchy, is a rhetorical and psychological process through which individuals at

\textsuperscript{551} Butler, \textit{Gender Trouble}, 156-7.
\textsuperscript{552} Butler, \textit{Gender Trouble}, 33. See also Sloop, \textit{Disciplining Gender}, 26-27.
\textsuperscript{553} Meyer, \textit{An Archeology of Posing}, 107.
odds with aspects of Catholic teaching and authority seek to “validate their identity as committed Catholics.” The implications and expectations involved with striving for that commitment—the ultimate ideal of which is a “living sainthood”—among SGM Catholics (or other Christians with similar expectations), looks quite different from hetero-cisgender Christians when those traditions are not accepting of their SGM members. The comments and texts in inclusivist and semi-exclusivist sites described here illustrate that dissenting Catholics’ invocation of their own experiential and spiritual authority allows them to overcome or negate selective rejection of certain Roman Catholic texts and teachings around sexuality through an “affirmation of their connection with… tradition.” Applying this concept to the case at hand, the kinds of legitimating narratives that surround the use of saints in both the contexts described above amount to both varying levels of repudiation of statements made by the Vatican or specific interpretations of Christian scripture. Many of the more resource-oriented sites in this study—including Dignity, Equally Blessed, Quest, New Ways Ministries, and Spiritual Friendship (indirectly)—offer resources for SGM and their allies looking to respond to the “clobber texts” used in conservative interpretations of the Christian Bible. Additionally, SGM who engage in reimagining saints and their lives can be viewed as specifically rejecting or editing official Catholic hagiography in ways that coopt the power and symbolic authority associated with the saint in order to legitimize or strengthen their own narratives and identities as SGM Catholics (or Christians). Put another way, “what is at stake is not simply the authority of Scripture, as conservative opponents to homosexual legitimization like to say, but the authority of the culture of interpretation by which [conservative] people read scripture in such a way as to lend

554 Dillon, Catholic Identity, 122.
555 Boisvert, Sanctity and Male Desire, 10-12.
556 Dillon, Catholic Identity, 124.
legitimacy to their doctrinaire prejudices.”557 When the “moral ‘no’ to gays becomes [conservatives’] necessary symbolic commitment to show that they really do believe in something”, that is when “LGBTQ saints… can shake up the status quo. We can restore the complex reality of saints whose lives are being hijacked by hagiographies [sic] and hierarchy to enforce the established power structures.”558

On the other side of this equation, defenders of exclusivist interpretations can utilize built-in systems of hegemonic authority developed and maintained by the Roman Catholic body. Nowhere is this more clearly seen than in the context subtly being assigned to the increase use of in Saint Michael’s prayer. Articles on exclusivist websites like Church Militant are reporting that large numbers of dioceses are returning to this specific prayer in response to the Pope’s 2018 request that the faithful pray for the Church. They cite statements like that of Pittsburgh Bishop Zubik, who “asked the clergy to consider restoring the practice of reciting the Prayer to Saint Michael the Archangel after all Masses, a prayer that calls on Saint Michael to protect the faithful against all evil.”559 This prayer, which asks for Michael the archangel’s protection against evil, is being coopted to serve as a political dog whistle for hardline Catholic groups. This coded language equates the prayer’s references to the “evil” or “wickedness” attacking supplicants exclusively with SGM. This would seem a small leap, given the Church Militant’s frequent and erroneous claims that the numerous pedophilic claims and cover-ups wracking the

Roman Catholic Church can be blamed on SGM and same-sex desire.\textsuperscript{560} The “dog-whistling”—giving coded references to language that would otherwise likely be considered hateful or not socially acceptable, only understood by those “in” on the additional message—is clearly conveyed in the community comments on Church Militant. In response to the site’s reporting on the increased use of the Prayer of St. Michael, user KA notes that this is due to SGM who are “obsessed with perverted sex.” User LL wrote that they prayer is needed “against gender ideology, abortion, and LGBT [sic],” while HTL admonishes prayers against “the MSM …against gender ideology, abortion, and the LGBT.” Commenter CW goes further, opining that Michael and his prayer were “removed from the churches after [Vatican II]… [because] he was too violent and aggressive. Definitely something the rainbowbanner [sic] waving crowd would think.” Summing up all these reasons—given in response to an article \textit{that did not mention LGBTQ people once}—the next commenter, JDT observed that “St Michael prayer should be made mandatory after all masses throughout the Church. That’ll drive them out.”\textsuperscript{561} With these and similar statements, callous appeals to, and presumption of, moral authority using Saint Michael’s prayer form a persistent narrative of denigration and dismissal around the experiences and lives of SGM.


\textsuperscript{561} All text and comments found in: Nussman, “St. Michael Prayer Makes a Comeback,” 1. It is also worth noting that, while abbreviated here for privacy, nearly all commenters on the actual site seem to be using their full names, suggesting they are unashamed and/or unconcerned expressing these views publicly.
The creation, maintenance, and fluidity of saints’ narratives and hagiographic interpretation are clearly important mechanisms impacting community members’ subjectivity and constructions of identity. The queering of ideas and attributes of saints is a reflection of novel subjectivity—the specific ways sexual and gender minorities relate to dominant, heteronormative cultures—and it is also a narrative vehicle SGM use to articulate, integrate, or perpetuate components of their spiritual and/or sexual selves. Just as saint narratives and petitions to Saint Jude (for example) functioned in the past for devotees to create new narrative possibilities for articulation and self-actualization, saints in these contemporary online communities allow similar articulation of “visions of alternatives [that are both] reality and desire.”\textsuperscript{562} Queer cultural anthropology has identified ways that certain sexual cultural performances can serve as “‘circuits’ to connect [one’s] sexuality” to larger culture. In this case, these narratives and relationships with and about saints connect “the performative and material.” Narrative iterations of saints that reference sexuality and gender identity form “a conduit between domains that [might otherwise] appear divided from one another: those conceptualized as subjective or private and those understood to be social.”\textsuperscript{563} These contemporary communities have many ways of expressing and exploring these critical facets of individual and communal identity—as witnessed here by the diverse number of saints being referenced and prayed to for inspiration, for spiritual support or comfort, for queer subjectivity and community, and other

\textsuperscript{562} Orsi, \textit{Thank You, Saint Jude}, 132.

\textsuperscript{563} Burke, \textit{Christians under Covers}, 8.
cultural or political concerns. However, one element that they all share is that they remain “linked to—though not determined by—the oppressions that mark social life.”

Through their experiences of oppression, spirituality, and community described in this chapter, lay Catholics are creating their own virtual spaces, worship, and narratives about saints in a manner that can affirm not only SGM lives, but also their desires and relationships. Traditionally, “people elevated to dominant positions [in religious settings] discursively construct institutional notions of proper and inappropriate behavior and belief,” but the interpretation and veneration of the lives of saints discussed here offer a unique socio-religious vehicle through which traditional church teachings and expectations are being reinterpreted. It is, in this sense, a way for SGM Christians to create new avenues to explore saints’ writings and lives, connect to and develop their spirituality, define and explore queer Christian identities, and work towards accessing or leveraging the authority of church tradition as well as other political or cultural goals. In summary, by imbuing new meaning into the images, writings, and hagiographies of church icons, martyrs, and leaders, these Christians are using the privileged positions normally afforded to saints either to create new narratives and spaces for queer Christians or to reify existing systems of traditional oppression. The current work has also incorporated the work of many scholars who have examined the ways that religious traditions can shape belief, discourse, and action in religious communities, often highlighting ways that such discourse historically has had limiting and harmful effects on SGM. The emphasis in this dissertation on the dichotomy and subtle power dynamics arising from these two competing venerative trends, as well as uses of saints and Catholic teaching and tradition, speaks to this emerging body of literature. Through the examination of queer saint veneration, as well as saint

564 Readers will recall that the Q Spirit Jesus in Love Blog alone has over 1000 entries on saints, and Queering the Church has well more than 100 as well.
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veneration promoting abstention or other more conservative sexual mores, Digital Devotions has emphasized the overlapping impetuses to emphasize role models, physical presentation or representation, and symbolism in some SGM communities and church traditions.\textsuperscript{565} Though not without tensions, these spaces exist as independent sources of support for diverse faith communities \textit{and} in multifaceted relationships to one another and traditional Catholic frameworks and belief structures.

\textsuperscript{565} Jordan, \textit{The Silence of Sodom}, 2, 52.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS: DOING RELIGION

“Most likely some of the saints were probably LGBT… those people who were offended [by this observation] may be surprised to be greeted in heaven by more than a few LGBT saints, who will surely forgive them for being offended by their holiness.” Fr. James Martin, SJ, 2017

“[LGBTQ] saints continually inform and inspire me. For some reason, I especially related to the love between Saints Sergius and Bacchus. I found myself thinking, ‘I want to meet these two when I get to heaven.’” Nancy31, commenting on “Saints Sergius and Bacchus: Male couple martyred in ancient Rome” on the Jesus in Love Blog

The current study identifies ways that authors and audiences construct and maintain novel and multifaceted discourses around saints and sexuality online. It then assesses how these narratives contribute to 1) facets of queer and traditional spirituality, 2) dynamic perceptions of sexuality and gender, and 3) sexual and religious subjectivity and identity. The creation and maintenance of queer narratives—as well as the reification of heteronormative ones—are important, novel additions to both the academic understanding and the critical progression of lived religion in digital contexts. Scholars including Mark Jordan, Tanya Erzen, Christine Gardner, Lynne Gerber, and Rick Phillips have examined the ways that religious traditions can shape belief, discourse, and action in religious communities, often highlighting ways that such discourse can have limiting and harmful effects on sexual and gender minorities. Highlighting the dichotomy and subtle power dynamics arising from these two competing venerative trends, as well as uses of saints and Catholic teaching and tradition, contributes to and expands this


emerging body of literature. The dissertation also nuances and advances scholarly understanding of ways in which people’s “positions within religious communities are learned, enacted, and challenged,” a pivotal facet of Catholic studies and queer studies. This intersectional topic has received only limited attention in ethnographic and queer scholarship on religion to this point.\footnote{Burke and Hudec, “Sexual Encounters and Manhood Acts,” 331.}

Accordingly, \textit{Digital Devotions} provides a new angle from which to examine the fluidity of power relations within religious communities and among some of their marginalized adherents. David Halperin noted in \textit{Saint Foucault} that:

\begin{quote}
power is not to be understood according to the model of a unidirectional vector from oppressor to oppressed. Rather, it is a fluid, all-encompassing medium, immanent in every sort of social relation… hence, power is not intrinsically, nor is it only, negative: it is not just the power to deny, to suppress, to constrain – the power to say no, you can’t. Power is also the positive and the productive. It produces possibilities of action, of choice – and, ultimately, it produces the conditions for the exercise of freedom…\footnote{David Halperin, \textit{Saint Foucault: Towards a Gay Hagiography} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995): 17.}
\end{quote}

It is widely accepted that “religious discourse does not simply exist within a vacuum removed from the rest of social existence,” but the evidence herein from queer Christian veneration suggests a divergence—indeed a role reversal—from the commonly observed inculcation of institutional social mores and norms expressed by church elites to the laity.\footnote{Ryan Cragun, Emily Williams and J. E. Sumerau, “From Sodomy to Sympathy: LDS Elites’ Discursive Construction of Homosexuality Over Time,” \textit{Journal for the Scientific Study Of Religion} 54 (2015): 291-310.} Thus, the current findings also contribute to the ongoing discourse surrounding the gendered nature and a limited “queering” of power relations and both social and ecclesiastic dynamics in and around (predominantly) Catholic social and cyber settings. While traditionally “people elevated to dominant positions [in religious settings] discursively construct institutional notions of proper and inappropriate behavior and belief,” the lower barriers to entry, lower risks for participation,
and reduced stigma afforded by greater anonymity allow the interpretation and veneration of the lives of saints to serve as a unique socio-religious vehicle through which traditional church teachings and expectations can be reinterpreted.\textsuperscript{571} It is, in a sense, a way for SGM Christians to access a form of ecclesiastic authority. Donald Boisvert argues that saints “reaffirm our common humanity, and they link us, not only to each other, but also with an ineffable Other.” Such a stance can hold powerful symbolism and meaning for SGM who have too frequently been excluded or harmed by these structures.\textsuperscript{572} By imbuing new meaning into the images, writings, and hagiographies of church icons, martyrs, and leaders, the authors and communities described above are able to use the privileged positions normally afforded to saints to create new narratives and spaces for queer audiences, even within traditional Christian frameworks and belief structures. This dissertation, through its explication of saint narratives as subversive counter-narratives and promoters of SGM religious identity, contributes to the conceptual understanding of how such novel spaces and authorities are accessed, reinforced, or opposed.

4.1 ACADEMIC SIGNIFICANCE

Queer Christianity—combined with the expansion of personal faith and communal practice within self-selecting electronic communities—demonstrates that SGM people of faith or those who are searching for spiritual fulfillment may engage in venerative speech and behavior that is likely not otherwise accessible to them in traditional religious settings. Through the examination of queer saint veneration and saint veneration focused on chastity and other

\textsuperscript{571} Ibid, 295.
\textsuperscript{572} Boisvert, \textit{Sanctity and Male Desire}, 21.
conservative sexual mores, the dissertation maps the overlapping impetuses to emphasize role models, physical presentation or representation, and symbolism in some SGM communities and church traditions. Altogether, the work contributes to queer and LGBTQ studies through its assessment of novel religious and cultural discourse and exploration of new modes of queer subjectivity. Elements in the current work highlight new and surprising ways that sexual and gender minorities relate to queer and heteronormative religious traditions and systems of social power. Highlighting these nuances advances important investigations of lived religion and identity formation and integration among SGM and SGM Christians in scholarly discourse, as exemplified in the work of Wilcox, Jordan, Boisvert, Burke, and Janes, among others. The ways that religious saint narratives impact queer subjectivity and deeper components of identity contribute to what Michel Foucault described as understanding “sexuality from the viewpoint of the history of discourses.” The current work builds on these “historical and cultural modes of explanation,” combined with rhetorical analysis and queer studies, to describe and contextualize contemporary uses of saint discourses related to sexuality and gender identity.573 Digital Devotions’ finding that saints serve as important vehicles for relating to religiously inflected sexual and gender minority communities and sensibilities is a critical advancement of David Halperin’s work in How to be Gay. There, Halperin argued that homosexuality involves a cultural practice of “decoding and recoding heterosexual and heteronormative meanings already encoded in culture, so that they come to function as vehicles for gay or queer meaning.” Such a “shared alternative reading” perfectly reflects the mechanisms transpiring in inclusivist communities.574 The present work directly addresses the conclusions Halperin explores at the end of How to be Gay where he encourages other scholars to explore what queer subjectivity (or

573 Halperin, Saint Foucault, 4.
574 Halperin, How to be Gay, 12.
subjectivities) might look like from different cultural starting points or practices, including religion. *Digital Devotions*, among its many findings, provides further evidence for, and expands the scope of, Halperin’s construction of “the cultural poetics of human subjectivity” by demonstrating how queer subjectivity exercises very real influence among some sexual and gender minorities’ experiences and religious expressions.575

The findings in *Digital Devotions* also serve as a critical expansion for American Catholic studies, offering a queer lens through which to view our understanding of religious subjectivity and Catholic experience. In this sense, the current work fills a gap in scholarship by showing how narratives and uses of saints in the often-fluid context of spiritual searching and fulfillment are a fairly common yet undocumented component of religious life for people who still often find themselves excluded from—or on the margins of—Christian worship and tradition. Specifically, the project focuses on various types of venerative activity occurring among groups of SGM Catholics and other venerative Christian and spiritual groups. Similar published work in this subfield is essentially limited to Savastano’s sample of a small group of men in urban New Jersey, historiography like John Boswell’s, or indirectly related studies of popular sainthood around specific icons like Judy Garland or even the “saintly” activities of the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence. As such, the findings outlined here present key, even surprising, evidence and diverse sources to demonstrate that the practice of saint veneration—especially in novel and queer ways—is clearly both widespread and proliferating in online religious communities. Its expansion of scholarly understanding of the role of saint veneration as an often private, hidden component of contemporary lived religious experience also touches, therefore, on larger trends in religious studies examining queer lived religion, popular piety, and the

diversification of the “spiritual marketplace.” Similarly, it represents a needed addition to the small but growing body of literature utilizing virtual ethnography and queer iconography, demonstrating its utility as an emerging research methodology applicable to researchers of lived religion and similar fields.

4.2 CRITICAL THEORY AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE

First and foremost, this study has clear applicability to readers concerned with the experiences and treatment of SGM individuals and their relationship with the Roman Catholic Church specifically or Christianity generally. However, it is also an entry point into wider issues and studies concerning the intersection of the studies of religion and sexuality, queer theory, rhetoric, and censorship, among others. Much of the analysis presented in Chapter 3 can contribute to larger academic and cultural assessments of the increasing perceptions of cultural difference and animosity in contemporary American society. That is, this work in some ways shows the “fracturing” of civil society through the Balkanization of community institutions and beliefs that some scholars and social commentators have feared since the 1990s. There is some evidence captured in this study to support such a reading; several of the inclusivist authors like Kittredge Cherry and Terence Weldon have reported receiving disparaging comments, rebuttals, attack pieces on other sites, and even threats in response to their work. Numerous

\[576\] This is in reference to the classic sociological theory of Wade Clark Roof that posits that contemporary worshipers gravitate toward attractive aspects of different religions that serve to address key spiritual or cultural needs or concerns. Wade Clark Roof, *Spiritual Marketplace: Baby Boomers and the Remaking of American Religion* (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999).

examples from contributors throughout Spiritual Friendship note the misperceptions often attached to their website and its goals, as well as the frequent rejection or resistance they receive from both other SGM and more conservative Christians. The Church Militant, meanwhile, fosters incendiary and derogatory language throughout its articles, headlines, and comment sections, calling on its members to “prepare for battle” and “defend the faith…” especially from the perceived “sins” and “moral failings” it attributes to SGM.578

Reading and analyzing these sites through the lens of critical theory also yields important insights. The current study has endeavored to nuance and differentiate both historical and contemporary narratives that impact existing heteronormative power structures. The history of the Roman Catholic Church in America with sexual and gender minorities, in particular, throws into sharp relief the reality that many SGM and their families (including families which do not accept their SGM loved ones) have been deeply harmed in a number of ways by some—though not all—Christian and Catholic teachings around sexuality and gender identity. More than simply chronicling these developments, the current work can serve as a small addition to those resources available to Catholics generally and SGM laypeople specifically. This is a primary reason that the names of the websites examined herein have not been given pseudonyms, as is sometimes done in ethnography. By highlighting the ways that diverse and distinctive people of faith relate to saints and incorporate them into their beliefs and daily lives, Digital Devotions could serve to reduce social and faith-based stigma in some Christian and SGM communities. In particular, the evidence collected here rejects the prevalent but oversimplified view that Christianity contains a single, harmful stance regarding SGM. While there is still much work to be done understanding and explaining the history and contemporary experience of American

578 Lofton, “Brother Seraphim asks the Saints about Homosexuality,” throughout. The most frequently cited “way to defend the faith” on Church Militant, it should be noted, is to pay to subscribe to their “premium services.”
discourses around morality, Christianity, and sexual and gender minorities, this project serves as a small piece of that larger cultural discussion.

4.3. AVENUES FOR FURTHER STUDY

Further study is needed to explicate the ways in which individuals and groups experience and interpret sexuality, particularly in relation to saints, images, texts, and many types of ongoing dialogue within (and outside of) the Catholic Church and Christianity broadly. In particular, the experiences of lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered persons remain underrepresented in the small but growing amount of both qualitative and quantitative research conducted regarding the social mechanisms underlying the negotiations of gender, sexuality, and religious experience and affiliation in the United States. Thus, while this study represents a foray into the ways in which sexuality informs people’s interactions with their faith and their faith traditions, there are still many pressing issues and interactions to be examined and explored.

One future possibility for an intersection of queer theory and queer lived religion highlighted by this work is the potential to speak to the intersections of “doing gender” with “doing religion.” Conceptualizing the need to “do” religion similarly to the ways in which one “does” gender relates to each of the websites and communities in the present study. The sources above show that constructs taken to be fixed, static categories like gender are actually reproduced and maintained everyday—their subtle mundanity is a significant part of what creates the impression that they are innate and immutable. Yet doing religion involves a similar encompassing sense of cultural and social obligation and ontological necessity through the maintenance of organizations and communities specific acts, articulations, and expectations. It is
the “usual model” of belief and cultural norm to which people tend to default. In other words, just as gender is constructed and performed every day through interaction and embodiment, an individual’s “religious self” is similarly constructed and performed. Equally importantly, this sense of identity and performativity is interrelated to and dependent on gender norms. Constructing one’s religious self is an individual process, but it can only occur within available, top-down gendered religious scripts. However, scholars recognize know that “doing religion” and “doing gender” do not happen in a vacuum for the individual; not only are these two reifying systems (gender and religion) inextricably linked, but the experience of “doing religion” is also influenced by the social systems and perceptions of race and class, exacerbating gendered normative expectations. The systems of “doing gender” and “doing religion” are so powerfully intertwined that “to un/re/do religion” [is to] simultaneously ‘un/re/do gender’ and vice versa.” Gendered narrative or scripts and religious narratives and scripts are “inextricable.” This dissertation shows that some of these scripts are either supported or subverted by the ways in which people portray and think about saints. While the current study is not expansive enough to capture this larger intersection, it suggests a tantalizing possibility for further study into the ways that Roman Catholic narratives and views of sexuality and gender identity influence the performativity of “doing” Catholicism and gender.

Sociological critiques dictate that race, class, and gender exert enormous influence on how “dominant discourses around the religious self [are perceived]” and have “implications
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for... those who fail to fulfill the dominant ideology” or narrative.583 While the current work contributes to academic understanding of ways that sexual and gender minorities create new narratives and theologies as well as respond to dominant (traditional Roman Catholic) ones, it cannot easily incorporate or account for differences in race or class among these responses. It is an inherent, unavoidable shortcoming frequently encountered by digital ethnography because many authors, commenters, and audiences are anonymous or semi-anonymous. In respect to economic class identity and concrete resources (like a computer or smartphone), the limits of what can be surmised from the available evidence is that individuals who create these sites and communities invest significant time and resources, while participation in online exchanges and communities require fairly minor investment or difficulty. In respect to race, what has been captured here shows that some of the inclusivist sites, and particularly Q Spirit, make intentional efforts to represent saints and martyrs from diverse racial, ethnic, and gender identity backgrounds. However, this methodology can collect only very limited data on individual reactions and interactions between the complex and foundational aspects of racial, gender, and sexual identity with religious narrative and belief. Further research using different methodologies and media will be needed to clarify these important components of individual and community identity.

Lastly, the findings presented here cannot concretely determine causality; that is, the extent to which audiences are themselves “queered” or have their views change over time as a result of their participation in these communities. While many groups—especially the online support groups and Catholic Answers Forums—facilitate the tracking of member comments and attitudes over time, many participants on other sites “flicker” in and out of conversations or even

583 Ibid.
change user names (as seemed to be the case on Church Militant comment boards). The evidence collected here strongly indicates the outcomes and uses of saint narratives and audience participation therein, but it cannot say with certainty whether or not members self-selected into the groups that were assessed, experienced unique subjectivity once they arrived, or had their conceptions of sexuality or religiosity changed during or after their participation. Further study using different methodologies would be required to better explore those more nuanced causal connections.

Overall, this dissertation offers an in-depth assessment of ways in which saints are being utilized in contemporary online settings. After contextualizing the religious and cultural history of Catholic and sexual and gender minority communities, it has employed the sociology of queer studies to explore online communities engaged in narrative creation around saints and their significance. In doing so, the work demonstrates that both queer and traditional narratives and interpretations of saints facilitate expressions of multiple components of religious and sexual subjectivity or gender identities, as well as the possibility of deeper identity construction. The kinds of narratives, interactions, and identity development this dissertation assesses also uncover the entanglement of the social systems and hierarchies that reify sexual and gender expression and religious thought and expression. While methodological limitations and the scope of the study leave several avenues for future investigations—particularly in queer studies and lived religion—Digital Devotions represents a scholarly contribution that complicates and expands our understanding of the boundaries and narratives that comprise underrepresented aspects of queer lived religion and subjectivity.
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